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THE NEW FORCE IN EDA
The brief was clear. To create

QUICKROUTE

SYSTEMS

a next generation CAD system for electronic
engineers that used state of the art desktop integration and customisability together
with unrivaled ease of use.
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From the creators of Quickroute, Electronic Design
Studio (EDS) is an entirely new program designed
for today's EDA performance needs. Integrating
schematic and PCB design into a powerful design
studio, EDS lets you view and edit all the files in
your projects, and through OLE2, EDS integrates
with your desktop letting you drag and drop
documents into and from your favorite Office
applications.
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EDS also includes the n
CADObjects engine with to
and
flexibility that approaches th power
of desktop publishing systems. With
its comprehensive drawing and
shaping tools, professional support
for True Type fonts (even at the PCB
stage), high resolution, large design
size, polygon fill and shaping tools,
EDS represents a genuine advance
in EDA price performance. Visit our
web site, or call now to find out how
EDS can help you.
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State of the art multiple -document user interface offering unrivalled ease of use and customisability.
OLE 2 support including drag and drop, allows integration with your favorite Office applications.
Project Wizard and Project Manager make creating and navigating all the documents in your
projects easy.
New heiracial symbol browser, makes creating, editing and managing symbols a breeze!
High resolution (1um) and large design size (up to 2m x 2m) combined with IntelliSNAP makes
metric/imperial design mixing easy!
Unlimited schematic sheets, with full support for data busses, power rails, etc
CADCheck automatically syncronises schematic and PCB designs. No more capture worries!
Unlimited Undo/Redo, print preview and a wide range of import/export options including CAD -CAM.
Up to 32 layers can be assigned to be copper, silk, gold, mask, drill, mechanical, or annotation layers.
New CADObjects engine supports a wide range of graphic objects including professional True Type
fonts, object shaping and property support, in -situ editing of symbols, high resolution and arbitrary
rotation/scaling of objects.
Unlimited range of pad and track sizes supported.
Create flood fills and power planes quickly with the new polyfill tool.
Fast fully customisable poly -algorithmic autorouter
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WORK
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f199 $319
Electronic Design Studio
Electronic Design Studio Cross Grade £149 $239
£49
$79
Electronic Design Studio LITE
PLUS Your first double -sided Eurosize PCB
produced FREE by BETA -LAYOUT

TRY AND BUY TODAY ONLINE
AT www.auickroute.co.uk

16,40111s0

SlewYOU T

Prices exclude P&P and VAT where applicable.
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Quickroute Systems Ltd Regent House, Heaton Lane, Stockport, SK4 IBS. UK - Tel 0161 476 0202 - Fax 0161 476 0505
http www.auickroute.co.uk Email info@quicksys.demon.co.uk
Copyright © 1999 Quickroute Systems Ltd. All rights reserved. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Oversees distributors wanted!
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971 COMMENT
Musical numbers

973 NEWS
PCB makers and green tax plans
ADSL-based television service
Analog Devices' latest 16 -bit DSP
Memory capacity stretched
Controllers go wireless
Mobiles to outstrip fixed
Transistors reach physical limit

978 INTELLIGENT SIGNAL
PROCESSING
DSP, neural networks and time series Chris MacLeod and Grant Maxwell look
at how artificial neural networks can
benefit signal processing.

1000 MEASURING RF POWER
Joe Carr looks at commercial
instruments for measuring RF power and
explains how they work.

loe Carr looks inside some
commercial instruments for
measuring RF power and explains
how they work - on page 1000.

1006 CIRCUIT IDEAS
All -silicon Christmas lights
550MHz spectrum analyser add-on
Controlling a voltage by a pc
Automatic light and 'in -use' indicator

1015 NEW PRODUCTS
New product outlines, edited by

Richard Wilson

1026 INTERFACING
DIGITAL AUDIO
Patrick Gaydecki describes interfacing
two new stereo audio converters to a
microprocessor via serial links. Patrick's
description revolves around a specific
DSP56k processor, but the work will help
anyone wanting to design with these high-

Save 18% on an emulation and
development kit for the world's

fastest 8 -bit micro - f139 fully
inclusive. See page 992.

performance, easy -to -interface audio d -to a a -to -d converters.

How can artificial neural networks benefit
digital signal processing? See page 978.

982 A NEW
CLASS -AB DESIGN
This Class -AB audio power amplifier
features excellent stability without needing
stabilising networks. Its new driver stage
eliminates crossover distortion and it has a
saturation -preventing scheme for fast
recovery from clipping.

Wim de Jager and Ed van Tuy

992 READER OFFER
Scenix's new SX microcontrollers are the
fastest eight -bitters available. You can
develop and emulate them for under £140
if you take advantage of our exclusive
reader offer - a full SX evaluation kit.

994 LOW VOLTAGE
ROUND UP
Four leading researchers present a rail -to rail output op -amp that runs from a 1.5V
supply and has constant -gm. New
applications for low -voltage building
blocks are discussed, as is a new Spice
model specifically for low -voltage design.
Giovanni Stochino et al
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1033 AUDIO POWER
ANALYSIS
Doug Self's investigations into
dissipation in audio power systems
reveal startling information about the
real efficiency of Class -A, and suggest
that Class -G is worth a second look now
that multi -amp audio systems are
becoming the norm.

1038 LETTERS
THD meter distortion, Digital TV quality,
Mains standby switching.

1040 PICTURING
SCHMITT'S TRIGGER
Bryan Hart takes an in depth look at a

550MHz spectrum analyser addon, PC voltage generator,
Christmas lights and an 'in -use'

indicator - will any of these
Circuit Ideas win one of £3500
worth of prizes from National
Instruments? See page 1006
onwards.

sixty -year -old device that most designers
today take for granted - the Schmitt
trigger

1049 HANDS ON INTERNET:

The perfect transistor
Cyril Bateman looks at the nearest thing
to a perfect transistor. Its output swings
negative for negative base signals and
vice -versa for positive ones. It has a
700MHz bandwidth, 737nV/'JHz noise
and low distortion - even at 10MHz.

January issue
on sale
2 December
( ),

We make our programmers

work harder
FEATURES
Supports EPROMs, EEPROMs, Flash,
Serial PROMs, BPROMs, PSDs, PALs,

GALs, PEELS, MACH, MAX, EPLDs, and

over 200 Microcontrollers including
87C48/51, 89C51 /52, PIC,
MC705/71 1, ST6, Z86, COP etc.

NEW Windows '95Tm
Software provides the
best user interface on
the market

Easy device selection.

Hands free programming so you can
produce batches of the same chip

Programming,
Emulation, Testing
all in one easy to use application.

without pressing a key

Correct programming and verification
at 1.8, 2.7, 3.3 and 5V
Serial number mode supports
date/time stamping, unique IDs
Progress indicator shows number of
devices programmed
Full support for device -specific
features

No adapters required for DIL parts
upto 48 -pins. Universal adapters for
44 -pin PLCC, 44 -pin PSOP and 48 -pin
TSOP parts

Programmes and verifies Intel
28F400 in under 15 seconds

Connects to parallel port - no PC
cards needed

Store your favourite projects...

Tests 7400, 4000, DRAM and SRAM

48 -pin Universal Programmer

Mains or battery operation

STILL ONLY

Programming Speeds
the fastest in the
business: 28F008
in 29 sec

FREE software device support
upgrades via bulletin board and www

PROGRAMMER MODELS AND PRICES
SINGLE SOCKET PROGRAMMER

GANG PROGRAMMERS

EMULATOR OPTIONS
FOR ALL PC BASED PROGRAMMERS

1848

48 -pin universal
programmer

£695

£395to

SPEEDMASTER

8 -way 32 -pin
EPROM/Flash Gang/Set

GLV32

programmer

SPEEDMASTER

programmer for National
Semiconductor COP
micros

£1500

Full range of adapters for

FROM

PLUG, SOIC,c. TSOP, PSOP

£65

128kx8 ROM/RAM

SPEEDMASTER GLV32

£695

SPEEDMASTER/
MICROMASTER

40 -pin programmer range
(see website or call for
model details)

FROM

LVECEMUL8
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the

£125

512x8

8 -way 40 -pin gang
GLVCOP

EPMASTER LV

40 -pin EPROM/Flash

£295

programmer
LVECEMUL16

LV40 PORTABLE

LV40 PORTABLE

£995

As Micromaster LV, plus
completely portable with
built in keypad and
LCD display.

£995

128x16 ROM/RAM
emulator with modify on
the fly feature Upgradable
to 512x16

£695

£195

SOCKET

et..

ADAPTERS

All pnces ex hide VAT and delivery

See for yourself - download a demo from our Website at www.icetech.com

ORDER NOW - All PRODUCTS IN STOCK. CREDIT CARD ORDERS:

01226 767404

For a copy of ow catalogue giviig fill deals of programme's, simulators, erasers and shpt.'s, ate, fax or (mall us.
You am also access ow BM or Home page. Al ow products are le stodi now for mext day delivery - all ow ire& aid botbe aow.

CE

ICE Technology Ltd. Penistone Court, Sheffield Road, Penistone, Sheffield, UK S36 6HP
VISA

9"70

Tel: +44 (0)1226 767404 Fax: +44 (0)1226 370434 BBS: +44 (0)1226 761181 (14400, 8N1)

Web: www.icetech.com. Email: sales

icetech.com
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You might expect the head of a government watchdog
body to get his facts right. But not the unfortunate
Don Cruickshank, former director-general of OFTEL.
Addressing GMTV viewers on 13 April 1995,
Cruickshank stated specifically that from Easter Sunday
1995, nobody's UK phone number starting 01 would ever
change again.
On BBC2's Newsnight programme, under intense
questioning from Jeremy Paxman, he repeated this
assertion; it was the last time that anyone's phone number
would be altered.
Five short years later - and once again in April - some
10 million telephone subscribers will nevertheless have
new numbers forced upon them. The renumbering
doesn't end there either; all mobile and pager numbers
that do not already begin with 07 will change as well, as
will many freephone, local -rate and premium rate
`non -geographic' numbers.
Those living in London will feel particularly hurt since,
setting aside the loss of the more memorable
alphanumeric numbers such as WHItehall 1212 and
ABBey 1234 some 35 years ago, they have 'enjoyed'
four different numbers in just ten years.
London's 01 zone was split
between 071 and 081 in May
1990, renumbered 0171 and
0181 in April 1995, and will
recombine under the new 020
code next year.
The cost of change is not
trivial either; the true cost of the
1995 code change was £3.25
billion according to the
Telecommunications Managers
Association (TMA). This time
around, it could be much more not to mention user confusion.
Despite a £20 million
information campaign, nearly 40
per cent of the population
remained unaware of the changes in a September survey
conducted by the British Market Research Board.
Phone users will have to learn and dial the new
numbers, while printed literature and stationery as well as
shop fronts, vehicles and all other signage will need
alteration. Memory telephones and repertory diallers in
automatic fire and burglar alarms will need
reprogramming.
Look -up tables used in smart sockets and call connect
systems for call routeing and management will need
changing, while the code lists programmed into privately
owned payphones for assessing call charges will also
need alteration.
So why the change? And what had OFTEL not
foreseen in 1995? Contrary to popular perception, the
answer is not growth in demand for telecommunications
services per se. The unabated demand comes from
competing operators wanting their own number blocks,
plus heel dragging by all parties over introducing number
portability.
The huge take-up of mobile phones - and the transfer
from old subscription accounts to new pay -as -you -talk
numbers - are putting the existing system under further
strain. This could have been minimised if transferring
customers had been allowed to retain their old numbers.
The service providers, whom OFTEL does not regulate,

have declined to play ball, so the profligate solution is the
creation of nine billion new numbers.
One thing Cruickshank's successor, David Edmonds,
will not be doing is claiming this code change will be
final. Not by a long chalk. Even though the 1995 code
change was hailed by OFTEL as a numbering scheme for
the 21st century, that was an impossible dream. All major
cities that are not changing to 02 codes now will need to
do so over the next decade. But two additional factors
will inevitably bring further fundamental changes.
The first is the plan by the European
Telecommunications Office (ETO) for a pan-European
numbering scheme. According to the ETO, numbering is
seen as, "a facilitator of telecommunications services,"
and a long-term numbering strategy should provide the
means with which to achieve the goals of EU's
telecommunications policy.
The strategy is also needed in order to prevent any
initiatives that may impede the future implementation of
this policy. Considered opinion sees this as a political
pipedream that simply won't happen but it cannot be
ruled out.
A more fundamental consideration is whether a

Electronics World is published monthly. By post, current issue
£2.45, back issues (if available £3.00). Orders, payments and general

Overseas advertising agents: France and Belgium: Pierre

telephone number should be treated as a name or all
address. If I need to ring the editor of this magazine, I
must first establish whether he's at home, in the office or
perhaps on his mobile - and then ring a different number
for each. If I send him an e-mail, however, a single
address will reach him regardless of current location.
With the build-up of network intelligence in the
telephone system, there are strong arguments for
redefining phone numbers as addresses that are entirely
location -independent. As well as providing greater user
convenience, it would also provide much greater
flexibility for conserving number resources but further
change is inevitable and the pundits will have their work
cut out to avoid making fools of themselves and of the
users.

One man who was right all along, however, was Nick
White, chairman of the TMA back in 1992. With
considerable foresight he then said, "The topic of
telephone numbering and code changes does not attract
widespread attention but the planned changes are
widespread and will hit every customer's pocket.
Therefore any changes must be optimised by an expert
planning and consultation process to minimise the cost of
the changes to the customer and to deliver a solution that
will last well into the next century."
Andrew Emmerson
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NEW SIMULATOR

NOW WITH

PROSPICE 3F5
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Berkeley SPICE3F5 analogue simulation kernel.
True mixed mode simulation.
New analysis types include multi -plot sweeps, transfer
curves, distortion and impedance plots.
Active Components: Switches, Pots etc.
Over 1000 new library parts with SPICE models.
Greater ease of use.
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Interactive Circuit
Animation
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Schematic Capture
Produces attractive schematics like in the magazines.
Netlist, Parts List & ERC reports.
Hierarchical Design.
Full support for buses including bus pins.
Extensive component/model libraries.
Advanced Property Management.
Seamless integration with simulation and PCB design.
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PCB Design

aser16yer

Automatic Component Placement.
Rip -Up & Retry Autorouter with tidy pass.
Pinswap/Gateswap Optimizer & Back -Annotation.
32 bit high resolution database.
Full DRC and Connectivity Checking.
Shape based gridless power planes.
Gerber and DXF Import capability.

SHAREWARE VERSIONS
NOW WITH INTERACTIVE CIRCUIT ANIMATION
DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY NOW
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http //www labcenter. co uk

BEST all-round

PROGRAM"

Available in 5 levels - prices from £295 to £1625 + VAT.
Call now for further information & upgrade prices.

EWW CAD Review Round Up September 1998

Write, phone or fax for your free demo disk, or ask about our full evaluation kit.

abceneen

ectronics

Tel: 01756 753440. Fax: 01756 752857.
EMAIL: mfo@labcenterco.uk
53-55 Main St, Grassington. 8023 5AA. WWW: http::'www.labcenter.co.uk
Fully interactive demo versions available for download from our WVVW site.
Call for educational, multi-user and dealer pricing - new dealers always wanted.
Prices exclude VAT and delivery. All manufacturer's trademarks acknowledged.

UP DATE
PCB makers worried over green tax plans
Circuit board manufacturers have
warned the government of the impact
on UK factories of its plans to
introduce an environmental tax levy
in April next year.
PCIF industry trade association
director, Brian Haken said that the
Chancellor's plans to collect £1.9bn
in the first year means that
manufacturers could go offshore and
board makers will go with them.
Haken said that the government
was not sufficiently aware of the
contribution made by the smaller

PCB manufacturers. "The industry is
restructuring rapidly. There were 450
PCB companies in 1990. Now there
are 135, and by 2005 there could be
between 15 and 20,"he said.
He added: "The increasing costs
of production equipment has meant
that the number of companies that
can afford to stay in the business
will fall."
Haken, who was talking at the
launch of an environmental best
practice guide, does not disagree with
the EU' s Waste from Electrical and

Electronic Equipment Directive in
principle but he believes the way it is
being implemented will cost UK PCB
manufacturers dear.
"It is estimated that compliance
costs around two per cent of total
(manufacturing) cost already, and this
rises to seven per cent for the PCB
sector - off the bottom line, bringing
the UK industry total to around £40m
a year," said Haken.
The guide highlights areas of cost
saving, such as recycled water and
the reduction of tin and lead.

Kingston launches ADSL-based television service
Europe's first ADSL-based interactive
TV service was launched by Kingston
Communications recently.
The Kingston Interactive Television
service provides digital TV broadcasts,
video on demand, fast Internet access
and interactive services.
Initially 1550 Kingston customers
will receive the service. A phased
rollout to. Kingston's 155 000
customers in Hull and east Yorkshire

will then follow.
"This announcement maintains our
position at the forefront of ADSL,"
said Steve Maine, Kingston Group's
chief executive. "It is a universal
technology - there are 800 million
copper telephone lines globally - and
we believe the kind of services we are
offering will be adopted worldwide."
Newbridge Networks is providing the
media distribution systems which

Multimedia future for phone networks
The end of traditional telephone
networks based on circuit -switched
transmission technology has been
predicted at the world's biggest
telecoms technology showcase
Telecom '99, which took place last
October.
According to Yoshio Utsumi,
secretary general of the International
Telecommunication Union, the
future development of the global
telecoms industry lies in multimedia
services and packet -switched data
networks.
"Circuit -switched voice will
disappear as the basic architecture of
future telecommunications networks
and be replaced by packet -switched
data," said Utsumi, speaking at the
opening of Telecom '99.
The main reasons for this

fundamental change in network
technology, says Utsumi, are the
increasing convergence of voice and
data telecoms traffic on networks and
the growth of multimedia services.
"Instead of having independent
communication and information
infrastructures we will see increasing
competition between different
multimedia services," he added.
Utsumi also hoped this technology
change would mean that the most
advanced telecoms systems would
be, "...available, accessible and
affordable for all the world's people
rather than today's minority."
The exhibition, which is held every
four years, has almost 1200
exhibitors and is expected to attract
over 200 000 visitors.

combines ATM switching, ADSL
technology and IP routeing. The
services will be provided at data rates
of up to 4.5Mbit/s.

Kingston has just announced its
interactive tv pricing structure, which
includes the UK's first tv-based
untimed high-speed Internet service log on at up to 256kbit/s for £15 a
month with no phone -call charges.

Ten -fold density boost for optical storage
An Israeli company has begun demonstrating a new
type of 3D optical data -storage technology with its
fluorescent multi -layer card (FMC) technology. The
company called C3D claims a standard 120mm optical
disk using the FMC technology could hold hundreds
and potentially thousands of gigabytes of data. It is
planning to demonstrate the system in the US to build
support for its technology which it claims is cheaper
than current optical data storage systems by as much as
ten to a hundred -fold.

Pentium look -alike clocks 700MHz
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) will announce this
week its 700MHz Athlon microprocessor as it tries to
maintain a performance lead over rival Intel. The
announcement of the chip is expected to be
accompanied by design wins from IBM and Compaq
Computer. Intel is close behind AMD and will
introduce 700MHz and 730MHz Pentium III chips
towards the end of this month.

Melanie Reynolds Electronics Weekly

IDENTIFYING EUROPEAN EMC STANDARDS?
Get the EMC Master Info CD instead of a consultant for only $ 395
EMC pre -compliance test sets for both radiated and conducted immunity as well as emission tests. LogPer antenna's, TemRF-amplifiers and ESD generators at unbeatable prices. Software controlled Spectrum Analyser suitable for both US
and European standards (June 1998) The unique EMC Master Info CD does not only help you to select the proper European
EMC standards, it also suggests the test set-up and requirements.

Check www.emcmaster.com or call (International: ++31-3569-41774)
December 1999 ELECTRONICS WORLD
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Innovative EMC Test Set for less
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Analog Devices' latest 16 -bit DSP:
there's more to power than a high clock speed
Kevin Leary is rarely surprised when it
comes to digital signal processors. A
member of Analog Devices' DSP division
for 17 years, he has seen "a lot of things
come and go".
For him if there is any significance to the
current era, it is that DSP has reached a
critical mass. "The marketing people don't
like me saying it, but it is becoming
commoditised," said Leary, Analog's DSP
program manager.
In light of this, he argues that when
judging a DSP, the issue is no longer its
raw processing performance but myriad
other factors too. This is what he believes
Analog has achieved with its ADSP-219x
family of DSPs.

In addition to its peak processing
performance of 300Mips, the architecture
builds on the existing software base by
being code compatible with Analog's
existing 16 -bit 218x family. It has also
been developed with design reuse in mind:
"We need a core that is reusable across
multiple groups within Analog, and
potentially outside," said Leary.
The 219x family retains its forebear's
single cycle instruction execution, zero overhead looping and single -cycle context
switch. What is new are compiler and
processing enhancements.
To aid the compiler, the 219x provides
up to 16Mword paged memory support.
'This allows large data sets to be
addressed. For Internet routers, the URLs
and IP addresses can be ported directly
onto the DSP," said Leary. The 219x treats
memory as unified rather than segmented,
making programming large systems easier.
Five data address generation modes have
also been added to improve compiler
support.
The family's architectural enhancements
include a doubling of the instruction
pipeline depth to create a six -stage pipe
with two-cycle delay. The adding of a

ADSP-219x AT A GLANCE
Up to 300MHz/300Mips processing performance
Six stage hardware interlocked instruction
pipeline

Uses the ARMadvanced high performance
bus (AHB) to aid design reuse

The ARMAHB supports burst transfers,
split transactions and single clock edge operation

transparent, 64 -location two-way set associative instruction cache enables an
extra data operand to be loaded each cycle.
Tackling design reuse, Analog has
chosen the open -standard ARM advanced

high performance bus (AHB). 'The state
of intellectual property reuse is worse than
people admit," said Leary.
He describes the bus as a synthesisable
wrapper around the hard 219x core to
which peripherals are interfaced. The bus
has very good performance, said Leary:
"Up to 100Mword/s [16 -bit] and it is
scalable to 128 -bits wide."
Analog has used the bus for its 10mm x
10mm mini-BGA IC which comprises
four 219x 300MHz/300Mips cores and
16Mbit of embedded DRAM. The device
is aimed at "ultra high subscriber
applications", offering a processing
performance of 1.2 billion multiply accumulate operation/s.
Using this device, a processing density
of 150 V.90 modem channels/in2, or 200
Voice over 1P channels/in2 is achieved.
Samples of the device are expected next
March with volume production in a year's
time.
Roy Rubenstein Electronics Weekly
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Quad blockbuster... Analog Devices has put four ADSP-219x cores on a single chip. Each core is
surrounded by a synthesisable wrapper - the ARMAHB bus - and has 4Mbit of local embedded
DRAM.

If you ask a PCB maker to
produce you a prototype board,
the chances are you will be
charged for a piece of board big
enough to hold nine Eurocards,
regardless of the size of your
prototype.
BetaLAYOUT is offering a
service known as PCB -Pool. If
you want just one Eurocard, Beta
simply lays your design alongside
that of other customers' and all
share the cost of the raw board.
The first question you will
probably ask is, "How long might
I have to wait before Beta has
enough customers to fill a
board?" "Not long," is the answer
- the company is currently
fulfiling 1200 PCB -Pool orders a
month. pcb-pool@betalayout.com.

NEED A GOOD ESD GUN WITHOUT A BUDGET FIGHT?
Buy the EMC Master pre -compliance ESD Generator for just $ 1.695
EMC pre -compliance test sets for both radiated and conducted immunity as well as emission tests. LogPer antenna's, Tern Cell's RF-amplifiers and ESD generators at unbeatable prices. Software controlled S)ectrum Analyser suitable for both US
and European standards (June 1998). The unique EMC Master Info CD does not only lelp you to select the proper European
EMC standards, it also suggests the test set-up and requirements.

1 Check www.emcmaster.com or call (International: ++31-3569-41774)
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The Phantom Power Box
General Designer/
General Contractor

48 volt microphone phantom powering unit
Professional portable units operating from an internal
PP3 battery or external mains adaptor

of turnkey clean room
production centres
for all clean room classes in the semiconductor, pharmaceutical and food
industry

* Suitable for converting any microphone amplifier to P48
standard phantom power * High efficiency DC to DC
converter for extended battery life * Accurate line balance
for high common mode rejection * Low noise and
distortion * Extensive R FI protection

Key competences:
high -purity gases, high -purity media,
clean rooms

The Balance Box (mic/line amplifier) - The Headphone
Amplifier Box - The OneStop DIN rail mounting radio
frequency interference filter and voltage transient protector
for voltage and current loop process signal lines

ROM -Stuttgart
RUD. OTTO MEYER GmbH & Co. KG
Motorstrasse 62 D-70499 Stuttgart
Tel: +49(0)711-1393-323
Fax: 0049 711-1393-340
E-mail: rom-stuttgart@rom.de

Conford Electronics Conford Liphook Hants GU30 7QW
Information line: 01428 751469 Fax: 751223
E-mail contact@confordelec.co.uk
Web http://www.confordelec.co.ukicatalogue/
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HOW DOES YOUR EQUIPMENT MEASURE UP? AT STEWART OF READING THERE'S ALWAYS SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT!
PHILIPS PM3217 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay

Very good
oscilloscope
including 2 probes,
Pouch and Front
Cover

(c)

4ch 150MHz delay sweep
cursors readout

Grey version not
included.
etc from

GOULD 05300 Dual trace 20MHz. Lightweight.
Very good value

THIS IS THE
BEST CHEAP
SCOPE
YOU WILL EVER
BUY!!!

851 Q

GOULD 051100 Dual trace, 30MHz
delay, very bright. Supplied with
manual and 2 probes.

£200

TEKTRONIX 2215 - Dual Trace 60 MHz
Sweep Delay,
Includes 2
probes, Only

£350
TEKTRONIX 400 SERIES

468 Digital Storage Dual Trace 100MHz Delay

£550

466 Analogue Storage Dual Trace 100MHz Delay £250
£750
485 Dual Trace 350MHz Delay Sweep
475 Dual Trace 200MHz Delay Sweep

£450

465 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep

£350

HC 3502
Dual Trace 20MHz

5mV-20/Div; 0.2u secs 0.5 Sec/Div; X -Y: X5
Magnifier; TVSync etc.

Un-Used

£180

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

TEKTRONIX 2445

ONL

£700

MARCONI 6311 Prog Sweep Gen 100MHz-20GHz...
£4000
H.P. 8657A Syn Sig Gen 100KHz-1040MHz
£2500
£1500
H.P. 86566 Syn Sig Gen 100KHz-990MHz..
£1250
H.P. 8656A Syn Sig Gen 100KHz-990MHz..
GIGATRONIC 7100 Syn Sig Gen 10MHz-20GHz......
£6000

H.P. 8595E 9KHz-6.5GHz with Opts 004/041/101/105/
110.857171A card & 85024A high freq probe...£9000
£2250
H.P. 8590A 10KHz-1.8GHz (75ohms)
H.P. 855813 with Main frame 100KHz-1500MHz £1250
H.P. 853A (Dig Frame) with 8559A 100Khz-21GHz..
£2750
£2000
H.P. 3582A Dual Channel 25KHz
MARCONI 2382 100Hz-400MHz High Resolution.£2250
£1500
B & K 2033R Signal Analyser
£3000
ADVANTEST TR4131 10KHz-3.5GHz
from £500
MARCONI 2370 30HZ-110MHz
£500,
HP141 Systems 8553 1KHz-110MHz from

MARCONI 2022E
SYN AM/FM SIG GEN 10GHz 1.01GHz
Up to +10dBm output, phase mod, LCD display.
keyboard entry etc. Small, lightweight

only £525

8554 500KHz-1250MHz from £750; 8555 10MHzfrom £1000

18GHz

MARCONI 2017 AM/FM Phase Locked Sig Gen

MARCONI TF2015 AM/FM sig

£1200

10KHz-1024MHz

SPECIAL - LIMITED QUANTITY

gen

LOOK - NOW ONLY £475

PHILIPS PM5328 Sig Gen 100KHz-180MHz with
£650
200MHz Freq Counter. IEEE
£2000
MARCONI 6500 Amplitude Analyser
H.P. 4275A LCR Meter 10KHz-10MHz
£2750
H.R. 4192A LF Impedance Analyser 5Hz-13MHz
£5000
£750
H.P. 8903E Distortion Analyser
MARCONI 2305 Mod Meter 500KHz-2GHz from
£900

FARNELL AMM2000 Automatic Mod Meter 10Hz£1250
2.4GHz Unused
STABILOCK 4015 Radio Comm Test Set
£2250
H.P. 535013 Freq Counter 20GHz
£2000
£500
H.P. 34613 Noise Source 10MHz-18GHz
H.P. 11692D Dual Dir Coupler 2-18GHz
£1600
H.R. 11691D Dual Dir Coupler 2-18GHz
£1250
£2000
WAYNE KERR Inductance Analyser 3245
£1250
H.P. 8112A Pulse Generator 50MHz
AutoCal Multimeter 5'A -7V, digit.
DATRON
from £300-£600
1065/1061N1071
£400
RACAL 1998 Freq Counter 1.3GHz IEEE etc
MARCONI 2440/2442 Freq Counter 2OGHz/26GHz....
from £1250

la

H.P. 8640A AM/FM Sig Gen
500KHZ-1024MHz
£450
500KHz-512MHz Version - £250

STEWART of READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL
Telephone: (0118) 9268041 Fax: (0118) 9351696
Callers welcome 9am-5.30pm Monday to Friday (other times by arrangement)

OWEMARCONI

2019A
RACAL 9008 Automatic
MoD meter

Synthesised AM/FM Sig Gen 80KHz-1040MHz
LCD Display Keyboard entry.

1.5MHz2GHz

FULLY TESTED - IN GOOD CONDITION
POWER SUPPLY Model HSP3010

OSCILLOSCOPES
PHILIPS PM3082 2+2 Ch. 100MHz Delay etc
£900
TEKTRONIX TAS465 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay etc...
£800
TEKTRONIX 2465A 4 Ch. 350MHz Delay etc...62250
TEKTRONIX 2445B Dual Trace 150MHz Delay etc.....
£1500
£300
TEKTRONIX 2205 Dual Trace 20MHz
£425
KIKUSUI 6100 5 Trace 100MHz Delay
TEKTRONIX 2430 Dig Storage Dual Trace 150MHz...
£1000
UNUSED OSCILLOSCOPES
TEKTRONIX TDS350 Dual Trace 200MHz 1GS/Sec...
£1500
TEKTRONIX TAS485 4 Channel 200MHz etc £1100
£2000
H.R. 5461013 Dual Trace 500MHz 20M/S
£1000
H.P. 54600B Dual Trace 100MHz 20M/S
£1400
GOULD 465 Dual Trace 100MHz 200M/S
£800
GOULD 400 Dual Trace 20MHz 100M/S
£400
FLUKE SCOPEMETER Type 93 50MHz etc
FLUKE SCOPEMETER 96 Series 1150MHz etc £520
FLUKE SCOPEMETER 99 Series II 50MHz etc £650

GOODWILL GFC 8010G
Frequency Counter Range 1Hz120MHz 8 digit display 15MV
RMS sensitivity

f
-

Unused 67)

0-30 volts; 0-10 amps current
limiting. 2 meters

Used £160
GOODWILL
GVT427 DUAL CHANNEL AC
MILLIVOLTMETER

10pV 300V in 12 ranges
Frequency 10Hz-1MHz

Used £100

Unused £125
FARNELL LF1

cir)

Sine/Sq Oscillator
10Hz-1MHz

GOULD J38 Sine/Square Oscillator, 10Hz-100KHz,
low distortion

Only £95

SOLATRON 7150
DMM 6.5 digit
True RMS IEEE

A Classic Bench Multimeter - SOLARTRON 7045

el)

4I,z, digit bright LED, ONLY
working with leads.
It's so cheap you should have it as a spare.

USED EQUIPMENT - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied
This is VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or telephone for lists. Please check availability before
ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to total of goods and carriage.
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Stretched memory capacity starts to hit supply...
Computer memory capacity may have
to come down because the memory
makers have no new factories coming
on -stream - except for one.
At Infineon Technologies, Hans
Pieter Bette, vice-president for
memories, said: "We are 100 per cent
full. We will do what we can, but to
increase capacity quickly is impossible.
We are not changing our initial plans."
Infineon is relying on shrinks to
increase output rather than new factory
building. It is implementing a 'hefty'
shrink from 0.22 to 0.19iim at its White
Oak fab in the US.
At Hyundai/LG, Andrew Norwood
said: "We have no extra capacity to
bring on-line. The issues are: What

effect will it have on the PC industry?
And: Will we see PCs shipping with
less memory?"
Agreeing, Helmut Schock, Toshiba's
European memory boss, said: "If
synchronous pricing goes much higher
it will start to affect the number of
megabytes used per PC. We will not
increase production in big quantities
because we're already running at high
capacity." Toshiba had been running
Rambus wafers, squeezing
synchronous DRAM production, but
now these are unsellable following
Intel's Camino hitch.
Samsung is suffering similarly "Like
a lot of memory makers we were
making Rambus DRAM but all that

output now has to be stocked because
we can't sell it", says Ken Jones, vicepresident for marketing at Samsung,
"Synchronous DRAM will be really
tight in Q4 but what happens in Q1?"
Samsung is building another fab but it
won't produce product until the Spring.
Micron Technology is also full, but
says it has the capacity to add another
20 000 wafers at its fabs in Avezzano,
Italy and Miho, Japan - but, again, not
until next Spring.
The one exception is NEC which
opened a brand new fab in Shanghai in
February. It is currently running 5 000
wafers per month, but this will be
upped to 10 000 wafers per month from
November 1999.

... and problems with Intel's Camino aren't helping
Intel's failure to bring out the Camino
chip -set to implement the Rambus
memory architecture has caused
confusion in the PC industry and losses
to dynamic RAM manufacturers who
have been making Direct Rambus
DRAMs. It has also worsened the
existing shortage of conventional
synchronous DRAM.
"A lot of memory makers were
producing Rambus DRAMs," Ken
Jones, v -p of marketing at DRAM
market leader Samsung, told EW, "but
the capacity now has to be stocked
because we can't sell it. Because we've
been making Rambus, we have had
less capacity for synchronous.
"However, personal computer
companies have gone off Rambus

Controllers go wireless
Texas Instruments has announced a
microcontroller and RF chipset aimed at
adding low cost wireless links to products
such as utilities meters, security systems and
consumer products.
A combined standby power consumption
of only 41,1A makes it possible to build
metering applications that can operate for
more than five years from a single lithium
battery, TI claimed.
Combining a 16 -bit Risc processor and an
850 to 950MHz RF transceiver, the two chip
system will enable data rates of up to
200kbit/s.

because, without Camino, they can't
make Rambus PCs. As a result,
demand for synchronous has gone up.
Synchronous will be really tight in the
fourth quarter of 1999."
At Toshiba the situation is much the
same. "We've been making Rambus
but it's been delayed for some time maybe for another quarter - so we are
moving production to synchronous,"
said Helmut Schock, Toshiba's
memory boss for Europe.
According to DRAM price trackers
ICIS-LOR, the price of a 64Mbit
synchronous DRAM rose from $6.50
in the first week of September to over
$17 last week. With every DRAM
manufacturer at full capacity and much
of Taiwan off-line for the time being,

TI claims the chipset allows designers to
build a complete system with a bill of
materials costing under $6.

Mobiles to outstrip fixed
Mobile phone users will out number fixed
line telephone users in the world as early as
2001, according to figures published by the
International Telecoms Union (ITU).
In a report the ITU predicted that the
number of mobile phone users will overtake
fixed telephone lines around the world
sometime between 2001 and 2007.
It stated that there will be more than half a
billion mobile phones in the world by the

prices may increase.
One result is, says Schock: "It will
start to affect the Mbytes per PC".
Andrew Norwood of Hyundai asked:
"Will we see PCs shipping with less
memory?"
Camino was originally supposed to
ship in August. Technical hitches
delayed it. Then Intel announced last
week, on the same day it was due to
roll it out, that Camino still had
problems.
The result is confusion. "What's
going to happen in Q1 in 2000," asked
Samsung's Jones, "will Rambus be
fixed? Should we be making Rambus
DRAMs or synchronous? It takes a
couple of months from wafer -in to
product output."

end of next year, this is almost double the
number just a year ago.

Transistors reach physical limit
Intel research engineers are warning that the
chip industry faces a potential problem in
shrinking the size of transistors as they
approach fundamental physical limits. In a
recent article in Science magazine, Paul
Packan, a research engineer at Intel, said
that there is as yet no way around basic
physical limits to shrinking transistor
features.
This could mean a slowing of Moore's
law, which describes a doubling of chip
transistor counts every 18 to 24 months.

TIRED OF OVERPRICED ANTENNAS & RF-AMPLIFIERS?
Select EMC Master's 10W 150 kHz - 250 MHz amplifier for $ 1995
EMC pre -compliance test sets for both radiated and conducted immunity as well as emission tests. LogPer antenna's, TemCell's RF-amplifiers and ESD generators at unbeatable prices. Software controlled Spectrum Analyser suitable for both US
and European standards (June 1998) The unique EMC Master Info CD does not only Pelp you to select the proper European
EMC standards, it also suggests the test set-up and requirements.
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Quality second -use
test & measurement
equipment

Tel: 02476 650702

Radio Communications Test Sets

Hewlett Packard
8642A - high performance R/F synthesiser
£5500
£2400

(0.1-1050MHz)
3335A - synthesiser (200Hz-81MHz)

Hewlett Packard
436A power meter and sensor (various)
437B power meter and sensor (various)

from £750
from £1100

Hewlett Packard
8753A network analyser (3GHz)
from £2500
8753B network analyser (3GHz)
from £3250
`S' parameter test sets 85046A and 85047A
available at
£2000 & £3000
Wandel & Goltermann
PRA -1 Frame Analyser
PCM 4 - PCM channel measurement set
Marconi
2305 - modulation meter
6310 - programmable sweep generator
(2 to 20GHz) - new

Hewlett Packard
5342A - microwave frequency counter
(500MHz-18GHz) ops 1 & 3
5370B - universal time interval counter

£3250

£700
£1750
£150
£1250
£1250
£750

Hitachi VI 100A -100MHZ - 4 channel
Intron 2020 - 20MHz. Dual channel D.S.O. (new)
Iwatstu SS 5710/SS 5702 Kikusui COS 5100 - 100MHz - Dual channel
Lecroy 9450A - 300MHz/400 MS/s D.S.O. 2 channel
Meguro MSO 1270A - 20MHz - D.S.O. (new)
Philips 3055 - 50MHz .Dual channel
Philips PM3094 - 200MHz - 4 channel
Philips PM 3335 - 50MHZ - D.S.O. Dual channel
Philips 3295A - 400MHz - Dual channel

from £125
£900
£450

from £125
£350
£2250
£450
£450
£1750
£950
£1600
£1995
£350
£350

Philips PM3392 - 200MHz-200Ms/s -4 channel
Tektronix 465 - 100MHZ - Dual channel
Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHZ - (with AN. storage)
Tektronix 475/475A - 200MHz/250MHz Tektronix 468 - 100MHZ - D.S.O.
Tektronix 2213/2215 - 60MHz - Dual channel
Tektronix 2220 - 60MHZ - Dual channel D.S.O
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHZ - Dual channel
Tektronix 2235 - 100MHZ - Dual channel
Tektronix 2221 - 60MHz - Dual channel D.S.O
Tektronix 2245A - 100MHZ - 4 channel
Tektronix 2440 - 300MHz/500 MS/s D.S.O.
Tektronix 2445A - 150MHz - 4 channel
Tektronix 2445 - 150MHZ - 4 channel + DMM
Tektronix TAS 475 - 100MHZ - 4 channel
Tektronix 7000 Series (100MHZ to 500MHZ)

from £450
£650
£350
£1250
£395
£600
£1250
£900
£2950
£1250
£1200
£995
from £200
£950
from £2500
£1995

Tektronix 2211 - 50MHz -2 channel DSO
Tektronix 7104 - 1GHz Real Time
Tektronix 2465A - 350MHz -4 channel

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

Ando AC 8211 - 1.7GHz
Avcom PSA-65A - 2 to 1000MHz
Anritsu MS 26016 9KHz to 2.2GHz
Anritsu MS 62B - 50Hz to 1700MHz
Anritsu MS 6106 10KHz - 2GHz - as new
Anritsu MS 710F - 100KHz - 23GHz
Advantest/TAKEDA RIKEN -4132 - 100KHz - 1000MHz
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual channel dynamic signal analyser
64pHz - 100KHz
Hewlett Packard 8505A - 1.3GHz - Network Analyser
Hewlett Packard 8756A/8757A Scaler Network Analyser
Hewlett Packard 853A Mainframe + 8559A Spec. An. (0.01 to 21GHz)
Hewlett Packard 182T Mainframe + 8559A Spec. An. (0.01 to 21GHz)
Hewlett Packard 85688 - 100Hz - 1500MHz
Hewlett Packard 8569B (0.01 to 22GHz)
HP 8754A - Network Analyser 4MHz-1300MHz
IFR A7550 - 10KHz-1GHz - Portable
Meguro - MSA 4901 - 30MHz - Spec.Analyser
Meguro - MSA 4912 - I MHz - IGHZ Spec.Analyser
Wandel & Goltermann TSA-t system analyser (100Hz-180MHz)

£1500
£850
£4950
£1450
£3500
£5250
£1500
£5500
£1995
from £1000
£2750
£2250
£5250
£3950
£1500
£1950
£700
£995
£2750

All equipment is used - with 30 days guarantee and
90 days in some cases
Add carriage and VAT to all goods.

Telnet, 8 Cavans Way, Binley Industrial Estate,
Itot:oti VAIWIZ&ALLWKILT .4 di

£2000
£2250
£1200
£2000
£6950
£3995
£1500
£1750
£3995
£6250
£5950
£2995

T

£1250

Beckman 9020 - 20MHz - Dual channel
Hewlett Packard 54100D - IGHz Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 54600A - 100MHz -2 channel

Hitachi V152N212N222N3026/V302FN353FN550BN650F

Marconi 2955
Marconi 2958/2960
Antritsu MS555A2
Hewlett Packard 8920A
Hewlett Packard 8922B (GSM)
Schlumberger Stabilock 4031
Schlumberger Stabilock 4040
Racal 6111 (GSM)
Racal 6115 (GSM)
Rhode & Schwarz CMS 54 (new)
Rhode & Schwarz CMTA 94 (GSM)
IFR 1200S

£5250
£7500

OSCILLOSCOPES

Coventry C1/3 ?SF.

NEW PHONE CODE FOR COVENTRY 02476

MEE
Fax 02476 650 773
Tektronix 495P Spec analyser prog. - 1.8GHz
Tektronix 469P - 1KHz to 1.8GHz
Wiltron 6409 - 10-2000MHz R/F Analyser

£3500
£3400
£1750

MISCELLANEOUS
Eaton 2075 - 2ANoise Gain Analyser
at £2250
Farnell AP30250 - Power Supply 30v-250amp
£1500
Fluke 5100N51006/5220A/5200A - Calibration Units (various available)
from £1000
Fluke 2625/2635 Data Buckets (various)
£POA
Fluke 8842A - Digital Multimeter
£600
GN ELMI EPR31 - PCM Signalling Recorder
£1500
Hewlett Packard 339A Distortion measuring set
£1200
Hewlett Packard 435A + 4356 Power meters
from £100
Hewlett Packard 778D Dual -Directional Couplers
£650
Hewlett Packard 3488A - Switch/Control unit
£475
Hewlett Packard 3784A - Digital Transmission Analyser
£4950
Hewlett Packard 3785A - Jitter Generator & Receiver
£1250
Hewlett Packard 4192A - LF Impedance Analyser
£6750
Hewlett Packard E4418A Powermeter with ECP-E18A Power Sensor
£2100
Hewlett Packard 5343A - Frequency counter 26.5GHz
£2000
Hewlett Packard 5385A - 1 GHZ Frequency counter
£650
Hewlett Packard 6033A - Autoranging System PSU (20v -30a)
£750
Hewlett Packard 6622A - Dual 0/P system p.s.u.
£1250
Hewlett Packard 6623A - Triple o/p system p.s.u.
£1300
Hewlett Packard 6624A - Quad Output Power Supply
£2000
Hewlett Packard 6632A - System Power Supply (20v -5A)
£800
Hewlett Packard 6652A - 20V -25A System PSU
£750
Hewlett Packard 8112A - 50MHz Pulse Generator
£2250
Hewlett Packard 83506 - Sweep GeneratorMainframe
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8656A Synthesised signal generator
£850
Hewlett Packard 86566 Synthesised signal generator
£1450
Hewlett Packard 8660D - Synth'd Sig. Gen (10 KHz-2600MHz)
£3250
Hewlett Packard 89016 - Modulation Analyser
£2750
Hewlett Packard 8903A and E - Distortion Analyser
from £1250
Hewlett Packard 16500A + B - Logic Analyser Mainframes
from £1000
Hewlett Packard 16500C - Logic Analyser Mainframe
£3250
Hewlett Packard 16501A/B & C - Logic Analyser System Expander Frame from £2000
Hewlett Packard 37900D - Signalling test set
£3750
Hewlett Packard 75000 VXI Bus Controllers
£POA
Keytek MZ-15/EC Minizap ESD Simulator (15kv - hand held)
£1750
Marconi 106613 - Demultiplexer & Frame Alignment Monitor (140MBIT to 64KBIT)
NEW
£1750
Marconi 2610 True RMS Voltmeter
£550
Marconi 6950/6960/69608 Power Meters & Sensors
from £400
Philips 5515 - TN - Colour TV pattern generator
£1400
Leader 3216 Signal generator 100KHz - 140MHz - AM/FM/CW with built in FM stereo
modulator (as new) a snip at
£795
Racal 9087 - 1.3Ghz Synthesised Signal Generator, low noise
£1995
Racal 1992 - 1.3GHz Frequency Counter
£500
Rohde & Schwarz SMY-01 Signal Generator (9KHz-1040MHz)
£2250
Rohde & Schwarz NRV Power Meter & NRV-Z2 Sensor
£1250
Systron Donner 6030 - 26.5GHz Microwave Freq Counter
£1995
Wayne Kerr 3245 - Precision Inductance Analyser
£1995
Wiltron 6747A-20 - 10MHz-20GHz - Swept Frequency Synthesiser
£4950
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One of the most basic digital filters is
the simple finite -impulse -response system. Several different filtering structures
may be based on it. Such an FIR system
can perform low-pass and high-pass type
functions, Fig. 1. Those of you not familiar with DSP or wanting to brush up your
skills should refer to the excellent book
by Ifeachor and Jervis'.
The difference between the filter and a
standard neuron of the type commonly
used in artificial neural networks is sim-

ply the delay line with unit delays Z-1
and the fact that the filter operates without a threshold or activation function.
You might find it interesting to refer back
to our first article to look at the model of
the artificial neuron. In the case of the filter, the coefficients h(n) are found using

one of the standard design methods; in

the artificial neural network they are
learnt by the system.
A closer look at this system will help
us to understand, at a much deeper level,
what is happening. Previously, we pointed out that the artificial neural network
was a mapping system; it takes one data
distribution and maps it onto another - as
combinational logic does - but with two

important differences. Firstly, it maps
continuous data and secondly, it can learn
the mapping without need of a designer.
This mapping capability is often used to
produce artificial neural networks, which

can recognise patterns by mapping the

Intelligent signs

pattern onto a predetermined set of
answers.
The effect of the unit delays in the filter

above is to provide a 'snap shot' of the
data, sampled at unit intervals, to the
summation unit, i.e. neuron. In other

processing

words, it converts a time -varying signal
into a spatial signal. The neuron can now
process this data according to the mapping it has learned.
It should be quite clear that the artificial

DSP, neural networks and time series
- Chris MacLeod and Grant Maxwell

neural network and the FIR filter are
therefore simply the same system viewed
from different technology perspectives.
One maps spatial data patterns, the other
- with the aid of time delays - maps temporal or time series data.

look at how artificial neural networks
can benefit signal processing.
Artificial neural networks are

tionship with signal processing technol-

one of the corner stones of

ogy - in particular with digital signal

modern artificial intelligence,
or AI. Over the past year we have written two articles in Electronics World on

processing - and the importance of

their relationship with the more familiar
aspects of electronics.
The first article in the June 1998 issue,
dealt with their connection with digital
electronics. The second, in the

time -series signals to AI in general.
These areas are of critical and growing
importance to modern electronics. We
will also tie up a few loose ends and try

and show the 'big picture' of how the

of neurons. This allows the system to
produce more complex mappings than
the single neurone. This idea is shown in
Fig. 2. In the literature, it is sometimes

various technologies relate to each other.

referred to as a `time -delay artificial
neural network' ; another appropriate

November 1998 issue, discussed how

Neural networks and DSP

modern techniques are bringing us clos-

In analogue electronics we use filters such
as Sallen and Key circuits to process signals, in the digital domain the equivalent
functions are performed by digital filters.

term might be `neuro-filter'. In fact, all
the common DSP functions from comb
filters to autocorrelation functions may
be represented as neuro-filters.

er to systems that display real intelligence.

In this article we look at their rela-

978

Extending these basic ideas
By understanding the fundamental relationship described above, one can
expand the ideas behind DSP filters and
artificial neural networks further.
For example, you can use a network

The system can learn the mapping
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using one of the common artificial neural network training rules such as back
propagation3. In fact the algorithms that
have been developed for implementing

series signals also play a deeper role
in the operation of the brain and are
perhaps vital to consciousness itself.

adaptive filters - filters which can
change their parameters in use - are

transmitted as pulses called 'action
potentials', Fig. 5. These encode

identical to back propagation1-3. This is
another example of technological convergent evolution.

information by pulse frequency modulation6 - and possibly pulse position
modulation. This is in marked contrast
to the way signals are represented in
most artificial neural networks. As we
will show, the difference may be critical, both to understanding the nature

It is also possible to map one time
series to another, as in Fig. 3.

Benefits of more layers
Adding another layer of neurons into
the system allows more complex mappings to be performed. A three -layer
network can theoretically perform any

mapping - provided that there are
enough neurons present. However,
there are practical problems with this
because of limitations in the learning
algorithms.
The networks discussed so far have
no feedback loops; the infinite impulse
response (IIR) filter is the equivalent
of the Hopfield neural network4. The
importance of the Hopfield type of net-

work is its ability to store a mapping
and recall it when presented with an
incomplete version: compare this to
sequential digital logic. In other words,
apply a corrupted signal to a Hopfield-

based neuro-filter and assuming that
the filter has learnt the correct version,
it will reproduce it.
Adding another layer of neurons into
the same structure will allow one time

series to map onto another, independent series. This is the equivalent in
artificial neural network terms of the

Information in the nervous system is

tronic circuits that can mimic it.
The story starts with W. J. Freeman
who was studying the olfactory
(smell) system in rabbits7. He found
that each smell was encoded as a distinct pattern of pulses moving around
the network, never exactly repeating
itself -a chaotic attractor.

time or in response to sensory input.
In this view of the brain, therefore, it
is not the wiring of the system that is
important, or even the functionality of
the building blocks. Rather it is the
dynamics of the signals and how they
interact with each other and the outside world.
We know that dynamic signals are
important in the nervous system. Just
think of how you breathe or how your
heart always beats -a good example
of a neuro-generated pattern.

x(n)

example, sensory deprivation. When
the human body is deprived of sensory input, the brain goes wild, causing
vivid dreams and even hallucinations.
This can only be explained if the brain
generates its own activity in the
absence of sensory input.

The brain is a mass of 100 billion neurons; its structure has been formed by
evolution over hundreds of millions of

Notice the marked contrast with artificial neural networks, which are usu-

years. Because evolution is 'blind', it
will simply form the best structures to
perform a function regardless of their

down any dynamic activity. They gen-

topology.

how.

A small amount of thought shows
that it is very likely that temporal filtering structures of the type discussed
above are present in the nervous system. They could certainly be imple-

Fig. 2. A signal processing system using several neurons.

Sensory deprivation

associative memory, or BAM5.

Filtering in the brain?

Fig. 1. A simple FIR filter shown in its transversal
form. Variable n is the number of delay units.

It has been suggested that thought
itself may be just such a pattern of
pulses evolving and changing over

Further illustration is given by, for

These ideas can extend the use of

Ih(g)x(n - g)
g=1

of thought and to synthesising elec-

network known as a 'bidirectional
DSP beyond its current application in
filtering to much more complex mapping functions.

g=n

S=

Z-1

z-1

z-1

ally designed to be stable and damp
Z-1

erally use a data representation not
suitable for this type of activity any-

A train of thought or a stream of

y(n)

Fig 3. Mapping one time series onto others.

y(n)

utput

consciousness is then a moving and
Biological delay line

mented quite easily, as in Fig. 4 for
example.
You can see from this that, to make

a general neural network, another
component is required - that of the

Neuron number 2

Neuron number 3

Neuron number 1

time delay.

The dynamics of the mind
Quite apart from the filtering illustrated in the previous section, time
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Dendrites from another neuron

Fig. 4. Biological equivalent
of a time series filtering
structure.
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changing pattern of pulses, themselves
made up of individual action potentials
rushing hither and thither through the

network. These pulses and therefore
patterns may be altered in a number of
different ways:

Simulating complex dynamics
using digital electronics
In our previous article, we described
how Adrian Thompson of the
University
of
Surrey
(http://www.cogs.susx.ac.uk/users/adri-

research9.

We said in our first article that there
is a general theory of electronics, a new
electronics, hiding behind the individ-

anth/ade.html) has used a technique
called the 'genetic algorithm' to syn-

the effect of clamping the signals
into a more rigid pattern.

thesise interesting digital circuits8.
The circuits that Adrian produced are

other important lessons from biology.

By the connections between the

unusual in that to create their signals
they operate asynchronously and use
gate delays to produce complex out-

research into smaller and faster chips.
Biology shows that where we should
really be heading is for three dimensional circuit layout. This is what gives
the brain its amazing packing density,
although this may require a paradigm
shift, for example in the development
of self -wiring, or self-routeing circuits.

nisms.

Simulating complex dynamic patterns

like these may help us to further
understand the operation of the mind
and also open applications and systems
in advanced electronics.

puts, as shown in Fig. 6. In other words
they are not so much using the normal

AND, OR and NOT functions, as the
spikes, glitches and hazards that we
normally strive to avoid!
These anomalies interact to produce
the required output. The genetic algorithm is effectively designing the circuit.
Figure 7 shows how the outputs

Potential (mV)
+30

-55
-70
2

Time (ms)

4

3

Fig. 5. An action potential - the brain's information carrier.
At

Transient produced
due to path
difference delay

Fig.6. A timing induced glitch. Normally something we would try to
avoid.
Logic '1'

approx. 18MHz

Logic '0'

Two thousandths of a second

Fig. 7. At the start of the evolution process, the waveform
looks like that shown in the top diagram. After evolution we
have a good 4kHz oscillator. After Thompson, reproduced
with permission.

els of the system may operate in dif-

There are certainly indications that
many of the lower, reflex -type actions
are carried out by simple mapping networks, while the higher functions are
complex dynamic systems; evolution is
blind, it knows not which are which. It

been dictated by evolution rather than
design. Of course it is also possible to
program the genetic algorithm to select
networks that display programmability
and stability.
The operation and output of these circuits bears a striking resemblance to
the action potentials rushing around the
brain. More importantly, this type of
system may give us the opportunity to
explore exactly the type of dynamics
that were discussed above. This in turn
may lead to a better understanding of
brain function and the role of dynamics
in biological and artificial intelligence.

Although Thompson uses gates to
achieve this effect, further development

of these ideas may be made easier by
using specially constructed combina-

added into this type of simulation by

will use them all - and so will any
technological attempts to design truly
intelligent circuits.
For more discussion, visit our web
site:

http://www.eee.rgu.ac.uk/research/ne
ural/welcome.htm
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Tying it all together

Logic '1'

In the case of biology, evolution
knows only that it must define net-

circuit evolved. The circuit itself is dif-

Logic '0'

Two millionths of a second

For example, current trends are for

change as the circuits evolves. In this
case the object was to produce a 4kHz
oscillator; Figure 8 shows the actual

A changing dynamic can also be
4-Delay induced overlap (At)

ual parts. Electronics can also learn

ferent ways - some as simple mapping
networks and others as complex
dynamic systems.
It is likely that biology uses them all.

tional elements of other types and variable delays.

Inverter with
time delay At
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Fig.8. Evolved circuit of 4kHz clock.
After Thompson, reproduced with permission.
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This Class -AB audio power

amplifier features
excellent stability without
needing stabilising
networks. The design
incorporates a new driver stage topology for
eliminating crossover
distortion and it has a
saturation -preventing
scheme for fast recovery
from clipping.

Class- AB design
The authors...
Wim de Jager,
Erik van der Ven and Ed
van Tuyl, University of
Twente, Enschede, The
Netherlands.

An important problem encountered in class -AB audio
amplifier design concerns the

bias -control loop. Often, a complementary common -collector output
stage is use& and the power transis-

The design encapsulated
This is a three -stage class -AB common -emitter power
amplifier using discrete bipolar transistors.

Thermal stability is achieved and switching distortion
is avoided by using a new current mode class -AB

driver circuit.
Total harmonic distortion varies from 0.01% at 20Hz
to 0.1% at 20kHz driving 30W into 811.
A phase margin of 85° for a f3 of 1/34 guarantees

excellent stability without load stabilising networks.
Saturation of the power transistors is prevented,

resulting in fast recovery from clipping.
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tors are included in the bias control
loop. This can easily cause thermal
instability due to the large temperature
variations in the output transistors.
Thermal coupling of all diodes and

transistors in the class -AB control
loop can improve the thermal stability
of the quiescent current in the output

Moreover a common -collector stage is

not able to reach a rail to rail voltage
output swing due to the base -emitter
voltages.
Common -emitter output stages are

usually based on a complementary
feedback pair. However the local

stage, but this is in most cases too
slow to react to burst signals. As a
result, emitter resistors are usually
added to the power transistors to

feedback loop around the pair can be
a source of HF oscillation.
In order to achieve thermal stability
without switching problems, and to
allow maximum output voltage swing,

improve thermal stability. However,

we designed a common -emitter power

the voltage drop across the emitter

amplifier based on a new current -

resistors can switch off the transistor
that is conducting the residual current.
Because of the limited bandwidth of
the distortion reduction by means of

mode class -AB driver circuit. Due to

using negative feedback, transistor

back -loop.

switching can be a source of high -frequency distortion. Additional circuitry is necessary to prevent this2.

Common -emitter design

the absence of local feedback at the
output, the stability of the amplifier is

only dependent on the global feed-

The open -loop output impedance of a
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common -emitter amplifier is inherently high, but can be lowered by applying negative feedback.3As a result, the

Tr

Tri1

output resistance becomes inversely
proportional to the transconductance,
gm,

P

Tr6

and the feedback factor,

R,,,,

=

1

(1)

In order to obtain a closed -loop gain of
34, the feedback factor must be 1/34.
For an output resistance of 30mQ the

Tr2

r1

transconductance should be approximately 1000A/V. This requires a cascade of at least three gain stages: an
input transconductance stage and two
current gain stages.

r10

111/41:)1

Tr12

oVn

How it works
The simplified circuit diagram of the

Fig. 1. Simplified circuit diagram of the Class -AB amplifier featuring new driver stage.

amplifier is depicted in Fig. 1. Its input
stage, consisting of a differential transistor pair, Tri,2, and a current mirror,

oVP

Tr3,4, converts the differential input

R3

voltage to a single output current. This

100R

current feeds the base of driver transistor Tr9 and via the common base
transistor Tr8 feeds the base of the
driver transistor Trio. The driver transistors supply their emitter currents to
power transistors
tively.

Tr11

e

R4

<100R
Tr

Tr4

r3

5

Tr6

C

and Tr12 respec-

Biasing and class -AB control are
achieved by means of a bias -control

Rf

33k

loop formed by Tr6_9. Due to the
buffer function of Tr6 the base -emitter
voltage of the power transistor Tr11 is

(out)

(out)
Try

R2

V

1OR

isolated from the bias control loop.
This is done to avoid thermal or HF
switching distortion problems men-

1OR

Tr8
RL

1k

VP

tioned earlier.
This design is based on complementary n-p-n/p-n-p transistors. Their

812

Cf
1n

R5
15k

0

Tr14

parameters can be assumed equal to
make the equations easier. The class

2

AB control is based on the well-known
geometric class -AB control law,

/c.8 x / = IR

D2

R6

R7

100R

150R
(typical)

oV,

(2)
Fig. 2. Complete amplifier, as used for the PSpice simulations discussed in the article.

The DC collector current of the driver
transistors is given by,
1,9 =

Icio

= /RA/kr

33.90

(3)

Collector terminals of the driver transistors Tr9,10 connect to the output terminal to minimise driver dissipation

33.85

simulated using
PSpice.

and to prevent the power transistors
from saturating.
Power dissipation in the bias -control
loop transistors is low compared to the

Fig. 3. Closed -loop
voltage gain

33.80

Trio,12

DV(4)

33.75

dissipation in the output transistors.
Hence, if Tr6..9 share a small heat sink,

thermal stability is achieved without
emitter degeneration and switching distortion.

33.70

33.65

The remaining dominant source of
temperature dependence is the temperature coefficient of the power transistor
forward current gain. This coefficient
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-600mV

-400mV

-200mV
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Vin

200mV

400mV

600mV
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10A

30V

1.0A

20V

23.64V

10V

100mA
Ic

OV

V(4)

10mA

-10y
1.0mA

-20V
-23.64V

100µA

-600mV

-400mV

-200mV

OV

200mV

-30V

400mV

-0.5V

-1 OV

600mV

-0.5V

OV

V,,

-1.0V

Vin

Fig. 4. Residual currents in the output transistors are well controlled.

Fig. 5. Curve for output voltage swing shows that this design can
drive close to the ±25V supply rails.

100
Tr12

Overdrive

Tr11

79dB

Overdrive
i

2.7W

Magnitude (dB)
50

Power
transistors

0

Tr,
100mW
Driver
transistors

0

Unity gain

-45°

-50

Phase (deg.)

825Hz

-100

1 .0mW

Unity ga'n
phase margin 45'

-135°

-150
10µW

-1.0V

-0.5V

OV

-0.5V

-1.0V

4MHz

-200
10Hz

1.0kHz

100Hz

yin

Fig. 6. Dissipation of the power transistors when overdriven illustrates
the efficiency of the bias control loop.

is approximately 0.6%/K4. Maximum
output current is determined by emitter
current and the current gain of Tr9,ii
or Trto,12 respectively,
Iotmaxt

= ±1,11,2,

(4)

10kHz 100kHz
Frequency

1.0MHz

10MHz 100MHz

Fig. 7. Open -loop gain and phase characteristics for the amplifier.

Phase (deg.)
100
45°
0

It can be seen that, in contrast with
many other designs, the maximum

-90

output current capability is symmetri-

100R

cal.

Optimisation
Figure 2 shows the complete amplifier as used for our PSpice simulations.
Adding Try simplifies equation (3) to,
(5)
/c9=icio=iR
As a result, the quiescent current of the
output stage is,
(6)
=ici2=hrEx/R
Note that the maximum available base
current for Tr8 is increased with a factor square -root hFE and the accuracy of

the bias control loop is increased too.
Capacitors Cm and Cf perform frequency compensation. Capacitor Cm is

a Miller capacitor, compelling the

984

Magnitude

(42)

1.0R

29mSI
10m
10Hz

100Hz

1.0kHz

10kHz

100kHz 1.0MHz

10MHz 100MHz

Frequency

Fig. 8. Magnitude and phase plots of the output impedance.

open -loop transfer to a first -order frequency behaviour. Capacitor Cf forms
feed -forward frequency compensation

Vdiode/R6 and Vdiode/R7 respectively.

Emitter degeneration - R1 and R2

around the common -base connected

added to Trt and Tr2 respectively - is
used to increase the amplifier's input

level -shift transistor Tr8.
Currents 1E and /R are determined by

voltage range to reduce transient inter modulation distortion.
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R8
1 OR

Fig. 9. Complete circuit
of the prototype used
to make the

R4

:100R

Try(

1
1470n

Tri
2SA1095

BD140

measurements

C3

470µ

described in the article.

Rf

33k
'VVV

(out)

Rr

RL

1k

Cb

100p

Cr

VP

C1

+11011

1n

R5

15k

Trio
BD139*
Tr13

©Trio

BC550

D1

D2

2SC2565

R7

R6

150R
(typical)

100R

R9

10R
---vvvv-9-9-0
-25V

- C2

1470n

C4

+1470µ

Simulations and measurements
For a 40W/812 design of the common -

emitter power amplifier of Fig. 2, the
supply voltages are: Vp=25V and

V= -25V. For R6=100Q, giving an

Fig. 10. The

emitter current of around 6mA, and a
Miller capacitor of 1nF, the calculated
slew -rate is 6V/ps. The corresponding

authors'
prototype
amplifier.

full -power bandwidth is approximately
40kHz.

We simulated the circuit of Fig. 2
using PSpice. By adjusting R7 the quiescent current of the power transistors
Trii and Tr12 was set to 100mA.
Using equation (4), the peak output

current is approximately 20A. The
closed -loop voltage -gain of the circuit
is depicted in Fig. 3. The nearly sym2
1

Fig. 11.

1

Measurement
of THD+noise
versus

frequency, a),
and
0.01
THD+noise
versus level in
watts, b).
THD+N (%)
Curve a in a)
is 1W, b is
30W. In b) on
0.010
the right, a is
1kHz and b is
10kHz.

0.1

THD+N (%)

0.010

0.001
20

100

1k

Frequency (Hz)

10k

20k

0.001
0.1

10

50

Measured level (W)
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Residual currents in the output transistors of the common -emitter amplifier are well controlled, see Fig. 4.

margin of 45°. The phase margin for 13
of 1/34 is 85°. Magnitude and phase of
the output impedance are given in Fig. 8.

As you can see in Fig. 5, the maximum output voltage of the common emitter amplifier is close to the rail to
rail limit. The dissipation of driver and
power transistors in overdrive is shown

We implemented Figure 9 on a pcb,
Fig. 10, and used it for measurements.
By adjusting R7, the quiescent cur-

in Fig. 6. This illustrates the low power

rent of the power transistors Tri 1,12 was

dissipation of the bias -control loop

set to 100mA. Note that due to the

used in the common -emitter amplifier.
Open -loop gain and phase characteristics, Fig. 7, show a unity gain phase

spread in transistor parameters, a manual control of the quiescent current is

metrical shape of the gain -curve of the

common -emitter amplifier is mainly
determined by the hFE roll -off of the
driver- and power transistors.
Table 1. Measured performance versus PSpice simulation.
PSpice
Measured

Open -loop gain
Open -loop -3dB b/w
Closed -loop o/p imp. (mil)
Closed -loop o/p imp. 3dB

79dB
825Hz
29
16kHz

77dB
1150Hz
30
14.5kHz

Mathematical AC analysis of a
common -emitter amplifier

Setting up

necessary. This is usual for power

where,
Zco =

In order to gain insight into the common -emitter amplifier, a
mathematical AC analysis on a macro model like Fig. A can be
used. Frequency -dependent behaviour of the open -loop transfer,
the closed -loop output impedance and distortion are studied here.
The macro model of the common -emitter amplifier consists of a
voltage to current converter, A1, representing the input stage,
followed by a current controlled current source, A2, representing a
two -stage current amplifier.

zzc=

1

(12)

G,F,p

13)

Rpc
1

Pzc =

F, +1- G,Rpfl
Cm

Closed -loop frequency dependence of the distortion is given by,

Miller capacitor Cm connects across the current -gain stage. The
dominant source of distortion in A2 is the current gain dependence of
the emitter current - hFE roll -off. This distortion is modelled by a
current source connected in parallel with the output current source.
The open -loop transfer function of the common -emitter amplifier can
be written as,

1+
your

Id

ZDC

1+

(15)

S
PDC

where,

111,.(s)= H

(16)

ZDC=ZZC

(7)
1+

1+ G,F,Rfi
PDC =

PHC

1

GIFIRL 13

Zzc

Pzc

(17)

where,
1-10)=GIFIRL
PHC = (RL

(8)

Note that the pole frequency of the open -loop transfer, see
expression (9), differs from the closed -loop zero frequency of the
output impedance and the variation of distortion with frequency,
see the expressions (13) and (16) respectively.
This is in accordance with the results found in simulations and
measurements and verified by making a comparison between
macro model results and simulations/measurements. Therefore
numerical values used for the variables in the macro model
expressions are derived from the PSpice output files,

(9)

+ Fik + Rp)C,

1

ZHC

R
PC

(10)

Fl

Closed -loop output impedance is given by,

G1=50mAN, Rp=41(12
F1=driver hfe.power hfe=20000 (product of hfes)

1+

Z,, = Zco

(14)

F,G,13

zzc

1+
Pzc

G,
V

Fl

nP
A2

The macro -model results on gain, bandwidth and output impedance
fit quite well in with those found in PSpice and measurements in
Table 1. The deviating value of the 3dB frequency of the output
impedance and the frequency
Cm
dependence of the distortion
- 40kHz instead of 16kHz in
PSpice - is caused by the
simplification of leaving out
0 -Ithe parallel capacitance at the
RL
Vout input of A2. This is carried
out in order to make the
expressions 7-17 simpler.
Adding Cp=800pF extracted from PSpice - in
parallel of Rp yields the far
more satisfactory corner
frequency of 20kHz.

Fig. A. Macro -model of the common -emitter amplifier allows mathematical analysis.
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C(load) = I micro -Farad

Fig. 12. These photographs of the square -wave response demonstrate the amplifier's stability. On the left, load is 851, on the right, 1 pr.

Fig. 13. Waveform resulting from driving the amplifier at 30W with a
20kHz sine wave illustrates the absence of switching distortion.

amplifiers based on discrete components.

Matched dual transistors, Tr1,2 and
Tr3,4, a decoupling capacitor C, and
equal values for Rb and Rf are used to
minimise the DC offset.
A problem with power transistors driven

by a current source is that there is no
turn-off resistor for them. Under high frequency, high -amplitude drive there
will be a tendency for the effective bias
current to rise dynamically.
By using HF power transistors with an

fT of 80MHz, this bias current rise is

Fig. 14. Overdrive and recovery waveforms using a 5kHz input signal.

Thermal performance has been tested
with an output power of 100W using a
1kHz sine wave and 2C1 load, which is
2.5 times the nominal value.
After two hours, the bias current rise
was limited to 44 %, mainly due to the
temperature coefficient of the current
gain of the output transistors. This test

shown in Fig. 14.

article.

Table 1 is showing approximately
equal results for PSpice simulations and
measurements.

Summary of measurements
This class -AB common -emitter power
The DC offset is 3.5mV and the slew amplifier incorporates a new current rate 7V/µs. Distortion curves are pre- mode class AB driver circuit to obtain
sented in Fig. 11. Photographs of the
good thermal stability of the quiescent
square -wave response, in Fig. 12,
current in the output stage. It also guardemonstrate the amplifier's stability.
antees non -zero currents in the output
The residual signal only contains low
harmonics which are not very audible.
Overdrive and recovery at 5kHz are

Mensink, Rien van Leeuwen and Henk
de Vries for their help in preparing this

amplifier.

In summary

In the THD waveform at 30W, 20kHz,

gin of 85° with a 13 1/34.
Finally, we would like to thank Elbert
Kelholt, Eric Klumperink, Clemens

confirms the thermal stability of the

reduced to 60% at 20kHz at full drive.

Fig. 13, no switching distortion occurs.

recovery from clipping. The circuit has
an excellent stability due to a phase mar-

transistor that is conducting the residual
current, avoiding HF switching distortion.
Maximum output voltage is near to the

rail -to -rail limit. Saturation in power
transistors is avoided, resulting in fast
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS
THE AMAZING TELEBOX
IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES
19" RACK CABINETS

Converts your colour monitor into a QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPATIBLE *

The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, containing ail
electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors or AV equipment which
are fitted with a composite video or SCART input. The composite video output
vnll also plug directly into most vkleo recorders, allowing reception of TV chan-

nels not normally receivable on most television receivers" (TELEBOX
MB). Push button controls on the front panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable
'off air' UHF colour television channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all televi-

OBSOLETE -SHORT SUPPLY -BULK
For MAJOR SAVINGS

Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature

designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,

full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully

framonitors you will ever see -

adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched

At this price - Don't miss it!!
variety of inputs allows connection to a host of comput-

ers including IBM PCs in CGA EGA, VGA & SVGA

used condition.

Order as
Tilt & Swivel Base £4.75
Only £119 15) MRS
-SVGA
VGA cable for IBM PC included.
External cables for other types of computers available - CALL

Ex demo 17" 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro
monitors, Full multisync etc.
Full 90 day guarantee. Only £199.00 (E)

52 mm enable full tuning control via a simple 3 wire link to an Just In - Microvitec 20" VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
IBM pc type computer. Supplied complete with simple working proGood SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info
gram and documentation. Requires +12V & + 5V DC to operate.
HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
BRAND NEW - Order as MYOO.
Only £49.95 code (B) PHILIPS
colour
monitor
with both RGB and standard composite 15.625
See www.disteLco.ulddata_myOO.htm for picture + full details
Khz video inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection
All units (unless stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
brand new equipment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good
you with a full 90 day guarantee. Call or see our web site used condition - fully tested - guaranteed Only £99'00
wynydisteLco.uk for over 2000 unlisted drives for spares or repair.
Dimensions: W14' x H123/4" x 151/2" D.

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 21/2" - 8"

HARD DISK DRIVES 21/2" - 14"
2W TOSHIBA MK1002MAV 1.1Gb laptop(12.5 mm H) New £79.95
2W TOSHIBA MK2101MAN 2.16 Gb laptop (19 mm H) New £89.50
2W TOSHIBA MK4309MAT 4.3Gb laptop (8.2 mm H) New£105.00
214" TOSHIBAMK6409MAV 6.1Gb laptop (12.7 mm H) New£190.00
2W to 3W conversion kit for Pc's, complete with connectors £14.95
3W FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE
£59.95
31/2" CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv.) RFE
£59.95
31/2' CONNER CP3044 40 mb IDE I/F (or equiv.) RFE
£69.00
31/2" QUANTUM 40S Prodri ve 42mb SCSI I/F, New RFE
£49.00
5W MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE
£49.95
5W SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL
Refurb
£69.95
5W CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F RFE tested
£69.95
514' HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
£99.00
5W HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested
£195.00
£199.00
8' NEC D2246 85 Mb SMD interface. New
£195.00
8' FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested
£345.00
8" FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD I/F RFE tested

Many other drives In stock - Shipping on all drives is code (Cl)

tEl

PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with standard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex -equipment
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attractive square black plastic case measuring W10' x H10" x 13W D.
240 V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (0)
KME 10" 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28" dot

pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.:...

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab
Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack features all steel construction with removable
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with

five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door

is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing

members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched

utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section '
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
of integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used

condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G)

Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13W x 12' x

42U version of the above only £345 - CALL

Only £125 (E)

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,

complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc.In
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£135

Available from stock !!

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price !!

such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn
11". Good used condition.

Over 1000 racks, shelves, accessories
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.

mm=1625H x 635D x 603 W. ( 64" H x 25" D x 233/4" W )

Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync

22"....£155 26"....£185 (F)

We probably have the largest range of video monitors in
Europe, All sizes and types from 4" to 42" call for info.

12V BATTERY SCOOP - 60% off !!
A special bulk purchase from a cancelled export order brings you
the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Ah
rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type SBS15
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shelf & guaranteed 15 year service life. Fully BT & BS6290 approved. Supplied
BRAND NEW and boxed. Dimensions 200 wide, 137 high, 77 deep.
M6 bolt terminals. Fully guaranteed. Current makers price over £70

each Our Price £35 each (c) or 4 for £99 (E)

DC POWER SUPPLIES

Virtually every type of power
supply you can imagine. Over
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock
Call or see our web site.

TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
MITS. A FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors £245
FARNELL 0-60V DC at 50 Amps, bench Power Supplies
£1850
FARNELL AP3080 0-30V DC at 80 Amps, bench Suppy
£POA
1kW to 400 kW - 400 Hz 3 phase power sources - ex stock
£760
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
£2500
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser
£750
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
£95
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
£550
ALLGON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners
£250
£POA
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 lo
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
Marconi 2022C 10KHz-1GHz RF signal generator
£1550
Marconi 2030 opt 03 10KHz-1.3 GHz signal generator,New £4995
£3750
HP1650B Logic Analyser
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector
£POA
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts £1800
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V 0 20A metered PSU
£675
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
£POA
£7900
HP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator, GPIB etc
£550
HP Al, AO 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotters - from
HP DRAFTMASTER 1 8 pen high speed plotter
£750
£1800
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
£POA
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
£995
Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera
£POA
Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser
£3750
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
£9500
Fiskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries
£2100
Emerson AP130 2.5KVA industrial spec.UPS
£2200
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
£945
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
£2950
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demux analyser

these racks some of the most versatile we

have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.

modes, BBC, COMMODORE (including Amiga 1200), Overall dimensions are: 7714" H x 32W D x 22" W. Order as:
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE. Many features: Etched
OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £345.00 (G)
faceplate, text switching and LOW RADIATION MPR
OPT Rack 2 Rack, Less side panels
£245.00 (G)
specification. Fully guaranteed, in EXCELLENT little

sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi audio output are
provided as standard Brand new - fully guaranteed.

31/2" Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
£25.95(B)
31/2" Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
£18.95(B)
51/4" Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
£18.95(8)
51/4" Teac FD -55F -03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29.95(B)
WA" BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K
£22.95(B)
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 5%" Floppy / HD £29.95(B)
8" Shugart 800/801 8' SS refurbished & tested
£210.00(E)
8" Shugart 810 8" SS HH Brand New
£195.00)E)
8" Shugart 851 8" double sided refurbished & tested
£260.00(E)
8" Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW
£295.00(E)
8" Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U DS slimline NEW
£295.00(E)
£499.00(E)
Dual 8" cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb

for any configuration of equipment mounting
,plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
socket switched mains distribution strip make

Mitsubishi FA3415ETKL 14" SVGA Multisync colour monitor with fine
0.28 dot pitch tube and resolution of 1024 x 768. A

(picture in picture) setups. For complete compatibility - even for monitors without

State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
with composite 1V pp video & NICAM hi fi stereo sound

Less than Half Price!

Top quality 19" rack cabinets made in UK by

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification

most cable TV operators. Ideal for desktop computer video systems & PIP

.-''''Outputs. Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x 160

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

CALL OR SEE OUR WEB SITE www.distel.co.uk

sion frequencies VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by

TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker
£39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.
'For cable / hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be connected to a cable type service. Shipping on all Telebox's, code (B)

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

10,000,000 items EX STOCK

£1950
HP6030A 0-200V DC 0 17 Amps bench power supply
£1150
Intel SBC 4861125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) New
£1450
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit
PHILIPS PM5518 pro. TV signal generator
£1250
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL £POA
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
£550
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM high speed band printer
£1950
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface
£1250
Perkin Elmer 299B Infrared spectrophotometer
£500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer
£3500
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3250
LightBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
£300
B&K 2633 Microphone pre amp
Taylor Hobson Tallysurf amplifier / recorder
£750
£1450
ADC SS200 Carbon dioxide gas detector / monitor
£75
BBC AM20/3 PPM Meter (Ernest Tamer) + drive electronics
£5650
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-2.5G/b waveform monitor
ANRITSU MS9001B1 0.6-1.7 uM optical spectrum analyser £POA
£990
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter
£POA
ANRITSU Fibre optic characteristic test set
£650
R&S FTDZ Dual sound unit
£775
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator
£5750
WILTRON 6630B 12.4 / 20GHz RF sweep generator
£1250
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope
£1955
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount
TEK TDS380 400Mhz digital realtime + disk drive, FFT etc £2900
TEK TDS524A 500Mhz digital realtime + colour display etc £5100
£3950
HP3585A Opt 907 20Hz to 40 Mhz spectrum analyser
PHILIPS PW1730/10 60KV XRAY generator & accessories £POA
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto. volt. regs
£325
CLAUDE LYONS 100A 240/415V 3 phase auto. volt. nags £2900

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK
Save fEC.C's by choosing your next relay from our Massive Stocks
covering types such as Military, Octal, Cradle, Hermetically Sealed,
Continental, Contactors, Time Delay, Reed, Mercury Wetted, Solid
State, Printed Circuit Mounting etc. , CALL or see our web site
www.disteLco.uk for more information. Many obsolete types from
stock. Save ££££'s

COLOUR CCD CAMERAS
Undoubtedly a miracle of modern technology &
our special buying power ! A quality product tea-

9411 44.f

luring a fully cased COLOUR CCD camera at a "
give away price ! Unit features full autolight sensing for

use in low light & high light

applications. A 10 mm fixed focus
wide angle lens gives excellent focus

and resolution from close up to long

range. The composite video output will
connect to any composite monitor or TV

(via SCART socket) and most video
recorders. Unit runs from 12V DC so
ideal for security & portable applica-

tions where mains power not available.
Overall dimensions 66 mm wide x 117 deep x 43 high. Supplied
BRAND NEW & fully guaranteed with user data, 100's of applications including Security, Home Video, Web TV, Web Cams etc, etc.

ONLY £99.00 or 2 for £180.00 (B)

Web ref = LK33

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NT4 WorkStation, complete with service pack 3
and licence - OEM packaged.

ONLY £89.00 (a)

ENCARTA 95 - CDROM, Not the latest - but at this price I £7.95
DOS 5.0 on 314" disks with concise books c/w ()Basic .
£14.95
Windows for Workgroups 3.11+ Dos 6.22 on 3.5" disks £55.00
Wordperfect 6 for DOS supplied on 31/2" disks with manual £24.95

shipping charges for software is code B

DISTEL on the web !I - Over 16,000,000 items from stock - www.distel.co.uk
ALL MAIL TO

LONDON SHOP

Dept ww, 29/35 Osborne Rd
Thornton Heath
Surrey CR7 8PD
Open Mon -Fri 9.00 - 5.30

-ELECTRONICSYEARS

18b

Visit our web site

South Norwood

Selhurst Park SR Rail Stations

u208 653 3333
4r1

www.distel.co.uk

On 68A Bus Route

Nr. Thornton Heath &

ALL .27 ENQUIRIES

DISTEL©
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email = admin ft distel.co.uk

,

..

FAX 0208 653 8888

All prices for UK Mainland. UK customers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order amount. Minimum order £10. Bona Fide account orders accepted from Government, Schools,
Universities and Local Authorities - minimum account order £50. Cheques over £100 are subject to 10 working days clearance. Carnage charges (A)=.£3.00, (A1)=£4.00,
(B)=£.5.50, (C).£8.50, (C1) £12.50, (D)=£15.00, (EK18.00, (F)=£20.00, (G) ---CALL Allow approx 6 days for shipping - faster CALL All goods supplied to our Standard Conditions
of Sale and unless stated guaranteed for so days. All guarantees on a return to base basis. All rights reserved to change prices / specifications without prior notice. Orders subject
to stock. Discounts for volume. Top CASH prices pad for surplus greds. All trademarks, tradenames etc acknowledged. Display Electronics 1999. E & 0 E 07/99.
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EMI DIRECTIONS

To reserve your web site space contact Joannah Cox

Tel: 020 8652 3620 Fax: 020 8652 8938
AQUILA VISION
http://www.aquila-yision.co.uk
Aquila Vision specialises in supplying and
supporting Embedded Microprocessor
Development products from PICs to DSPs.
We also stock robotics boards, Linux and
general interest CD-ROM's.

BEDFORD OPTO
TECHNOLOGY LTD
http://www.bot.co.uk

DANIEL MCBREARTY
http://www.danmcb.demon.co.0
k/eng.html

Optoelectronic products UK design
development manufacture standard
and custom, LED bargraphs, circuit
board indicators, stand offs,
transmissive/reflective switches,
baseefa optocouplers tubular and
surfacemount, panne! mount LED
assemblies.

Experienced engineer based in
London, specialist in audio and
control systems. Available for design,
project engineering or general
consultancy. Background of high quality work.

CAMBRIDGE MICRO
PROCESSOR SYSTEMS LTD

DISPLAY ELECTRONICS
http://www.distel.co.uk

http://www.cms.uk.com

EQUINOX TECHNOLOGIES
UK LTD

CONCEPT ELECTRONICS

http://www.equinox-tech.com

4,44t4

http://www.conceptkey.co.uk
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ALCATEL COMPONENTS
http://www.components
@alcatel.de

ASHWELL ELECTRONICS
http://www.ashwell-hq.com
Ashwell provide technical support for
Apex Microtechnology op -amps and
DC/DC'S; Aeroflex; EMP filtered
connectors; M S Kennedy; Mintech
obsolescence; NSC Mil/Aero;
Teledyne Relays and isocom
mil/optocouplers.

ARCOM

Concept Keyboards are specialists in
the design and manufacture of
customer specified membrane panels
and keyboards, and electronic design.
Concept's membrane manufacture is
supported by a full electronic
production facility to provide a
complete turnkey keyboard and
electronics service, fully accredited to
IS09001.

CONTROL SOLUTIONS
www.controlsolutions.co.uk
Data acquisition and control for
beginners, hobbyists, and
professionals. Perform mathematical
and logical operations on data in real
time. Email:
info@controlsolutions.co.uk.

Ilistbel
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http://www.eptsoft.demon.co.uk
Electronics, Electrical and
Mathematics Principles V6.Over 700
colourful interactive topics from
Ohm's Law to PIC microcontrollers.
Email sales@eptsoft.demon.co.uk for
full details.
.

FELLER UK

http://www.fel ler-at.com
Feller (UK) Ltd. manufacture Fully
approved cordsets (Moulded mains
plugs and connectors) and Power
Supply Cables for all industrial
Countries to National and International
Standards

FLASH DESIGNS LTD
http://www.flash.co.uk
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Equinox Technologies UK Ltd.,
specialise in development tools for
the embedded microcontroller
market.

ELECTRONICS WEEKLY
HYPERACTIVE
http://www.electronicsweekly.co
.uk/

http://www.arcomcontrols.com/eW

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
http://www.cooke-int.com

Flash supply low cost AVR ISP
programmers (£39), MINI -ICE starter
kits (from £69), Portable Easy -ICE
emulators (from £199), ICE Adapters &
'C' compilers for any ATMEL AVR,
MCS51, Dallas, Hitachi H8
microcontroller. Download FLASH
NEWS now, Watch out for Special
Offers'. ARE YOU developing code in a
Flash?

HSPS LTD
http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/hsps/
FILTER DESIGNER - Advanced
analog and digital filter design
software for the PC. - Standard and
Professional versions.- Free
download of Evaluation version.

LOW POWER RADIO
SOLUTIONS

e-mail: info@cooke-int.com

EW

EPT EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

http://www.lprs.co.uk
ese siesmiss-oessee sseie

A leading international supplier of
communication and control
technology to industry, Arcom
provides leading edge solutions
through a comprehensive
range of market leading products.

Contact
Enquiries
Location
Legal Notice
Snail Mail

Stock
Manuals

Stockists of Quality Used Electronic
Test Instruments and Operating &
Service Manuals.

CROWNHILL ASSOCIATES LTD

http://www.crownhill.co.uk
BROADERCASTING

COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS
www.broadercasting.co.uk

LPRS markets low power radio
transmitters, receivers and transceiver
modules manufactured by ourselves,
Radiometrix, Circuit Designs, RDT and
Micrel. Applications for telemetry,
video and remote control.

Order
Specials
Download

Crownhill supply low cost development
tools for use with Micro -Controllers and
Smart Cards. Products include Smart
Card development tools, Smart cards,
Micro Development tools and Bespoke
Design Services.

ECM SELECTION
http:// www.ecmsel.co.uk

NEWNES - BOOKS FOR THE
ELECTRONICS WORLD

For the pick of the UK's Top High Tech Software and Hardware career
opportunities - from fresh Grad/PhD
to Senior Engineer/Manager -£22,000 - £70,000

http://www.newnespress.com
Over 300 books and information
packages for those working with
electronics and engineering technology.
Visit our site for a free catalogue and
downloads

Newnes

WINRADIO now brings you a
complete choice in personnel
computer controlled radio scanning
and reception solutions* Broadcast

Media Monitoring Professional
Amateur Radio communications
Newnes has always bee. me erne bail* publishers ofIntirninfion
for liese working wink electronics and electrical technology, wed lo

We source of the Peeket beolse series 6r engbwers indemnified,

proitorlendr.
Use the snap or WI kinks to enter our web cite end find tiffinnuffion

specific to your confiner.
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OMEG POTENTIOMETERS
http://www.omeg.co.uk

RALFE ELECTRONICS

SUPRA AUDIO CABLES

professional test & measurement

http://www.jenving.se

Omeg 16mm and 20mm potentiometers
and switched potentiometers with
conductive polymer tracks. Web site has
full product details, latest news, company
contacts, stockists and distributors.

www.ralfe-electronics.co.uk

Jenving Technology AB is the
manufacturer of Supra Audio Cables
OEM productions are also accepted.

PCA:PHILIP COLLINS &
ASSOCIATES PTY. LTD
http://www.pca.cc
PCA manufactures Radphone 2000DX
remote control systems for shortwave
broadcasters and government agencies

wanting worldwide control of
communications receivers and
transceivers from any tone phone.

.
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T H ER MOSPEED

-;7"

http://www.thermospeed.co.uk

RADIO -TECH LIMITED
http://www.radio-tech.co.uk
Radio modules, modems, telemetry,
audio transmitters, pagers, antenna,
remote controls and much more. All UK
designed and manufactured.

Temperature and pressure, control and
instrumentation. Full on-line purchasing.
* Overnight ex -stock delivery
* Create your own hotlist
* Download datasheets
* Full technical support

tenvtizi
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POLY -FLEX CIRCUITS LTD
http://www.polyflex.com

RS COMPONENTS LTD

SESCOM, INC.
http://www.sescom.corn

http://rswww.com

SESCOM, INC. is a 30 -year manufacturer

http://www.trident-uk.co.uk

Design, manufacture and population
of printed polyester flexible
circuits, including Flip Chip on Flex
providing practical, low cost,
reliable solutions for today's small
lightweight products.

The award winning on-line service

of audio "problem solvers' and
transformers. We also offer easily fabricated aluminum enclosures for small
production runs and prototypes.

Visit the Trident website for details and
datasheets on their entire LCD and printer
product range. Download data and
subscribe for our regularly updated

from IRS

QUILLER ELECTRONICS

- 110,000+ products available
- Technical data library
- Stock availability check
- Integrated on-line purchasing
- Order by 8pm - with you tomorrow.

http://www.quiller.com

-45

TRIDENT MICROSYSTEMS LTD

newsleter.

TRUMETER
http://www.truemeter.com

rswww.c*rn

TRANSONICS
http://www.transonic.com

100+ pages of detailed technical
information on Schrack Relays, MEC
Switches, Hirose Connections.

VANN DRAPER
ELECTRONICS LTD

RADIOMETRIX
http://www.radiometrix.co.uk

http://www.vanndraper.co.uk

SWIFT EUROTECH

Radiometrix specialises in the design
and manufacture of VHF & UHF, RF
data modules. We offer a broad
range of PCB mounted miniature
transmit, receive and transceiver
modules for OEM use.

RD RESEARCH

http://www.looking.co.uk/spice
Analogue and digital SPICE modelling
software. Full details available on this site.
Available on a 30 day evaluation basis.

http://www.swiftdesigns.co.uk

STAFFORDSHIRE WIRELESS
COMPANY
http://www.staffs-wireless.corn
Wireless, communication, test equipment,
bought and sold for very competitive
prices visit our web site or telephone
John on 01889 569928 or 0973 296461.

Manufacturer & Exporter of Heelical BPF
Filter, 30 Watts BPF Power Filter and
Handset/Base Station Duplexers

VUTRAX electronic schematic and pcb
design system for Windows 95, 98 and
NT. Limited Capacity FREE version
downloads available, all upgradeable to
various customised levels.

WOOD & DOUGLAS

http://www.softcopy.co.uk
As a PC data base or hard copy,
SoftCopy can supply a complete index of
Electronics World articles over the past
ten years. Photo copies of articles from
back issues are also available.

Working evaluations of SpiceAge mixed mode simulator, Spicycle PCB design
tools and Superfilter demo (synthesises
passive, active, digital filters). Tech
support, sales links and price list.

Wood & Douglas Ltd is the leading
independent British designer and
manufacturer of quality radio products for
International telemetry, data,voice & video
wireless communications.

Put your web address in front of 21 000 electronics
enthusiasts and experts.
Electronics World acknowledges your company's
need to promote its web site, which is why we are
now dedicating pages in every issue to announce
your WEB ADDRESS.
This gives other readers the opportunity to look up
your company's name, to find your web address and

990

TEMWELL CORPORATION
http://www.temwell.com.tw

VUTRAX PCB DESIGN
SOFTWARE
http://www.vutrax.co.uk

THOSE ENGINEERS LTD
http://www.spiceage.com

SOFTCOPY

Company name

EDWin NC --'Professional EDA software
at 90% discount! Integrated
schematics, PCB layout and simulation.
Plus CAMtastic! CAM software and
netlist translators for most EDA
systems.

Test equipment from Grundig. Kenwood,
Hitachi, Fluke, Avo, Glassman, Advance
in a comprehensive site including
oscilloscopes, multimeters, power
supplies, generators, counters,
soldering, digital tv etc.

http://wwvv.woodanddouglas.co.uk

to browse the magazine page to find new sites.
We understand that cost is an important factor, as
web sites are an added drain on budgets. But we are
sure you will agree that the following rates make all
the difference:

year, which equates to just £29.17 per month.
This price includes the abovementioned information,
plus a 3cm screen shot of your site, which we can
produce if required.
To take up this offer or for more information ring:

FOR 12 ISSUES:
Lineage only will cost £150 for a full year just £12.50
per month.
This includes your company's name, web address
and a 25 -word description.
Lineage with colour screen shot costs £350 for a full

Joannah Cox on 020 8652 3620

Web address

or fax on 020 8652 8938.

or e-mail: joannah.cox@rbi.co.uk

TiePieScope HS801 PORTABLE MOST

44111Ima
ARRITARY WAVEFORM GENERATOR STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE SPECTRUM ANALYZERMULTIMETERTRANSIENT RECORDER-

The sophisticated cursor read outs have
21 possible read outs. Besides the usual
read outs, like voltage and time, also
quantities like rise time and frequency
are displayed.

The HS801: the first 100 Mega samples
per second measuring instrument that
consists of a MOST (Multimeter,
Oscilloscope, Spectrum analyzer and
Transient recorder) and an AWG (abritary
waveform generator). This new MOST
portable and compact measuring
instrument can solve almost every
measurement problem. With the
integrated AWG you can generate every
signal you want.
The versatile software has a user -defined
toolbar with which over 50 instrument
settings quick and easy can be
accessed. An intelligent auto setup
allows the inexperienced user to perform
measurements immediately. Through the
use of a setting file, the user has the
possibility to save an instrument setup
and recall it at a later moment. The setup
time of the instrument is hereby reduced
to a minimum.

When a quick indication of the input
signal is required, a simple click on the
auto setup button will immediately give a
good overview of the signal. The auto
setup function ensures a proper setup of
the time base, the trigger levels and the
input sensitivities.

Measured signals and instrument
settings can be saved on disk.This
enables the creation of a library of
measured signals. Text balloons can be
added to a signal, for special comments.
The (colour) print outs can be supplied
with three common text lines (e.g.
company info) en three lines with
measurement specific information.
The HS801 has an 8 bit resolution and a
maximum sampling speed of 100 MHz.
The input range is 0.1 volt full scale to 80
volt full scale. The record length is
32K/64K samples. The AWG has a 10 bit
resolution and a sample speed of 25
MHz.The HS801 is connected to the
parallel printer port of a computer.
The minimum system requirement is a
PC with a 486 processor and 8 Mbyte
RAM available. The software runs in
Windows 3.xx / 95 / 98 or Windows NT
and DOS 3.3 or higher.
TiePie engineering (UK), 28 Stephenson
Road, Industrial Estate, St. Ives,
Cambridgeshire, PE17 4WJ, UK
Tel: 01480-460028; Fax: 01480-460340
TiePie engineering (NL),
Koperslagersstraat 37, 8601 WL SNEEK
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 515 415 416; Fax+31 515 418 819

Web: http://www.tiepie.n1
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Save 1 8% on an emulation
anc development kit for the
world's fastest 8-oit micro
The fastest 8 -bit controller

in the world
SX chips manufactured by Scenix Inc
are the world's fastest 8 -bit micros, with
operating speeds up to 100MIPS. This
blistering speed allows you to
implement an increasing range of virtual
peripherals in software, rather than
relying on specific hardware functions
pre -loaded into the chip - peripherals
such as low speed modems, filtering and
newly released single -chip Internet
solutions. What's more, the software for
these is downloadable from Scenix's
web site www.scenix.com.
SX chips are fully re -programmable
and available in 18 to 52 -pin packages.

With a top throughput of 100 MIPS, the new SX series microcontrollers from
Scenix are the fastest in their class. But however good a micro is, a major
influence on its adoption by engineers is its programming environment. The
SX-Key produced by Parallax - the first third -party supplier of SX-tools - has
been designed for maximum productivity.
The integrated Windows environment is completely seamless, allowing
code generation using Parallax's assembler through to programming and
emulation from one simple screen. Full speed emulation modes up to
100MIPS provide many debugging options to help find those last few code
problems!

Save 18%
To mark the launch of these latest tools, we are pleased to offer Electronics
World readers an exclusive discount which is only available until the end of
January 2000. Purchase the full SX-Tech Emulator/programmer kit for only
£139.00 including shipping and VAT -a saving of 18% off normal retail
pricing.
Full details on the SX-chips - including a comprehensive data sheet - may
be downloaded from www.scenix.com Details on the SX-Key including
software, manual and assembly language programming course may be
downloaded from www.parallaxinc.com.
Please post the coupon below to Milford Instruments at Milford House, 120
High Street, South Milford, Leeds LS25 5AQ. Tel 01977 683665, fax 01977
681465.

Coupon
Please send me the full SX evaluation kit for the
special fully -inclusive price of £139 for which I
enclose a cheque or postal order
would like to pay by credit card
Name

Address

Post code

Credit card type
Credit card number
Expiry date

Please note that if you are ordering by credit card, the
address above must be that of the card holder. Post this
coupon to,

Milford Instruments
Milford House
120 High Street
South Milford
Leeds LS25 5AQ
together with a postal order or cheque payable to Milford
Instruments, or send credit-card details. Tel 01977 683665,
fax 01977 681465 .

Full -speed emulator, programmer and two 50MIPS

processors for only f139 - fully inclusive...

What's in the SX-Tech kit?
SX-Key emulator and programmer - suitable for
all current production SX chips
SX Tech Board
Two SX 28AC/DP "A" 50 MIPS chips
One Murata 50MHz resonator

Printed manual
CD ROM with software and PDF manual
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Is your Spice simulator not quite hot enough?

If not, read on...
Produced by the UK's leading simulation engineers, Spicycle offers...
Analogue + mixed -mode digital simulation with SPICE and extended
algebraic functions
Schematic editing with TrueType fonts
Drag and drop from component bins
PCB layout facilities - optional extra
PCB features; regional DRC, copper fill, BOM, rat's nest connectivity
from schematic
Back annotation from simulator to schematic
Library includes electronic + mechanical engineering behavioural
devices
Convert Spice net lists into rat's -nested schematic - reverse engineering
made easy
CAM outputs (printer, plotter, drill and Gerber)
Re -use existing PCB layouts with Gerber import
Hook up the simulator directly to PCB for the ultimate in design
validation
Upgradeable - buy what you need now and upgrade later

And much more. To get a better idea of the power of Spicycle,
visit our web site at http://www.spiceage.com.
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Spicycle - Professional Windows software
tools for tomorrow's electronic designs.

Those Engineers Ltd, 31 Birkbeck Road, LONDON NW7 4BP.
Tel +44 (0) 20 8906 0155 FAX +44 (0) 20 8906 0960
e-mail sales@Those-Engineers.co.uk
CIRCLE NO.112 ON REPLY CARD

PROFESSIONAL from Milford Instruments
Development Tools
Milford Instruments Tel

01977 683665, Fax 01977 681465

www.milinst.demon.co.uk info@milinst.demon.co.uk
Milford House, 120 High Street, South Milford, LEEDS LS25 5AQ

BASIC Stamps

PIC Emulators
from Tech Tools
Mathias In -Circuit Emulator
16C5X to 20MHz
16CXX to 25MHz and data breakpoints
Modular design

Still the easiest and fastest way to
get your project up and going.
8 or 16 I/O pins, easy -to -read

ROM Emulators
from TechTools

BASIC instructions plus on -board
comms and simple interfacing to
peripheral chips.

True Integrated Windows Environment
Supports standard assemblers and compilers
True Bondout Chip set based
Programmers and adaptors also available
Full details at www.tech-tools.com

New to PICs or

just wanting to learn
new tricks?
We stock the excellent Squarel
series of PIC primers.
See our web site for contents.

Scenix Emulators
from Parallax

SX-Key Emulator

Lou Pidwier, easy

SX chips are EEPROM based, PIC16C5x pin

serial interface

compatible micros with up to 100mips
performance.

Full speed debugging on production chips
Integrated Windows environment
Software configured oscillator
18 to 52 pin reprogrammable devices
SX Blitz low cost programmer also
available. Full details and software at
www. pa ral laxi nc .com

SERIAL LCDs reduce display hassle We stock a range of alphanumeric and graphic displays all fitted
with serial R5232 interface boards- 2x16 to 4x40 and up to
1 28x64 graphics size.

also available
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ANALOGUE DESIGN

Low -voltage design:

round up
It is well known that by placing two complementary differential pairs in parallel, it is possible to
obtain a rail -to -rail input stage. The nMOS pair

conducts while input common -mode voltages are
high, in particular if,
V , , > V + V, + V, 3

When input common -mode voltages are low, the
pMOS pair is in conduction,
%n cm <VDD - Vpl,p - Vd,r3,p

From these two equations, it is clear that both differential pairs can operate together for middle values
of the input common mode voltage. In this case, the
total transconductance of the input stage is not constant.
It is possible to bring the supply voltage down as
far as the point where it starts to affect gm by making

the two edges that delimit the nMOS and pMOS
operating regions coincide.
From the previous equations, this implies,
VDD(-Vu) = Vpl,n + Vpl,p + Veiv3,n + Vels3,p

If the input transistors work in saturation, consider-

ing also a saturation voltage of about 0.2V and
threshold voltages of 0.7-0.75V, a supply voltage of
1.9V results. But this value needs to be lower.
By simply reducing VDD, a constant transconductance can be obtained: for low input common -mode

voltages, only the pMOS pair is active, where for
high ones only the nMOS pair is in conduction.
For values between, both pairs are 'on', the nMOS
pair gradually taking over from the pMOS pair as the
input common -mode voltage rises.
Constant -gm operation with low supply voltages is

achieved by designing input transistors with large
aspect ratios - W=1000µ, L=1.2µ for example - operating in weak inversion.

The authors
Giuseppe Ferri, University di L'Aquila, L'Aquila, Italy.
Pierpaolo De Laurentiis, University di L'Aquila, L'Aquila, Italy.

Arnaldo D'Amico, University di Tor Vergata, Roma, Italy.
Giovanni Stochino, Ericsson Telecomunicazioni SpA,
Roma, Italy.
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Four leading researchers in the field of low -voltage, low -power analogue building
blocks present the culmination of their work -a low voltage rail -to -rail operational
amplifier implemented in CMOS with a constant -gm. New applications for
low -voltage building blocks are also discussed, and there's an outline of a new Spice
model specifically for low -voltage design.

Variables W and L - i.e. width and length - refer to
the channel width and length of the MOS transistor.
Their ratio, W/L, called the aspect ratio, is fundamental because the drain current is proportional to it.
Normally we design a transistor by selecting W and
L. The minimum value of L is limited by the technology available. A typical value is 0.35pm.
The value of L is also important for the output resis-

where UT is thermal voltage and n the slope factor.

The above equation gives the direct relationship
between the total drain current of the input pairs /ds,n
plus /ds,p, and the corresponding supply voltage that
ensures constant transconductance operation under the
imposed conditions.
For example, for a given total current of 20µA, the
supply voltage for the used technology is about 1.33V.

tance value. Resistance Rout is inversely proportional to
L.

Tail transistors Man and Map work in the linear region

for mid -range input values and in weak inversion for
low and high input voltages. In this manner, being in

weak inversion, g, is proportional to current, it is
enough to keep the sum of the tail currents constant to
perform the constant -gm operation. Under these conditions and from the circuit analysis, the previous equation becomes,
V(-11,,) a 11,,,,i,17
+,,,.,,+ nUT [In
--

id'."
+ In
2 X IdOln(MI)

The complete low -voltage OTA
The complete OTA is shown in Fig. 1. Its feedback
circuit gives an equal value of transconductance for
low and high inputs. Two dummy circuits have been
placed operating respectively at high input levels,
Md I n-Ald2n, and low input levels, Md IrAld2p

A feedback MOS transistor, M5n, controls the current

in the pMOS input stage and makes it equal to the
nMOS stage. The transistors are working in weak
inversion.
To take into account the influence of the slope factor,
transistor M6p is designed with a slightly higher value
of W of 1080µ instead of 1000µ .

ids'

2x1 dOlp(MI)

Two secondary feedback loops appear on the dia-

Table 1. Measured results obtained from a prototype of an operational transconductance amplifier for very low voltage
operation. These results were obtained using a 1.5V supply and 15pF load.

Input stage swing
Output stage swing

Rail -to -rail (from Vss to V,,,t + 0.5V)

Input transconductance
Gain bandWidth (GBW)
Low -frequency gain
Power consumption (total /-quiescent in input
stages, 10pA; in output stage, 90pA)
Slew rate
Total harmonic distortion (1kHz, vpp=600/OVAL)
Equivalent input voltage noise
Input offset voltage
Settling time
Overload recovery
CMRR
PSRR+

Constant (\gm(msx)=6%)
1.3MHz (PM=64°)
84dB
0.46mW (215pW in main stage, 230pW in biasing
and feedback loops, only 15pW in regulator)
1V/ps

Rail -to -rail

1%

25nVkHz (1/f noise negligible)
Typical 0.8mV; 30 value, ±0.2mV
0.38ps (1%) ; 0.58ps (0.1%)

PSRR-

100ns
56dB @ 10Hz; 52dB @ 100kHz
48dB CO 10Hz; 26dB @ 100kHz
51dB @ 10Hz; 32dB @ 100kHz

Chip area

1.2mm2
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Fig. 1. Operational transconductance amplifier capable of
giving good results when working from a single 1.5V cell.
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gram. These ensure a constant supply voltage by sens-

ing the 'crossing -point' condition, implemented via
equal transistors M9 and M13p.
The loops are formed by two duplicate circuits, Mrn - rp -Mrp2 working in the `crossing -point'
Mrn2 and M
condition; two current mirrors, Miop-M
-11p; M12n-M13n;
14n, and a regulattwo feedback transistors, M9 and -M
ing MOS transistor, Mreg, working in its linear region.
The left-hand loop detects the 'crossing -point' condition and compares the mirrored current ID of Mi 1 p
with a reference current flowing through Mgn. In the
right-hand loop is a voltage regulating system which,
by means of external supply voltage Vex, controls the
internal supply voltage Vint and keeps it constant. The
external supply voltage may be a battery.
In this manner, the whole circuit is robust to possible

discharges of the external supply. The feedback circuitry can work with values of external supply voltages
Vert in the range I.3 -2.2V.

Circuit details
The diagram gives the main schematic of the op -amp.
It is formed by the input stage, described in a previous
article, a summing stage comprising M5a, M5b, M7a and
Mob, which realises the inversion of some currents, and

a traditional common source rail -to -rail output stage,
Mout,to Mout,p The compensation of the op -amp doesn't

need nested loops, being performed by a Miller capacitance Cm of 20pF.

Fig. 2. Adaptive biasing -a means of reducing power
consumption without affecting performance.

current is kept equal to /dsm by means of the feedback
circuit. Since the input transistors are in weak inversion, the input transconductance is the same for low
and high input common mode voltages.
For mid -way values of common -mode input voltages,

The operating principle is the following. For low
input common -mode voltages, only the pMOS input

a reduced value of current flows in both the input

pair is active. Current flowing on Mip and M2p is given
by the drain current of M3p (Ids,p). Transistors Min and
Men are both off and no current flows in M3n.

exactly half of the value compared to low and high
common inputs. But the total current flowing in the

For high input common -mode voltages, only the
nMOS pair is active. In this case, the input current
flows into Min, Men and, hence, into M3n. This total

pairs. This current, in the `crossing -point' condition, is
input transistors and, consequently, the input transconductance is always the same.

The input voltage that causes the `crossing -point'
condition is strictly linked to the value of Vint. In fact,

Spice and low -voltage transistors -a brand new model
The performance of analogue circuits
depends heavily on transistor
characteristics. In analogue design, an
important aspect when developing a
transistor model is that it is not only
suitable for simulation, but also that it
offers the possibility for exploring
new circuit topologies.
The model has to contain
hierarchical levels, in order to give
both simple analytical expressions to
support simple circuit and detailed
expressions for precise simulations.
A good model for analogue design
has to hold at low supply voltages. In
this case, the model has to describe,
in a continuous manner, the transistor
behaviour from very low currents weak inversion or sub -threshold
operation - to large currents.
Initially, MOS transistor models
involved only a few parameters such

December 1999 ELECTRONICS WORLD

as the threshold voltage, the current
parameter KP, and the body -effect
parameter gamma.
Reducing channel length has
increased the number of parameters
necessary for suitable transistor
modelling. In Spice there is always a
different model for the weak and
strong inversion regions.
Consequently, modelling in the
transition region from weak to strong
inversion is poor.
Recently a new model has been
proposed - namely EKV, produced by
Enz, Krummenacher and Vittoz - that
gives a unique set of equations for the
MOS transistors. However, it has not
yet been implemented in commercial
Spice.

In this model, weak and strong
inversion are tightly linked to each
other in a physical and continuous

way. The new model is physically

based, hierarchically structured and
offers several coherent hierarchical
levels. These range from simple
analytical expression to support for
creative synthesis and even more
detailed expressions for precise
simulations.
In particular, the new model is well
suited for the design of circuits
operating at low currents and
voltages.
For more information, see 'An
analytical MOS transistor model valid
in all regions of operation and
dedicated to low -voltage and low current applications' by C. Enz, F.
Krummenacher, E. Vittoz, 'Analogue
Integrated Circuits and Signal
Processing - Special Issue on Low
Voltage and Low Power Circuits',

Vol. 8, July 1995, pp. 83-114.
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Fig. 3. At very low supply voltages,
switched capacitor techniques are
unusable. This proposal however is. It
involves switching op -amps as opposed to
switching capacitors.
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it is about half of it. The secondary feedback system
described earlier prohibits variations in Vint and, consequently, fixes the 'crossing -point' condition.

Such a chip has been implemented in 0.71.im standard
CMOS technology. The minimum channel length is 1.2pm

and the threshold voltages about 0.7V. Table 1 shows
experimental results obtained using a 1.5V supply and 15pF
load capacitance. These values can be considered valid for
1.3-1.8V.
More information on this development can be found in G.
Ferri and W. Sansen's article, 'A rail -to -rail constant gm low

voltage CMOS operational transconductance amplifier',
IEEE Journ Solid -State Circuits, Vol. 32 No 10, Oct. 1997,
pp. 1563-1567.

New applications for new
low -voltage circuits
Here we describe two examples of novel circuits working
at low supply voltages.
The first example involves an adaptive biasing technique,
Fig. 2. This allows power consumption to be reduced without
degrading the performance.
Output current of the circuit - typically the biasing current
of an op -amp input stage - depends on the applied input differential voltage.
Making up the device are two nMOS input transistors, Mt2
; two transistors for detecting the differences between the
input voltages, A114, and a current mirror, N56, giving the
output current to the load resistance R
If IVI-V2k17th, M3 and M4 are both 'off and output current is zero.
Introducing transistors M7 ,g and two equal current
sources, /DC, improves the sensitivity of the circuit to input
voltages near the reference voltage, where the output current
is close to zero.
In this case, if Vi is near V2, the current flowing in R is
minimised to the biasing current of twice /Dc. If V1 is not
equal to V2, transistors M3 or M4 conducts, giving an output
current whose value increases with the input differential voltage.'
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A switched -capacitor alternative
Our second example involves switched -op -amps. Switched capacitor techniques allow a number of analogue functions to
be realised conveniently and precisely. These include filters,
sample -and -hold circuits and a -to -d or d -to -a converters.
However, using switched capacitor techniques at extremely low voltages - less than 1.5V - needs a particular attention
to the switches.
At such low voltages, solutions proposed in the literature low -threshold devices and voltage multipliers for the clock

drivers - are no longer feasible. In fact, technologies with
low -threshold devices are costly and often not available.
Similarly, voltage multiplication is not possible in scaled
technologies.
To overcome these problems, we propose the switched op amp approach. The basic idea is to avoid the critical switch-

es connected in series to the output of the op -amp. These
switches turn the op -amp on and off and don't operate correctly when the supply voltage is lowered.
The new technique guarantees that the output switches
have sufficiently high conductance for any output signal conditions.
Figure 3 is an example of the main stage of a switchable
op -amp .2

This is the final article in a four -article set discussing
the state-of-the-art in low -voltage analogue ICs. The
three previous articles, in the September, October and
November issues, covered bipolar building blocks,
CMOS input stages and CMOS output stages
respectively.

References
1. G.C. Cardarilli, G. Ferri, 'CMOS adaptive biasing low power circuit', MIEL'97, 21th International conference on
Microelectronics, Nis, Jugoslavia, 15-17 Sept. 1997.
2. G. Ferri, A. Costa, A. Baschirotto, 'A 1.2V rail -to -rail
switched buffer,' ICECS'98. Lisbon, 7-10 Sept. 1998.
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Why Settle for AM when you
can afford High Quality FM !

Low cost professional quality Smart Card Systems
The intelligent programmer for Smart Cards using the International Standard T=0 or T=1 protocols
also Memory and Secure Memory using PC, 2 -wire & 3 -wire interfaces. From April 1 1999 all
ChipDrives are supplied with software to read and write to most popular secure smart cards, inc
GSM, PAY PHONE and ACCESS CONTROL cards. Drivers are available for Apple Macintosh,
Linux, Unix, Solaris. Microsoft PC/SC and of course WINDOWS 95/98 and NT.
Supplied with CARDSERVER API for easy development of SmartCard Applications using Visual
Basic, Delphi or C++.
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We can offer the lowest prices on high quality FM
Radio Data Modules both in the UK and overseas !
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Our qualified engineers offer full technical support
from simple advice to system design 8Z integration.

CHIPDRIVE Micro
£39.95+ P&P £7.50

For a free catalogue, wall chart or quotation just
e-mail sales@radtec.demon.co.uk. alternatively

Exclusive of VAT

All Chipdrives are supplied with a Windows API and full documentation. ChipDrives are
CE Compliant ChipDrives conform to IS07816, T=0 or T=1 @ 3.579MHz, RS232 @

fax or telephone quoting ref: WWRMI

9600-11500 bps, Internal Supply/Ni-MH. Under normal conditions power is derived from
the host Serial Port. Operation is simple, full telephone and email support is provided for
Windows developers.

Telephone +44(0)1992 576107
Fax +44(0)1992 561994

APP -LOCK

http://www.radio-tech.co.uk

Protect any Windows applications from
Unauthorised access under Win 95/98/NT

FREE

OMAN'G application
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Inclusive of Chipdrive Intern, Smart Card
and Software.
£79.95 + P&P £5 exclusive of VAT
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CHIPDRIVE Developer Kit
CDK consists of: CD ROM containing cardserver.d11. Applications and Source code examples.
CHIPDRIVE-micro a selection of Smart Cards offering protected memory, processor and memory
cards. Typical uses are Control access, Pay Phone cards and Data transport. PIN codes for the
cards are supplied along with data sheets and programming data for use with cardserverdll. A
useful application with source codes shows how the CHIPDRIVE can be used to identify any
Smart card inserted, giving manufacturer info, and memory map
if available. Applications produced with the developer kit will
operate under Windows 3.11/95/NT and are compatible with the
whole CHIPDRIVE family. The CDK uses easy to use 16 bit or
32 bit DLLs with just one function call to the 'CardServer' to
identify the card or carry out any instruction. Cardserver is a
powerful Background task which relieves the application
programmer from device and card administration. Featuring
,
automatic protocol and card type detection. Allowing several
16
applications to access one terminal dependent only on the
,...,,,,.---,:;
type of card inserted.

adio - Tech

Radio -Tech Limited

Your official Radiometrix Distributor
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LOW COST
Embedde

Supplied with CHIPDRIVE micro,

£69.95+
P&P £5 Exclusive of VAT

Smart Cards and Source Code.
Full Tech Support via Email.

http://www.towitoko.co.uk
http://www.crownhill.co.uk
htt ://www.edsim2000.com

...with extra BYTE!
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Custom Design
Micro -Controllers
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Access Control, Identification, Payment, Loyalty, Transport_
Ease'IT the development tool for systems integrators and reader manufacturers, providing
access to contactless Smart Card technology at an affordable price and with less than one
weeks integration effort.

Ease'IT Integration system contains: 10 X contactless Smart Cards, 1 X contactless 5V
Reader Writer, 1 X 13.56Mh antenna with connector cable, Comprehensive technical
documentation and a CD ROM containing all the necessary software drivers including an
easy to follow integration users guide with detailed examples.
Communication distance of up to 10cm, data exchange at 106 Kbits per second!
Ease'IT Contactless Smart Card Reader/Writer can replace an existing Contact Card socket,
pin for pin or it may be connected directly to a PC or an embedded system.

Detailed documentation enables fast integration to existing systems, allowing contactless
cards to be used with most existing applications.
Fastest integration time to an existing application so far

3 Hrs !!!
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Joe Carr looks at commercial
equipment for measuring RF power

and explains how it works.

(Photo courtesy of Bird Electronics Corporation)

Here I take a look at some popular commercial prod-

ucts, as well as the calorimetry approach to high
power measurements, and some methods for making
low power measurements. Error and uncertainty sources in
RF power measurements are discussed too, later in the article.

the mutual coupling between the loop and the centre conductor of the coaxial line section, as well as the voltage
divider consisting of R and C.
Potential E is the voltage between the inner and outer conductors of the coaxial line, while ER is the voltage drop
across the resistor, em is the voltage across the inductor and
e is the output potential.
Voltage divider RIC produces a potential given by equation
(1), provided that R<.e..Xc and en-,=.1jaIM.

1000

=E
= REjeaC
Xc

(1)

(2)

Values of the components are selected such that R«Xc and
CR=MIZo. It is now possible to state that the DC output voltage is,

[ -mind=
EM .

Bird Electronics' Thruline sensor is shown in Fig. 1 a), while
an equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 1 b). The sensor consists of a coaxial transmission -line section, and a wire -loop
directional coupler that connects to a diode detector, D1.
Consider the equivalent circuit in Fig. lb). The factor M is

e

e = e + e, = jco(CRE± MI)

e=ja)

The Bird 'Thruline' sensor

R

The output voltage is,

Zo

E
Zo

(3)

At any point along a transmission line the voltage appearing

between the centre conductor and outer conductor E is a
function of forward voltage EF and the reflected voltage ER.
By combining equations, it is evident that when the directional coupler is pointed at the load, the output voltage of the

sensor reads the forward voltage, and produces an output
voltage of,
jo)ME,
e=

(4)

Zo

And when pointed at the source,
e

- OMER
Zo

(5)

Thus, this sensor produces a voltage that is a function of the
direction of the RF signal flowing in the transmission line.
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Figures 2 and 3 show two examples of Thruline instruments. The one in Fig. 2 is the Model 4410A. It is based on
the classic Model 43 design*. It offers an insertion voltage standing -wave ratio of 1.05:1 up to 1GHz.

The sensor elements are plug-in. Each element has an
arrow on it to indicate the direction of the measurement pointed towards the load or the source, depending on whether
you measure PF or PR. Once you know PF and PR, you can
computer the VSWR from equation (6),

Calorimeters
Calorimeters are capable of making very accurate measurements of RF power - especially at high power levels where
other methods tend to fall down. These instruments measure
the heating capability of the RF waveform. In this way, they
produce an output proportional to the RMS power level that
is independent of the applied waveform.
RF coaxial line

111--11

VSWR =

PF

(6)

From
XMTR

To

load

Lt.

PF

One difference between this instrument and earlier instruments is that there is a calibration factor control on the meter
to optimise performance for the specific sampling element

Directional
coupler

inserted.

The Bird AP -16 Advanced Power Meter is shown in
Fig. 3. This meter is similar in concept to the older Model
43, but is considerably advanced. While the Model 43 measures RMS CW power, the APM-16 will measure analogue
and digital complex waveforms, as well as CW - for example CDMA, TDMA, FDMA, COFDM and other modulations. It will measure both peak and RMS power levels.
Figure 4 shows a different approach. This meter uses a

DC output

Fig. 1. Bird 'Thruline'
transmission line sensor:
a) physical form; b) equivalent
electrical circuit.

remote sensor head connected in -line between the source and
load, and a multi -range digital readout display. It also has a
computer interface that will permit running power -versus frequency curves.
* My Model 43 has been banging around my toolkit for about 30 -years and still
works well.

Fig. 2. Bird Model
4410A RF
wattmeter. Photo
courtesy
Bird Electronics

Corporation.

Fig. 3. Bird Model APM-16 RF wattmeter. Photo courtesy of
Bird Electronics Corporation.
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Fig. 4. Bird Model
4421 RF power
meter with
remote sensor
head. Photo
courtesy of Bird
Electronics
Corporation.

The First Law of Thermodynamicst is the basis for the
operation of calorimeters: energy can neither be created
nor destroyed, only changed in form.
There are two basic forms of RF power calorimeter: dry

flow and absolute flow. Power can be measured using the
following relationship,

and flow (or wet). Dry calorimeters are used at lower
power levels, and are represented by the thermistor and
thermocouple methods discussed in last month's article.
Flow calorimeters are used at higher power levels.
Flow calorimeters come in two varieties: substitution

where P is the power level, F,,a is the mass flow rate of
the fluid used in the calorimeter, Tour is the fluid temperature after being heated by the RF load resistor, TIN is
the fluid temperature before being heated by the RF load

t I am told that numbering of the laws of thermodynamics differs in various parts

Substitution -flow calorimeters. This form of RF power

of the world. In the USA we start with the "0th law".

meter, Fig. 4, uses two fluid loops. Each fluid loop is heat-

P = F, x(Ta, - Tin) x Cp(T)

(7)

resistor and Cp(T) is the fluid specific heat as a function of
temperature T.

ed by a separate termination resistor. Termination 'A' is
heated by a low -frequency AC power source, and the
power applied to this termination is measured by an AC
power meter. The unknown RF power is applied to termination 'W. The differential temperature, TOUT-TIN, is
measured by a differential thermocouple.
When the temperatures of the two fluids are equal to
each other, then the output of the thermocouple is zero.
When the AC power is adjusted to balance the temperatures while RF is applied, producing a zero output voltage
from the thermocouple, the RF power is equal to the more
easily measured AC power. A temperature stabiliser and
heat exchanger returns the temperature of the fluid to base
level after it is used to measure power.
This method will produce error of 0.28 percent or better,
up to RF power levels of one kilowatt. Both water and oil
are used as fluid coolants in various instruments.

Absolute -flow calorimeters. Figure 6 shows the absolute
flow calorimeter. This type of RF power meter measures
the mass flow rate of the coolant, as well as the temperature before the RF load resistor, TIN, and after it, TOUT.
The mass flow rate is,
Fes,. = f xWs(7;,)
(8)
where Ws is the specific weight of the fluid at the input temperature and f is the volume flow rate (litres/min). All other
terms are as previously defined.
Combining equations gives the equation for measuring RF
power by this means,

P= k x f xWs(T,,)x C(TA)x(//T, -

AC
Low -frequency
-1110, power
AC power
meter
generator

Termination 'A'

Metering
valves

Digital
voltmeter
1111:1111

(9)

Differential
thermocouple

V
V

Temperature
stabiliser

Heat
exchanger

Pump

RF

input
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Termination 'B'

Fig. 5. Substitution flow calorimeter involves two loops, one
with known LF power applied, the other subjected to RF
power to be determined. LF power is adjusted until output
from the differential thermocouple reads zero, at which point,
the known and unknown power inputs are equal.
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Here, TAvE is (Tour-TEO/2 and all other terms are as previously defined.
One of the advantages of the absolute flow approach is
that it does not depend on nulling or calibration of a low
frequency power source, yet it produces good accuracy at
high power levels up to 80kW.
Figure 7 shows a commercially available calorimeter
RF power meter made by Bird Electronics Corporation.

Micropower and low -power measurements
At very low power levels the diode output voltage drops
very low. At -70dBm for example, the diode produces

about 50nV output potential. This level is too close to
the noise and drift values of typical DC amplifiers to be
useful. A solution is to use a chopper circuit, Fig. 8.
A chopper is an electronic switch that turns the DC
signal from the diode output on and off at a high rate typically 100 to 10 000 times per second. Either a square

wave or sine -wave 'carrier' applied to the toggle input
of the electronic switch creates the switching action.
The chopped signal is essentially an AC signal, so it
can be amplified in an AC amplifier, which has a much
smaller feedback -controlled drift than a DC amplifier.
Also, the AC signal can be band-pass filtered to remove
noise. The band-pass filter is centred on the frequency
of the carrier oscillator.
The chopped, amplified and filtered signal is applied
to a synchronous detector that is controlled by the same
carrier oscillator that performed the chopping action. A

practical RF power sensors. In some cases, the chopper
approach can be used with a diode detector. At lower
levels, however, some other method is needed.
Figure 9 shows a comparison method using a cali-

brated RF signal generator. The instrument selected
must have a calibrated output attenuator that provides
accurate outputs in dBm or microvolts.

The signal generator and the unknown micropower
source are connected to a receiver equipped with an S meter through a hybrid coupler. The coupler must have
either equal port -to -port losses for the two inputs, or at
least accurately known different losses.

Optional calibrated step attenuators are also sometimes used to balance the power levels. The receiver
acts as a micropower wattmeter or voltmeter because it
will produce an S -meter reading of even very weak signals.
Two methods can be used, namely 'equal deflection'
or 'double deflection'. In the equal -deflection method,
the unknown source is turned on, and the S -meter reading noted. The unknown source is then turned off, and
the signal generator is turned on.
Next, the output of the signal generator is adjusted to
produce the same S -meter deflection. The power level of
the unknown source is therefore equal to the calibrated
signal generator output level.

The double deflection method sets the signal gen-

low-pass filter following the synchronous detector
removes residual components of the switching action at
the carrier frequency. Finally, a DC amplifier provides
scaling to the correct DC level, or as level translation
for an analogue -to -digital converter.

Micropower measurements pose special problems
because they are made at levels below the range of most

Fig. 7. Bird calorimeter RF wattmeter (Photo
courtesy of Bird Electronics Corporation).

Pump

Volume
flow
sensor
I

Analogue or
digital meter

I

Output
temperature
sensor

Signal
processing

RF
input

Input
temperature
sensor

Coolant
reservoir
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Fig. 6. Absolute flow calorimeter.
This alternative does not rely on
comparison with a known LF power
source, yet it remains accurate with
measurements to 80kW.
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erator output to zero, and then applies the unknown
RF power to the receiver. The S -meter reading is noted;

for practical reasons, adjust the attenuator to let the
meter fall on a specific indicator marking).
Next, the signal generator output is increased until the
S -meter reading goes up one S -unit, which will be either

3dB or 6dB, depending on the design of the receiver.
The output level of the signal generator is therefore
equal to that of the unknown power source.

Error and uncertainty sources
All measurements have some basic error, i.e. a differ-

ence between the actual value of a variable and the
value read from a meter. The three dominant classes of
error in RF power measurements are mismatch uncer-

tainty, sensor uncertainty and meter uncertainty.
Meter uncertainty is error due to problems in the meter
indicating device itself. It might be a measurement error,
i.e. a difference between the actual output voltage and the
displayed output voltage, which represents power. You
might see zero set error, zero carryover, drift, noise and
other sources of instrument error.

On analogue meters there are also additional error
sources. For example, the width of the pointer covers a
certain distance on the scale, so creates a bit of ambiguity. Also, there may be a parallax error if the meter is
read at an angle.
Digital meters exhibit quantisation error and last -digit
bobble error. The quantisation error comes from the fact
that the digital representation of a value can only assume

Fig. 8. Chopper stabilised diode sensor for
measuring very
low RF power levels.

RF
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and filter
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Fig. 9. Method for measuring micropower RF levels
with some degree of comfort.
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certain discrete values, and an actual value might be
halfway between the two authorised levels. Last digit
bobble -a ±1 count error - results from the fact that the
least significant digit tends to bounce back and forth
between two adjacent values.
Sensor error may come in a variety of guises, depend-

Table 1. Reflection coefficients for VSWR values from 1:1 to 3:1.

dB(pV)
7
12

ing on the nature of the sensor. Thermistors and ther-

17

mistors, for example, have different forms of error. Most
sensors, though, exhibit an efficiency error due to losses
in the sensor. This occurs when some of the applied RF
energy is radiated as heat rather than being used to affect
the output reading. The manufacturer of the sensor may
express this problem as a calibration uncertainty or calibration factor.

22
27
32
37
42
47
52
57
62
67
72
77
82
87
92
97
102
107
112
117
122
127
132
137

Mismatch loss and mismatch uncertainty. The mismatch loss occurs when a voltage standing wave ratio SWR or VSWR - exists in the system. Maximum power

transfer occurs when a source impedance and a load
impedance are matched. If these impedances are not
matched, then a portion of the power sent from the source
to the load is reflected.
The reflection coefficient, p, is,

P=

VSWR -1
VSWR +

(10)

1

Table 1 shows the reflection coefficient for VSWR values from 1:1 to 3:1. Single -ended mismatch loss in decibels is,
Lth,,e, = 10log(1 ± p2) dB

(11)

If the system is mismatched on both ends, mismatch loss is,

L.

(12)

= 20log[l ± (p, x p2)]

The mismatch uncertainty, expressed as a percent,
(13)
±2 x p, x p, x100%

Assume that there is a 1.75:1 VSWR at the source end,
pi=0.27, and a VSWR of 1.15:1, at the sensor/load end,
p2=0.07. The mismatch uncertainty is,
(14)
L
= ±2 x 0.27 x 0.07 x 100% = 3.78%

dBm

-100
-95
-90
-85
-80
-75
-70
-65
-60
-55
-50
-45
-40
-35
-30
-25
-20
-15
-10

-5
0
5

10
15

20
25
30

Watts
1.000E-13
3.162E-13
1.000E-12
3.162E-12
1.000E-11
3.162E-11
1.000E-10
3.162E-10
1.000E-09
3.162E-09
1.000E-08
3.162E-08
1.000E-07
3.162E-07
1.000E-06
3.162E-06
1.000E-05
3.162E-05
1.000E-04
3.162E-04
1.000E-03
3.162E-03
1.000E-02
3.162E-02
1.000E-01
3.162E-01
1.000E+00

V

pV

2.236E-06
3.976E-06
7.071E-06
1.257E-05
2.236E-05
3.976E-05
7.071E-05
1.257E-04
2.236E-04
3.976E-04
7.071E-04
1.257E-03
2.236E-03
3.976E-03
7.071E-03
1.257E-02
2.236E-02
3.976E-02
7.071E-02

2.24
3.98
7.07
12.57
22.36
39.76

1.257E-01
2.236E-01
3.976E-01
7.071E-01
1.257E+00
2.236E+00
3.976E+00
7.071E+00

RSS =11E12 + E22 + E32 + E42

70.71

125.74
223.61
397.64
707.11
1 257.43

2236.07
3 976.35
7 071.07
12 574.33
22 360.68
39 763.54
70 710.68
125 743.34
223 606.80
397 635.36
707 106.78
1 257 433.43
2 236 067.98
3 976 353.64
7 071 067.81

(15)

In terms of the values above,

Total uncertainty. The total uncertainty in the measurement involves the mismatch uncertainty, calibration
factor uncertainty and instrumentation uncertainty. If a

reference power source is used in a comparison measurement, it also involves power source uncertainty .
There are several ways to state the total uncertainty.
Two of these are worst -case uncertainty and root -sum square uncertainty. The worst -case uncertainty is the sum
of all individual uncertainties in the direction that maximises the overall uncertainty. For example, imagine a
system with,
Mismatch uncertainty
Calibration factor uncertainty
Instrumentation uncertainty
Power reference uncertainty

3.78%
1.76%
0.95%
1.35%

RSS = ,13.78%2 +1.76%2 + 0.95%2+1.35%2

= V14.29 + 3.1+ 0.9 +1.82% =
= 4.48%

Compare the worst case error of 7.84% with the RSS
error of 4.48%. Expressed in terms of decibels, the RSS
percent loss is,
RSS(dB) = 10 log[l ± RSS% )1
100

(16)

In summary
This article, and its more background -oriented counter-

part that appeared last month, has dealt with the techThe worst case uncertainty is their sum:
Uncertainty=±(3.78%+1.76%+0.95%+1.35%)=±7.84%

nology of RF power measurement, from very low
micropower levels to the multi -kilowatt levels used by
broadcasters.

Real errors are rarely worst case, but rather are uncorre-

lated to each other. The root sum squares, or RSS,
method allows a single error term to represent the average

errors of the system. For a system with four sources of
error, as above, El, E2, E3, E4 and E5, the RSS error is,
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Last month, Joe discussed some of the basic methods
for measuring RF power, and some of the more common
in -line bridge circuits.
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IDEAS
act: most circuit ideas sent to Electronics World get published
The best circuit ideas are ones that save time or money, or stimulate the thought process. This includes the odd
solution looking for a problem - provided it has a degree of ingenuity.
Your submissions are judged mainly on their originality and usefulness. Interesting modifications to existing
circuits are strong contenders too - provided that you clearly acknowledge the circuit you have modified. Never
send us anything that you believe has been published before though.
Don't forget to say why you think your idea is worthy.
Clear hand-written notes on paper are a minimum requirement: disks with separate drawing and text files in a
popular form are best - but please label the disk clearly.

All -silicon Christmas lights
The idea behind these lights is to
I create a less flashing decoration
than the usual intermittent Christmas
lights: something a bit like stars in
the sky. They consist of many small
and bright light points that change
slowly in colour and intensity.
The light points are LEDs, directly
controlled by a small eight -pin
microcontroller, namely a PIC
12C509. Each module consists of a
small circuit with the PIC and a Blue
LED mounted on it. Two independent series of two bi-colour LEDs

Di

To other modules

D2- D5

each are connected to the module
through short wires.
The two LEDs in each series are
mounted together in opposite
directions so they can be viewed
from all angles, and can be considered a single point of light. This
way, each module controls three
separate points of light. A tiny
prototype circuit with three stripes at
0.1in is useful to solder the LEDs
and wires to.
The bi-colour LEDs used here
produce green or red light depending

: Blue LED

Bi-colour LED

i\i'\ D2

-14- -1447R
So GPO/CKPRG

100n

GP1/OPRG
GP2/TOCK1

6

GP3/MCLR 4
3

8 PIC12C509

D3

-OH-

82R

GP4/0SC2

Gnd GP5/OSC1

ir'\V

D5

D4

A/VW
47R

vir

4/-4I

,fi/g/

-001
5V

Oscillator: Internal
Reset: Internal

Power Supply

Here, the PIC's pwm facility is used to produce a gradual brightening
and dimming of LEDs to give a less garish effect than the usual on/off
Christmas lights.
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on which way the current flows.
LEDs connected between two
ports of the PIC are intensity modulated by PIC's PWM ON/OFF
function and colour modulated by
PWM +/-. Applying the two modulations at the same time and slowly
changing their values produces
simultaneous changes in intensity
and colour. They even twinkle
depending on the relative values of
PWM frequencies!
The blue LED on the board is only
intensity modulated. It needs so
much voltage that a port output at
5V is not enough to light two in
series.
Due to the blue LED's high price,
or availability problems, it can be
substituted by a series of two non blue LEDs. In this case the limiting
series resistor needs also to be
changed.
A set of lights is created by
connecting as many modules as
needed to a two -wire bus that
distributes 5V all of them.
Two hex files are given. They
differ only in the speed at which the
intensity and colour of LEDs is
changed. Mixing slow and fast
modules gives a bit more variety.
The PIC12C509 must be programmed to run on its internal
oscillator and reset.
Merry Christmas.

Albert Pijuan
Girona
Catalonia
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Slow twinkling hex for the PIC.
:100000002C0A20001100980028004300290020003D

:1000100041006C0062006500720074002000500016
: 1000200069006A00750061006E002000310039002F
100030003900380020006100700069006A00750016
: 1000400061006E00400069006E0061006D00650097
: 100050002E0063006F006D001F0C270007022400B4
:100060006000E700070C870043072E0A6700400C7A
100070002A00800C2D00400C2900800C2C00C00CA4
: 100080002F000400080C0600840CO2000A02810004
: 10009000010C0306020C28000D028100100C03065F
: 1000A000200C2B00040C2E006607630AB002090224
: 100080 0090000306680000O2900003066800 OF021C
: 1000C000900003066E00080208010E012600E107F6
: 1000D0006BOAE705C80AE707C80AE704F102800AC5
: 1000E000030C3100020C0706790A8A0003067F0A16
: 1000F0007COACA0103077F0A010CA7010A022A0031
: 10010000F202920A020C3200030C27068B0A8DOOC1
: 100110000306910A8E0ACD010307910A020CA7017A
: 100120000D022DOOF302A40A060C3300010C470651
: 100130009D0A89000306A30AA0OAC9010307A30AAE
: 10014000040CA70109022900F402B60A040C3400C9
: 10015000010C6706AF0A8C000306850AB20ACC018F
: 1001600003071350A080CA7010CO22COOF502C80A07

: 10017000070C3500030C8706C10A8F000306C70A67
: 10018000C4OACF010307C70A100CA7010F022FOOF2

:10019000410A000000000000000000000000000014
: 1001A000000000000000000000000000000000004F
: 10018000000000000000000000000000000000003F
: 1001C000000000000000000000000000000000002F

Code removed here to save space. Removed lines
follow on with sequential addresses and zeros as
in the previous three lines. The last byte for each
line in turn is: 1F, OF, FF, EE, DE, CE, BE, AE,
9E, 8E, 7E, 6E, 5E, 4E, 3E, 2E, 1E, OE, FE,

ED, DD, CD, BD, AD,
3D,

2D,

1D,

OD.

9D,

8D, 7D,

6D,

5D, 4D,

Then:

:10 03F0 0 0 000 000 000000 00000 0000000 0 0002COAC7

And more zeros with last bytes: EC, Dc, CC, BC,
AC, 9C, 8C, 7C, 6C, 5C, 4C, 3C, 2C, 1C, OC,
FC , EB , DB , CB, BB, AB, 9B, 8B, 7B, 6B, 5B,
4B, 3B, 2B, 1B, OB, FB, EA, DA, CA, BA, AA,
9A, 8A, 7A, 6A, 5A, 4A, 3A, 2A, 1A, OA, FA,
E9, D9, C9, B9, A9, 99, 89, 79, 69, 59, 49,
39, 29, 19. And finally,

:1007E0000000000000000000000000000000000009
: 0E07F00000000000000000000000A304C3048D
: 021FFE000E00D3

: 00000001FF

And more quickly twinkling hex for the PIC...

: 100080002F000400080C0600840CO2000A02810004
:10009000010C0306020C28000D028100100C03065F
:1000A000200C2B00040C2E006607630AB002090224
:1000800090000306680000O29000030668000F021C
:1000C000900003066E000802013010E012600E107F6
:1000D0006BOAE705C80AE707C80AE704F102800AC5

:1000E000010C3100090C0706790A8A0003067F0A11
:1000F0007COACA0103077F0A010CA7010A022A0031
: 10010000F202920A010C3200020C2706880A8DOOC3
: 100110000306910A8E0ACD010307910A020CA7017A
: 100120000D022DOOF302A40A050C3300040C47064F
: 100130009D0A89000306A30AA0OAC9010307A30AAE

10014000040CA70109022900F402B60A020C340003
:10015000010C6706AF0A8C000306B50A820ACC018F
:100160000307B50A080CA7010CO22C00F502C80A07
:10017000010C3500010C8706C10A8F000306C70A6F
: 10018000C4OACF010307C70A100CA7010F022FOOF2

:10019000410A000000000000000000000000000014
:1001A000000000000000000000000000000000004F
:10018000000000000000000000000000000000003F
:1001C000000000000000000000000000000000002F

:100000002C0A20001100980028004300290020003D

:1000100041006C0062006500720074002000500016
: 1000200069006A00750061006E002000310039002F
:100030003900380020006100700069006A00750016
: 1000400061006E00400069006E0061006D00650097
: 100050002E0063006F006D001F0C270007022400B4
: 100060006000E700070C870043072E0A6700400C7A

The remainder of the code is identical to that of the
slow -twinkling routine. E-mail
jackie.lowe@rbi.co.uk for both dumps complete, or
send a blank disk with return postage to the
editorial offices.

: 100070002A00800C2D00400C2900800C2COOCOOCA4

National Instruments sponsors Circuit Ideas
Over the next 12 months, National Instruments
is awarding over £3500 worth of equipment
for the best circuit ideas.
Once every two months for the next year, National Instruments is
awarding an Nl4050 digital multimeter worth over £500 each for the
best circuit idea published over each two -month period. At the end of
the 12 months, National is awarding a LabVIEW package worth over
£700 to the best circuit idea of the year.* The first winner, selected from
this issue or the following one, will be announced next month.

LabVIEW
LabVIEW is a highly productive graphical programming
environment that combines easy -to -use graphical development
with the flexibility of a powerful programming language. It offers
an intuitive environment, tightly integrated with measurement
hardware, for engineers and scientists to quickly produce solutions
for data acquisition, data analysis, and data presentation.

Graphical programming development environment
Rapid application development
Seamless integration with DAQ, GPIB, RS -232, and VXI
Full, open network connectivity

Built-in display and file I/0
*All published circuit ideas that are not eligible for the prizes detailed here will earn
their authors a minimum of £35 and up to £100. The first NI4050 will be awarded
next month for the best idea from the December or January issue.

N14050
The NI 4050 is a full -feature digital multimeter (DMM) for hand-held
and notebook computers with a Type II PC Card (PCMCIA) slot. The
NI 4050 features accurate 51/2 digit DC voltage, true-rms AC
voltage, and resistance (ohms) measurements. Its size, weight, and
low -power consumption make it ideal for portable measurements and
data logging with hand-held and notebook computers.

DC Measurements: 20mV to 250V DC; 20mA to 10A
AC Measurements: 20mV rms to 250V rms; 20mA rms to 10Anns;

True rms, 20Hz to 25kHz
Up to 60 readings/s

UL Listed
51/2 Digit Multimeter for PCMCIA

National Instruments - computer -based measurement and automation
National Instruments 21 Kingfisher Court, Hambridge Road, Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 5SJ. Tel (01635 523545), Fax (01635) 524395
info.uk@ni.com www.ni.corn.
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£100 winner
10MHz spectrum analyser monitors 550MHz signal
Needing to monitor the output of a
500-600MHz amplifier and only
having a 10MHz spectrum analyser
brought to mind an article on the use
of gates as oscillatorst. The design
works reliably, but it is not without
its limitations and could easily be
improved.
A 74AC04 inverter forms the
oscillator, whose frequency is
determined by the supply voltage,

VM
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(D52b)

varying between 80MHz and
250MHz for a supply variation of 25.5V. Third harmonic is 750MHz,
the fundamental at 16dBm being
filtered out.
The mixer is based on the National
LMX2216, which contains a low-

5

7

6

8

\Am
9

Downconverted from 550MHz
noise amplifier, not used here. Output
from the mixer goes through a simple
band-pass filter to reduce aliasing on
the spectrum analyser. Harmonics
and sum -and -difference frequencies
from the oscillator mean that one
must take care in measurement to
observe the correct signal.
Mixer and oscillator should be
mounted on copper -clad board with
all ground connections soldered to
the copper. Any tracks should be
kept few and short (a 1 in wire
represents 25nH). Active devices
should be decoupled on supply pins.
Small capacitors are s -m COG types
and rf connections should be made
via 5051 connectors.

Midhurst, West Sussex
D52
t. Forster, I, 'When is a gate not a gate?',
Electronics World, December 1996, p.956.
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Using a 10MHz spectrum analyser to
monitor a 550MHz signal. Inverter
gates used as an oscillator produce the
necessary harmonics.
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You Can't Buy Better!
SIGNAL GENERATOR PRICE BLITZ
MARCONI 2022E Synthesised Signal Generators

MARCONI 2019A Synthesised Signal Generators

10kHz to 1010Mhz

80kHz to 1040Mhz AM-FM-CW LCD Displays
Complete with Lids etc. FULLY TESTED and Warranted

NOW ONLY £495.00

NOW ONLY £475.00
Frequency Counters

LCD Display Fitted IEEE with covers
FULLY TESTED and Warranted

Small and Lightweight

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS

Etobinair 14950A

Autobalance Refrigerant Leak Detectors in
Leather case
ONLY £35
Robin 3111V

Racal Dana 9918
9 segment 560Mhz £75

Signal Generators

Philips PM3217 Scopes

Insulation/Continuity tester, cased
ONLY £75

DC-50Mhz 2 Trace/2 Timebase
A REAL Anchor Special ONLY £275

Farnell PSG520
10Mhz-520Mhz AM -FM Sinad ONLY £295

Rohde and Schwarz APN62
1hz to 260kHz with LCD display £995
Farnell DSG2
Synthesised 0.1mHz to 110Khz £195
Wavetek 155
Programmable VCG 0.01hz to 1Mhz sine,
square, triangle £195
Schlumberger FSD120M
Remote Synthesiser to 120Mhz in 0.01hz
steps
Was £175 ...Reduced, Now ONLY £125

ELF

16mm Cine Projectors... Various...
Model RM1... with sound ONLY £75
Model NT1 with Sound ONLY £145

DC-20Mhz 2 Trace
SPECIAL NOW ONLY £150

A pair of 10db oil -filled attenuators.
Mounted in a comon heat sink
assy. Each rated at 100w 50 Ohms.
BNC connectors. OK well into
UHF range.

Oscilloscopes

TEK 2445
150Mhz Four Trace/2 Time base

As new condition ONLY £25

with Cursors, etc. Now Only £495

Regulated Power Supplies

TEK 2445A 150Mhz Four Trace/2 Time bases
with Cursors, etc. Now Only £595
TEK 2465 300Mhz Four Trace/2 Timebases
Now Only £995

Thorn Automation
Variable power supply giving 0-40 volts at
0-50 amps DC. V and I limiting (advise
calling... these are heavy). 2 ONLY £125
Lambda Labs

GOULD 0S3500 with
DM3010 DMM fitted, 60Mhz
Dual trace, Dual Timebase

Was £350 ...Reduced, Now ONLY £250
HP 1741A 100Mhz Storage. Dual Tme base
Was £350 .. Reduced, Now ONLY £250
TEK 465B 100Mhz Dual Trace/
Tmebase Now Only £295
TEK 465M scope as 465B but built only
for Military. Only £350
TEK 475 200Mhz Dual TracerlImebase
Now Only £395
PHILIPS PM3217
DC-50Mhz 2 Trace 2 Timebase
Only £275
GOULD 0S300 DC-20Mhz 2 Trace
Special ONLY £150

HIGH POWER RF
ATTENUATORS

Gould 0S300 Scopes

AVO Model 8 Mk 5/Mk 6
Multimeters
THE Standard
ONLY £85

LME5V 5V at 40A DC... ONLY £20
LMD12YV 12V at 10A DC... ONLY £20
LMB24V 24V at 1.4A DC... ONLY £7.50
LP523 variable 0-60V at 0.9A... ONLY £45
Regulated + Stabilised Power supply. 0-30V
@10A £60

NEW EQUIPMENT
DTA20 Oscilloscope 20Mhz
Twin trace incl probes ONLY £225
DTA40 Oscilloscope 40Mhz
Twin Trace incl probes ONLY £299

Miscellaneous
SE labs SE7000 instrumentation recorder
system
42 channel, 8 speeds from 15/16ips to
120ips, 1in tape complete with SE7000
patch panel... 1 ONLY £500

DTS40 Oscilloscope 40Mhz
Digital Storage twin channel
Cursors + readouts Incl. Probes. ONLY £399

SCG50 Synth Clock Gen.
To 50Mhz, LED display ONLY £125

GIGA Pulse internal counter
2-8Ghz ONLY £150

Studio Quality AUDIO Equipment

Fluke 80-40K
High Voltage probe for DMM's 40kv. Cased.

NEW SCOPE PROBES

Studer A710
Cassette desk with Dolby C. 1 ONLY £325
Uher 4000
Report monitor portable. To 9.5ips

NEW £45

>ono 0 switchable to 100Mhz

Beckman Industrial HD110
LCD Multimeters in Leather case,

Complete with adaptors
Limit 2 sets per customer

1000V, 10A
ONLY£50

ONLY £9.95

1 ONLY £75

ANCHOR SUPPLIES LTD
All prices are EX VAT and Carriage

MAIL ORDER A PLEASURE

The Cattle Market Depot, Nottingham NG2 3GY, UK
Tel: (0115) 986 4902
Fax: (0115) 986 4667
Also at Ripley, Derbys

(01773) 570137

and Coalville, Leicestershire

(01530) 811800

Visit our Web Site: www.anchor-supplies.ltd.uk email: sales@anchor-supplies.ltd.uk
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£100 winner
Controlling a voltage by a pc
Nceding two reference voltages
to be pc -controlled, this simple
and inexpensive circuit came into
being. Only a single power supply
is needed and there is an internal
reference voltage in the AD7243

converters is by way of the pc
parallel port, the converters being in
series with sync. and LDAC
connections to allow the use of only
three wires from the pc.
You can see from the timing
diagram that N is between zero and
4095, as the converters are 12 -bit

a -to -d converters.

Communication with the

types, and the reference voltage is
5V. N is determined by N = V (4095
/ 5), where V is the required output
voltage. As an example, to obtain a
voltage of 4V at B and 30mV at A,
NB = 3276 and NA + 49.
In the diagram, the data sent is the
inverse of the calculated N, since it
is inverted in the 7414 schmitt
inverters. Firstly, the converters are
validated by reset going low, the
clock also going low as data input is
active on rising edges, the converter
reading data bits on positive -going
edges. The data word for the second
converter is sent first, being a 16 -bit
word to include four zeros, most
significant bit first, the data word
for the first converter then
following. Reset and clock then
return high and the transmission

(D47b)
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Simple routine, written in standard C, for controlling the interface.

*/

/*

-NA4PC-

/* 12 -bit d -to -a for PC V1.01

*/

/*

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <bios.h>
/* Datas declaration and initialisation *********************/
/* short for short integer
16 bits */
short LPT=O;
8 bits */
char RST=O, CLK=O, DQ=O;
/* char for byte
short initLPT()
/* Find parallel port address */

Software description

:

:

According to Analog Devices' datasheet, in
order to write a 12 -bit number, the algorithm
has to follow these rules :

/* initialisation of port adresses */
LPT = peek(0x0040, 0x0008);
if( LPT == 0
printf("No parallel port available.\n");
printf("Parallel port installed at $%X\n", LPT);
else
/* port outputs initialisation */
outportb(LPT, 0);
return(LPT);
)

/Ldac=1
/Sync=O
/Sclk=0

}

/* write RST, CLK and DQ to LPT port */

void outLPT()

do 16 times : (16 bits to write : 4 zeros and
12 -bit number)
Sclk = 1
set clock
Set SDin
MSB first, LSB last
Sclk=0
reset clock

unsigned char byte;

byte = (RST«2) + (CLK«1) +

DQ;

outportb(LPT, byte);

/* test and send each of 16 bits */

void putl6b(short number)

register unsigned short masque=0x8000;
do

if( number & masque
else
outLPT();
CLK=1;
outLPT();
CLK=0;
outLPT();

DQ=O;
DQ=1;

)

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

stops transmission

/Ldac=0

data transmission inhibition
return to wait state

Since the 74HC14 is an inverter, the
following relations are to be considered
before reading the simple C program witch is
used to drive the converters.

masque », 1;
while( masque );

/Sync.]
/Ldac=1

data bit is 1 */
data bit is 0 */
write bit DQ to LPT port /
Clock active edge */
Clock return down */

}

/* 16 loops */

void writeval(short Na, short Nb)
RST=1; CLK=0; DQ=1; outLPT();
outl6b(Nb);
outl6b(Na);
RST=0; CLK=0; DQ=1; outLPT();

RST = /Ldac = //Sync = Sync
CLK = /Sclk
DQ = /SDin

/* transmits Na and Nb to converters */

/*
/*
/*
/*

#define ESC
Ox001B
void main ( short nbarg, char *tabarg[])

Start of transmission */
write Output B */
write Output A */
End of transmission */

The structure for the C program is:

Main loop :
Read numbers to be sent : Ng et Nb

/*

Set RST=1

{

/* program output flag */
/* key entered */
/* numbers to be write into converters */
printf("\n\n12 bits D/A for PC V1.01 - CopyRight (C) - J.M.TERRADE
if( !initLPT()
exit(0);
quit=0;
Na=O;
Nb=O;
printf(" A
Modify the value for output A.\n"\
B
Modify the value for output B.\n"\
" ESC
Exit Program.\n\n");
short
char
short

wait state
data transmission validation
reset the clock

Send data for Ng
Send data for Nb

quit;
car;
Na, Nb;

/* call sub -routine */
/* call sub -routine */

Reset RST=0
1998\n");

End

)

:

:

:

do

while( !bioskey(1) );
car =
bioskey(0) & 255 );
switch(car)

/* keyboard scan */

(

case ESC:
case `a':
case `A':

sortie=1;

break;

printf("Enter Value output A
"); fflush(stdout);
scanf("%i", &Na);
if( Na<0
Na=O;
if( Na>4095
Na=4095;
:

)

)

Numbit = Numbit while Numbit # 0

1

end of sub -routine

break;

case 'b':
case 'B':

Sub -routine (Send word N) :
Set Numbit = 15 MSB first /* Numbit is
the rank of the actual bit */
do :
/* 16 bits : 16 times */
CLK=0
If Numbit=1 then DQ=0
If Numbit=0 then DQ=1
wait
CLK=1
(write 1 bit)
wait

printf("Enter Value output B
"); fflush(stdout);
scanf("%i", &Nb);
if( Nb<0
Nb=O;
if( Nb>4095
Nb=4095;
:

)

default

:

break;
break;

writeval(Na, Nb);
}

while( !quit );
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Automatic bathroom light and 'in use' indicator
This is for use in bathrooms with
automatic door closers; it
switches the light on and off and
indicates whether anyone is in there.
It uses one 5V supply, has no
mechanical contacts and has proved
reliable, Fig. 1.
On the door frame are an infrared
led and detector, separated by an
opaque strip that moves with the
door. As the door opens, the strip
uncovers the led and detector and the
voltage across D2 falls to a low level.
Comparator IC2a output is therefore
high when the door is closed and low
when it is open; C1 prevents any
uncertainties while the door is
opening and closing. For each closure
of the door, there is therefore a low to -high transition at A, as in Fig. 2a.
Comparator IC2b performs the reverse
function, as seen in Fig. 2b.
The 7474 D -type flip-flop /Cia
indicates a presence behind the door,
being driven by rising edges from U
IC2a, while /CI b drives a relay to
turn the light on and off and is driven
by rising edges from IC2b.
At switch -on, R3C3 clear the flipflops and, since both Q outputs are
Door closed
:

Door
Door
opened closed
(a)

A

(b)

B

LED

position reverses so that the light is
turned off and the indicator goes out.
A R Jayan
Electronics Research and
Development Centre
Vallayambalam
Thiruvananthapuram
D53

Door
Door
opened closed

//

Door
Door
opened closed

//
//
(c)

Occupancy
indicator OFF

Occupancy
indicator ON

C

Occupancy
ndicator ON

//

(d)

D
Light off

Light on

Light on

//

(D53b)

Fig. 2. Logic for the relationship between door
openings/closings and indications.

Door open

Detector

LED

low, the relay turns the light on,
regardless of whether the door is
open or closed, and the occupancy
light is off.
When someone goes in, the door
opens and closes, or just closes, and
the light stays on and the indicator
turns on. When the person leaves, the

Detector

Y1 1Y

:7

Strip blocks
radiation. Detector
resistance high.

Radiation received by
the detector. Detector
resistance low.

Fig. 1. Automatic bathroom light switch and
occupancy indicator uses no mechanical contacts.
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Test equipment lacking functionality?
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Stopped

Easy choice? Then send for the Pico
Technology full colour PC based test &

measurement catalog and software
demonstration disk. Alternatively, visit our
web site at:

www.picotech.com

Trigger [trio

a:1 Hiyes -

l!ou

V Up to 100MS/s
Up to 16 bit resolution
Prices from £59
Software included
Easy to use
Compact & portable units

Tel: +44(0)1954 211716, Fax: +44 (0)1954 211880, E:mail: post@picotech.com, Web: www.picotech.com
CIRCLE NO.117 ON REPLY CARD

that's always open

,....L.,

,..,
....

The Electromail CD-ROM Catalogue contains more than 107,000 technical products, all available

---

-

..-

from stock for same or next day despatch. All you have to do is make your selection from the
CD-ROM and 'phone your order through to our 24 hour orderline - any day of the week.
Our sister company, RS Components is the U K 's largest distributor of electronic, electrical and mechanical products
to technical professionals. The Electromail CD-ROM makes this extensive product range available to technical hobbyists

e-

OPEN AN
ELECTROMAIL
ACCOUNT

C

and small businesses, and there's a comprehensive library of product datasheets already on the CD-ROM which contain

-.

detailed information on the majority of our product range. There are also technical helplines, to answer more specific

Ask for details about opening an
account which can give you up to
50 days' interest free credit by
paying by Variable

enquiries, relating to your actual intended application.
At

just £3.99, the Electromail CD-ROM gives you

everything at your fingertips, with the service back-up
which is second to none.

Direct Debit.

Electromail, P.O. Box 33, Corby, Northants. NN17 9EL.

Tel: 01536 204555 or Fax: 01536 405555 to order
Please quote stock number 342-6067 when ordering, and have your credit card information available.
CIRCLE NO.118 ON REPLY CARD
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Unique
Unique reader offer:

xl, x10 switchable
oscilloscope probes,
only £21.74 a pair,
fully inclusive*
*Additional pairs as part of the same order, only
£19.24 each pair.
Please supply the following:

Probes
Total

Name
Address

Seen on sale for £20 each, these high quality oscilloscope probe sets
comprise:

two xl, x10 switchable probe bodies
two insulating tips
two IC tips and two sprung hooks
trimming tools
There's also two BNC adaptors for using
the cables as 1.5m -long BNC-to-BNC
links. Each probe has its own storage
wallet.
To order your pair of probes, send the
coupon together with £21.74
UK/Europe to Probe Offer, Electronics
World Editorial, Quadrant House, The
Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
Readers outside Europe, please add
£2.50 to your order.
Specifications

Postcode

Telephone

Method of payment (please circle)

Switch position 1
Bandwidth
Input resistance
Input capacitance
Working voltage

DC to 10MHz
1MQ - i.e. oscilloscope i/p
40pF+oscilloscope capacitance
600V DC or pk-pk AC

Switch position 2
Bandwidth

DC to 150MHz

Cheques should be made payable to Reed Business

Information

Access/Mastercard/Visa/Cheque/PO

Rise time
Input resistance

2.4ns

10MQ ±1% if oscilloscope i/p is

1 MQ

Input capacitance
Compensation range
Working voltage

Credit card no

Card expiry date

Signed

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

IC

4

12pF if oscilloscope i/p is 20pF
10-60pF

600V DC or pk-pk AC

Switch position 'Ref'
Probe tip grounded via 9MQ, scope i/p grounded

PRODUCTS
Please quote Electronics World when seeking further information

Clock adapter

Op amp

A single -chip, dual phase -locked loop
for synthesising two simultaneous
output clocks synchronised to a
reference clock for WAN systems has
been introduced by Exar. The
XRT8001 has an ST Bus capability
for WAN and ISDN applications. It
synthesises two low -jitter clocks with
standard frequencies, phased -locked
to the system reference timing. Input
frequencies accepted include 8kHz,
nx56kHz, nx64kHz, nxT1 and nxE1. It
can be programmed to generate
output frequencies from 1.544 to
2.048MHz and one, two, four or eight
times 2.048MHz.
Exar
Tel: +33 1 3458 7676

Distributor Silicon Concepts has
introduced Burr -Brown's OPA635
voltage -feedback operational
amplifiers. They have single supply
operation and rail -to -rail output for
use in communications, consumer
video and battery -powered
applications. The family consists of
the OPA631, OPA632 and the higher
bandwidth OPA634 and OPA635
(150MHz for a gain of two). Features
include +3 and +5V operation and
zero power disable (OPA632 and
OPA635). They are suitable for
analogue -to -digital converter
buffering and video line driving. The
OPA631 and OPA634 are available
in SO -8 and SOT23-5 packages. The
OPA632 and OPA635 come in SO -8
and SOT23-6 packages.
Silicon Concepts
Tel: 01428 761603
Enquiry No 504

Enquiry No 501

Schottky diodes
Seven Schottky barrier diodes
launched by Zetex include three
single -diode devices in the surface mount SOD323 package. Dual -diode
devices are available in the SOT323
package, in either common cathode

or series pair configurations.
Breakdown voltage is a minimum 70V
for the ZUMD70-04 and ZMS2800
parts at a current of 10pA. Power
dissipation at 25°C is 250mW for the
SOD323 devices and 330mW for the
SOT323 packages. Forward voltage
is 410mV maximum at 1 mA, except
for the 320mV ZUMDS4C.
Capacitance is 2.0pF at 1 MHz for the
ZMS2800.
Zetex
Tel: 0161 622 4422

Enquiry No 503

Ethernet control on single -chip
To provide Ethernet capability for networking products and information
appliances, National Semiconductor has launched the DP83815CVNG
MacPhyter single -chip 10/100 PCI Ethernet controller and physical layer
transceiver. It is for implementing 10 and 100Mbit/s Ethernet LANs for
adapters, LAN -on -motherboard and information appliance applications
such as set -top boxes and Windows terminals. The chip is capable of
error -free reception at upwards of 140m and has a power consumption of
170mA (560mW) during full operation and 10mA (33mW) in sleep mode.
Remote management features include wake -on -LAN and PXE 2.0
support.
National Semiconductor
Tel: 08702 402171

DC/DC converter
Newport has introduced 2W, 2:1 input
range DC/DC converters for input
voltages between 9 and 18V.
Supplied in 7 -pin SIPs with
dimensions of 21.8 x 11.1 x 9.2mm,
the NDL converters are for portable
applications operating with non-

Op amp
Samsung now has 38 and 43cm
TFT LCDs with viewing angles
of up to 80° in all directions
using coplanar electrode
technology. Brightness is up to
200cd/m' and they can show 16
million colours. Supply voltage
is 5V. The 38cm LTM150XS and
43cm LT170E2 have display
sizes of 304.1 by 228.1mm and
337.9 by 270.3mm respectively,
and power consumption of 13
and 30W.
Samsung Semiconductor
Tel: 0208 380 7200
Enquiry No 505
the MCP multi -chip package product
combining 8Mbit of flash and 2Mbit of
SRAM. The monolithic (31 series) and
MCP (32 series) products are for use
in pagers, cell phones, GPS systems,
PDAs, portable DVD players, digital
cameras and camcorders.
Silicon Storage Technology
Tel: 01932 221212

Enquiry No 502

Enquiry No 507
standard voltages or voltages that can
fluctuate with time. Available with
single -ended output voltages of 5, 9,
12 and 15V, the devices have 1kV DC
galvanic isolation between input and
output.
Newport Components
Tel: 01908 615232

Enquiry No 506

Combined memory
Combomemory, introduced by SST, is
a monolithic integration of flash and
SRAM in a standalone device. For
handheld, battery powered
applications, products are available
with up to 4Mbit of flash and 1Mbit of
SRAM on one chip. Also available is
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CPU modules
The MOPSIcd4 open PC system CPU
with XGA graphics onboard has
recently been launched by SST.
Available in PC/104 size, it has a
processing performance equivalent to
a Pentium P75. There are two
RS232C, plus LPT, floppy and EIDE
interfaces. Boot counter and real-time
clock are integrated as standard
control functions. The 4Mbyte of
onboard main memory can be
expanded with standard DIMM
modules up to 36Mbyte using the
lower DIMM socket. The upper socket
is a Jumptec intelligent panel
adaption interface for connecting LCD
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servers, routers and switches, the
device connects legacy LANs to the
ATM backbone and shapes VP and
VC channel with arbitrary VPIs.
Toshiba Electronics
Tel: 00 49 211 52960
Enquiry No 511

Scan switching devices

flat panels. The onboard PC C&T
graphics controller supports mono LCD, TFT and STN displays with
resolutions up to 1280 x 1024. The
2Mbyte of video memory allows
colour depths up to 16 million colours.
A bootable bios compatible flash hard
disk with 1.6Mbyte is onboard.
Diamond Point
Tel: 01634 722390
Enquiry No 508

Media bay connector
For media bay applications, a vertical
board -to -board connector from JAE is
a 0.6mm pitch device that integrates
power and signal contacts. The PD3

A second device for managing scart
switching functions has been
launched by TDK. The Avpro 5002
provides two scart interfaces that
support Canal+ and BSkyB
applications. Switching functions for
analogue audio and video signals are
performed. Applications include
VCRs, televisions and set -top boxes
for digital TV, satellite and cable. The
device complements the 5003,
introduced last year as a single chip
way to get a three-scart interface with
control. The 5002 includes an
encoder-DAC interface, audio and
video drivers and a -5V power supply
rail that eliminates the need for AC
coupling capacitors on the audio
outputs. Features include
programmable RGB gain and flexible
audio routing. The 5002B adds audio
switching functions for the BSkyB
digital satellite service, including the
control and summing of two external
audio signals used with the on -screen
programme guide.
TDK Semiconductor
Tel: 0208 443 7061

Digital Voice Systems
Digital Voice Systems has made available the AMBE-2000 vocoder chip
for commercial, consumer and military communications applications. It
delivers speech at 4kbit/s and can operate at user -defined bit rates
between 2 and 9.6kbit/s. An integrated convolutional FEC encoder with
a built-in Vitterbi decoder is capable of 4 -bit soft -decision decoding and
operation at bit error rates of 10 to 20 per cent using R=0.25. Power
consumption is 3V. Features include full or half -duplex operation,
automatic voice and silence detection, adaptive comfort noise insertion,
DTMF and call progress tone.
Digital Voice Systems
Tel: 001 781 272 4830

Enquiry No 509

Enquiry No 512

DC -to-DC converter
Vicor has increased the output power
of the 24V (21 to 32V) input VI -200
DC -to -DC converters from 150 to
200W. The increase applies to
output voltages of 5, 10, 12, 15, 24,
28 and 48V. For output voltages
under 5V, output current is increased
from 30 to 40A. There are 11
standard input ranges from 10 to
400V and nine standard output
voltages from 2 to 48V.
Vicor
Tel: 01276 678222

high-level Ircomm interface protocol,
providing short-range wireless
communications for embedded
applications. Its uses range from
giving portable devices, printers and
PCs IR connectivity capabilities to
allowing communications with toys.
The module uses the SX's ability to
re -send data on request to eliminate
large data buffers. It also uses the
50Mips performance of the MCU to
shape the IrDA pulses without
external hardware.
Scenix Semiconductor
Tel: 001 408 327 8888
Enquiry No 514

Enquiry No 513
lets peripherals such as CD-ROMs
and floppy disc drives be connected
to a bay slot on a notebook computer
while it is in use. Due to the shape of
he insulator, the connector makes a
click to confirm locking of the
peripheral has happened. It has eight
contacts for power and 80 for signals,
with respective current ratings of 3
and 0.5A. Two mating heights are
available - 5.5 and 7.5mm - from
receptacle board to the centre of
mating. It will allow a mating
dislocation of more than ±1.5mm for
width and ±1mm for height.
JAE Europe
Tel: 01276 404000

Infra -red module
Scenix has added a module to its
virtual peripheral library that lets
system OEMs incorporate standard
wireless infra -red communications.
The software module uses an SX
microcontroller as a hardware
platform and implements the lower
levels of the IrDA standard and the

Right angle connectors
AVX now has right angle, fixed single
sided contact connectors for
enclosures in the handheld and
portable electronics markets. The
6250 and 6252 0.5mm pitch surface
mount connectors are 0.9mm high.
The 6250 has a single sided bottom
contact and the 6252 a top contact.
Both are ZIF connectors with between
six and 30 contacts each capable of
handling up to 0.4A and 50V.
Packaging options include taped and
reeled for SMT production.
AVX
Tel: 01252 770000

consumption at +3.3V supply and
continuous operation to over OdBm.
Its 1mm square die size fits into TO
cans. It supports a 140MHz
bandwidth, allowing an operating
range suitable for 100, 125, 155 and
200Mbit/s, typically more than 35dB
power supply noise rejection and a
typical -39dBm sensitivity at
155Mbit/s.
Microcosm Communications
Tel: 01179 302400

Enquiry No 516

Cable extension
Black Box has launched the Cat 5
KVM Micro Extender to let a
workstation be placed away from its
CPU. Extension can be up to 50m
using a standard Category 5 cable. It
can handle resolutions up to 1280 x
1024 and it is suitable for kiosks and
service tills.
Black Box Catalogue
Tel: 0118 965 5100

Enquiry No 517

Enquiry No 515

Enquiry No 510

ATM SAR controller
Toshiba Electronics has announced
an ATM Forum compliant 155Mbit/s
segmentation and reassembly (SAR)
chip. The TC358561F has multiple
virtual path (VP) level rate shaper and
individual 4095 virtual channel (VC)
level rate shaper. For high-speed
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3.3V preamplifier
Microcosm Communications has
announced the MC2007
transimpedance amplifier for small
form factor transceiver applications.
Made with a digital CMOS process,
the amp's performance is equivalent
to GaAs ICs. It is for use with
modules with 65mW power
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SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED - EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS - RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK
HP New Colour Spectrum Analysers LAST FEW ONLY
HP141T+ 8552B IF + 85536 RF -1KHZ -110Mc/s - £500.
HP141T+ 8552B IF + 8554B RF -100KHz -1250M - £600.
HP141T+ 8552B IF + 8556A RF - 20Hz-300KHz - 0400.
HP141T+ 85526 IF + 8555A 10 MC/S-18GHz5 - £1000.
HP8443A Tracking Gen Counter 100KHz-110Mc/s - £200
HP8445B Tracking Preselector DC to 18GHz - £250.
HP8444A Tracking Generator a 5-1300Mc/s - £450.
HP8444A OPT 059 Tracking Gen 5-1500Mc/s - 0650.
HP35601A Spectrum Anz Interface - £300.
HP4953A Protocol Anz - £400.
HP8970A Noise Figure Meter + 346B Noise Head - £3k.
HP8755A+B+C Scalar Network Anz PI - £250 + MF 180C - Heads
11664 Extra - 050 each.
HP3709B Constellation ANZ £1,000.
HP11715A AM -FM Test Source - 0350.
FARNELL TVS70MKII PU 0-70V 10 amps - 0150.
MARCONI 6500 Network Scaler Anz - £500. Heads available to
40GHz many types in stock.
Mixers are available forANZs to 60GHz.
HP6131C Digital Voltage Source + -100V% Amp.
HP5316A Universal Counter A+B.
Marconi TF2374 Zero Loss Probe - £200.
Racal/Dana 2101 Microwave Counter - 10Hz-20GHz - with book
as new £2k.
Racal/Dana 1250.1261 Universal Switch Controller + 200Mc/s PI
Cards and other types.
Racal/Dana 9303 True RMS Levelmeter + Head - £450.
TEKA6902A also A69028 Isolator - £300-E400.
TEK CT -5 High Current Transformer Probe - £250.
HP Frequency comb generator type 8406 - £400.
HP Sweep Oscillators type 8690 A+B + plug -ins from 2OMc/s to
18GHz also 18-40GHz.

HP Network Analyser type 8407A + 8412A 4- 8601A - 100Kc/s 110Mc/s - 0500 - £1000.
HP 8410 -A -B -C Network Analyser 110Mc/s to 12 GHz or 18 GHz
- plus most other units and displays used in this set-up -8411a8412-8413-8414-8418-8740-8741-8742-8743-8746-8650. From E1k.
Racal/Dana 9301A-9302 RF millivoltmeter - 1.5-2GHz - qty in
stock £250-£400.
Racal/Dana Modulation Meter Type 9009-9008 - 8Mc/s - 1.5GHz
- £150/0250 - 9009A £350.
Marconi RCL Bridge type TF2700 - £150.
Marconi Microwave 6600A 1 sweep osc., mainframe with
6650PI - 18-26.5 GHz or 6651 PI - 26.5-40GHz-E750 or PI only
£600. MF only £250.
Gould J3B test oscillator + manual - £150.
Marconi 6155A Signal Source -1 to 2GHz - LED - £400.
Barr & Stroud Variable filter EF3 0.1Hz-100Kc/s + high pass +
low pass - £150, other makes in stock.
Racal/Dana 9300 RMS voltmeter - £250.
HP 8750A storage normalizer - £400 with lead + S.A. or N, A
Marconi mod meters type TF2304 - £250 - TF2305 - £1,000.
Racal/Dana counters-99904-9905-9906-9915-9916-9917-992150Mc/s-3GHz - 0100 - £400 - all fitted with FX standards.
HP180TR. HP181T, HP182T mainframes £300 - £500.
HP432A-435A or B -436A -power meters + powerheads to 60GHz
- 0150 - £1750 - spare heads available.
HP3586A or C selective level meter - £500.
HP86222A+B Sweep PI -01-2.4GHz + ATT 0000-£1250.
HP86290A+B Sweep PI -2 - 18GHz - £1000 - £1250.
HP8620C Mainframe - £250. IEEE £350.

HP8165A Programmable signal source - 1MHZ - 50Mc/s - Elk.
HP3455/3456A Digital voltmeter - £400.
HP5370A Universal time interval counter - Elk.
HP5335A Universal counter - 200Mc/s-£1000.
HP3552A Transmission test set - 050.
TEKTRONIX 577 Curve tracer + adaptors - £900.
TEKTRONIX 1502/1503 TDR cable test set - £400.
HP8699B Sweep PI YIG oscillator .01 - 4GHz - £300. 8690B MF£250. Both £500.

Dummy Loads & Power att up to 2.5 kilowatts FX up to 18GHzmicrowave parts new and ex equipt - relays - attenuators switches - waveguides - Yigs - SMA - APC7 plugs - adaptors
etc. qty. in stock.
B&K hems in stock - ask for list.
Power Supplies Heavy duty + bench in stock - Farnell - HP Weir - Thurlby - Racal etc. Ask for list. Large quantity in stock,
all types to 400 amp - 100Kv.
HP8405A Vector voltmeter - late colour - £400.
HP8508A Vector voltmeter - £2500.
HP8505A Network Anz 500KHz-1.3GHz - £1000.
HP8505A + 8502A or 8503A test sets- 01200 - £1500.
HP8505A + 8502A or 8503A + 8501A normal izer - 01750-02000.
Phillips 3217 50Mc/s oscilloscopes - £150-0250.

Wavetek-Schlumberger 4031 Radio communication test set

LIGHT AND OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
Anritsu ML93A & Optical Lead Power Meter - £250.
Anritsu ML93B & Optical Lead Power Meter - £350.
Power Sensors for above MASSA - MA98A - MA913A - Battery
Pack MZ95A.
Anritsu MW97A Pulse Echo Tester.
PI available - MH914C 1.3 - MH9156 1.3 - MH91313 0.85 MH925A 1.3 - MH929A 1.55 - MH925A 1.3GI - MH914C 1.3SM
£500 + one P.I.

Anritsu MW98A Time Domain Reflector.
PI available - MH914C 1.3 - MH915B 1.3 - MH913B 0.85 MH925A 1.3 - MH929A 1.55 - MH925A 1.3GI - MH914C 1.3SM £500 + one P.I.

Anritsu MZ100A 6/0 Converter.
+ MG912B ILD 1.351 Light Source + MG92B ILD 0.851
Light Source £350.
Anritsu MZ118A 0/E Converter.
+MH922A 0.8 0/E unit + MH923 A1.3 0/E unit £350.
Anritsu ML96B Power Meter & Charger £450.
Anritsu MN95E1 Variable Att. 1300 £100.
Photo Dyne 1950 XR Continuous Att. 1300 - 1500 £100.
Photo Dyne 1800 FA. Att £100.
Cossor-Raytheon 108L Optical Cable Fault Locator
0-1000M 0-10kM £200.
TEK P6701 Optical Converter 700 MC/S-850 £250.
TEK 0E150 Fibre Optic TDR - 050.
HP81512A Head 150MC/S 950-1700 £250.
HP84801A Fibre Power Sensor 600-1200 £250.

TEK491 10MC/S-12.4GHZ + 12.4-40GHZ - £500.
TEK492 5OKHZ-21GHZ OPT 2 - £2,500.
TEK492P 5OKHZ-21GHZ OPT 1-2-3 - 03,500.
TEK492AP 50KHZ-21GHZ OPT 1-2-3 - 04,000.
TEK492BP 50KHZ-21GHZ - 03,000-04,000.
TEK495 100KHZ-1.8GHZ - 02,000.
HP 8557A 0.01MC/S-350MC/S - £500 + MF180T or 180C - £150 182T - E500.
HP 85586 0.01-1500MC/S - 050 - MF180T or 180C - £150 182T - £500.
HP 8559A 0.01-21GHZ - 01,000 - MF180T or 180C - E150 -182T
- £500.
HP 8901A AM FM Modulation ANZ Meter - 0800.
HP 890113 AM FM Modulation ANZ Meter - £1,750.
HP 8903A Audio Analyzer - £1,000.
HP 8903B Audio Analyzer - £1,500.
MARCONI 2370 SPECTRUM ANALYZERS - HIGH QUALITY DIGITAL STORAGE - 30HZ110MC/S Large qty to clear as

HP81586 ATE OPT 002+011 1300-1550 £300.
HP81519A RX DC-400MC/S 550-950 £250.
STC OFR1O Reflectometer - £250.

STC OFSK15 Machine jointing + eye magnifier - £250.

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
Anritsu ME453L RX Microwave ANZ - £350.
Anritsu ME453L TX Microwave ANZ - £350.

Anritsu MH370A Jitter Mod Oscillator - 050.
Anritsu MG642A Pulse Putt Gen. 050.
System MS02A Timer & Digital Printer - 0500.
Complete MS65A Error Detector.
Anritsu ML612A Sel Level Meter - £400.
Anritsu ML244A Sel Level Meter -£300.
W&G PCM3 Auto Measuring Set - E300.
W&G SPM14 Sel Level Meter - £300.
W&G SPM15 Sel Level Meter - £350.
W&G PS19 Level Gen - 0500.
W&G DA2O+DA1 Data ANZ £400.
W&G PMG3 Transmission Measuring Set - 0300.
W&G PSS16 Generator - 0300.
W&G PS14 Level Generator - £350.
W&G EPM-1 Plus Head Milliwatt Power Meter - £450
W&G DLM3 Phase Jitter & Noise - 0350
W&G DLM4 Data Line Test Set - £400.
W&G PS10 & PM10 Level Gen. - 0250.

received from Gov - all sold as is from pile complete or add
0100 for basic testing and adjustment - callers preferred - pick
your own from over sixty units - discount on qtys of five.
A EARLY MODEL GREY - horizontal alloy cooling fins - £200.
B LATE MODEL GREY - vertical alloy cooling fins -000.
C LATE MODEL BROWN -as above (few only) - £500.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
HP 3852A Data Acquisition Control Unit

44721A 16th input

£1,000.

HP 4261 LCR meter - £650.
HP 4274 FX LCR meter - £1,500.
HP 4951A Protocol ANZ - £500.
HP 3488 Switch Control Unit + PI Boards - E500.
HP 75000 VXI Bus Controllers + E1326B-DVM-quantity.
HP 83220A GSM DCS/PCS 1805-1990MC/S convertor for use
with 8922A - £2,000.
HP 1630-1631-1650 Logic ANZ's in stock.
HP 8754A Network ANZ 4-1300MCIS + 8502A + cables - £1,500.
HP 8754A Network ANZ H26 4-2600MC/S + 8502A + Cables £2,000.

HP 8350A Sweeper ME + 83540A PI 2-8.4GHZ + 83545A PI 5.912.4GHZ all 3 - £3,500.
HP MICROWAVE TWT AMPLIFIER 489A 1-2GHZ-30DB - £400.
HP PREAMPLIFIER 8447A 0.1-400MC/S - £200. Dual - £300.
HP PREAMPLIFIER 8447D 0.01-1.3GHZ - £400.
HP POWER AMPLIFIER 8447E 0.01-1.3GHZ - £400.
HP PRE + POWER AMPLIFIER 8447F 0.01-1.3GHZ - £500.
HP 3574 Gain -Phase Meter 1HZ-13MCS OPT 001 Dual - £400.
MARCONI 2305 Modulation Meter-50KHZ-2.3 GHZ - £1,000.
MARCONI 2610 True RMS Meter - 0450.
MARCONI 8936 AF Power Meter (opt Si nad filter) - E250-£350.
MARCONI 6950-696013 Power Meters + Heads - 0400-0900.
MARCONI SIGNAL SOURCE -6055-6056-6057-6058-6059 - FX
Range 4-18GHZ- 0250-0400.
RACAL 1792 COMMUNICATION RX - £500 early - 01,000 - I ate

OSCILLOSCOPES
TEK 465-4650 100MC/S + 2 probes - 050-000.
TEK 466 100MC/S storage + 2 probes - 000.
TEK 475-475A 200MC/S-250MC/S + 2 probes - £300-E350.
TEK 2213-2213A-2215-2215A-2224-2225-2235-2236-2245-60100MC/S - £250-0400.
TEK 2445 4ch 150MC/S + 2 probes - £450.
TEK 2445A 4ch 150MC/S + 2 probes - 0600.
TEK 2445B 4ch 150MC/S 4- 2 probes - £750.
TEK 468 D.S.O. 100MC/S + 2 probes - £500.

TEK 485 350MC/S + 2 probes -050.
TEK 2465 4ch-300MC/S -0,150.
TEK 2465A 4ch-350MC/S - £1,550.
TEK 2465ACT 4ch-350MC/S - £1,750.
TEK D.S.O. 2230 -100MC/S + 2 probes - £1,000.
TEK D.S.O. 2430 -150MC/S + 2 probes - 01,250.
TEK D.S.O. 2430A -150MC/S + 2 probes -£1,750.
TEK D.S.O. 2440 -300MC/S + 2 probes - £2,000.
TEK TAS 475-485 -100MC/S-2OMC/S-4 ch + 2 probes -£900-0.1K.
HP1740A - 100MC/S + 2 probes - £250.
HP1741A - 100MC/S storage + 2 probes - £200.
HP1720A - 1722A - 1725A - 275MC/S + 2 probes - £300-0400.
HP1744A - 100MC/S storage - large screen - 0250.
HP1745A - 1746A - 100MC/S - large screen - £350.
HP54100A - 1GHz digitizing - £500.
HP54200A - 50MC/S digitizing - £500.
HP54501A - 100MC/S digitizing - 0500.
HP54100D - 1GHZ digitizing - £1,000.

RADIO COMMUNICATION TEST SETS

MICROWAVE COUNTERS - ALL LED READOUT
EIP 351D Autohet 20Hz-18GHz - £750.
EIP 371 Micro Source Locking - 20Hz-18GHz - 0850.
EIP 451 Micro Pulse Counter - 300MC/S-18GHz - £700.
EIP 545 Microwave Frequency Counter - 10Hz-18GHz - 01K.
EIP 548A Microwave Frequency Counter - 10HZ-26.5GHz - £1.5k.
EIP 575 Microwave Source Locking - 10Hz-18GHz -E1.2K.
EIP 588 Microwave Pulse Counter - 300MC/S-26.5GHz -£1.4K.
SD 60546 Micro Counter 20HZ-24GHZ - SMA Socket - £8013.
SD 60546 Micro Counter 20HZ-18GHZ -N Socket - 0700.
SD 6054D Micro Counter 800MC/S-18GHz - £600.
SD 6246A Micro Counter 20Hz-26GHz - £1.2K.
SD 6244A Micro Counter 20H z-4.5GHz - E400.
HP5352B Micro Counter OPT 010-005-46GHz - new in box - E5k.
HP5340A Micro Counter 10HZ-18GHz - Nixey - 0500.
HP5342A Micro Counter 10HZ-18-24GHz -£800-£1K - OPTS
001-002-003-005-011 available.
HP5342A + 5344S Source Synchronizer -£1.5K.
HP5345A 500MC/S 11 Digit LED Readout - E400.

BULK PURCHASE ONLY FROM JOHNS RADIO
HP 8920A RF Communication Test Sets - Opts available 001 -3-

HP5345A + 5354A Plugin - 4GHz -000.
HP5345A + 5355A Plugin with 5356A 18GHz Head - El K

4 -5 -7 -11 -12 -14 -H13 -K13. 01,500-01,750.

HP5385A 1GHz 5386A -5386A 3GHz Counter - E1K-E2K.
Racal/Dana Counter 1991-160MC/S - £200.
Racal/Dana Counter 1992-1.3GHz - £600.
Racal/Dana Counter 9921-3GHz - £350.

model with back lighting and byte test.
RACAL 1772 COMMUNICATION RX - E400-0500.
PLESSEY PR2250 A -G -H COMMUNICATION RX - 0500-0900.
TEK MODULE MAINFRAMES - TM501-502-503-504-506TM5003-5006.
TEK PI 5010-M1 - Prog Multi Interface - E250. FG Prog 20MCS

Function Gen - £400 - St Prog Scanner - £250 - DM Prog
DMM - £400.
TEK 7000 OSCILLOSCOPE MAINFRAMES - 7603-7623-76337834-7854-7904-7904A-7104 - 015011,000.
TEK 7000 Pi's -7A11-7Al2-7A13-7A18-7A19-7A22-7A24-7A267A29-7A42-7010-7815-7053A-71380-71385-71392A-7D15-7020.
TEK 7000 - 7S11 -7S12 -7S14 -7M11 -S1 S2 S3A S4 S5 S6 -S51
S53 -S54.

HP POWER SUPPLIES - 6621A -6623A -6624A -6632A -6652A.

Qtys available. Also 6000 types EPOA.

with opt 002 Spectrum anz plus tracking generator
plus opts. 001-3-4-5-11-12-014 available in part includes syn sig
generator - digital oscilliscope distortion meter - mod meter RE power meter etc. C2,500.

- SPECIAL OFFERS -

-

MOTOROLA R2600A plus RLN4260A RF Test Set - £1,800.
MARCONI 2955 RF Test Sets-1000MC/S - £1,000 each.
MARCONI 2958 RF Test Sets-1000MC/S - £1,000 each.
MARCONI 2960 RF Test Sets-1000MC/S -£1,250 each.
MARCONI 2955A RF Test Sets-1000MC/S - £1,500 each.
MARCONI 2960A RF Test Sets-1000MC/S - 01,500 each.
ANRITSU MS555A2 Radio Comm Anz-1000M/Cs - £750
each.

MARCONI 2019A SYNTHESIZED SIGNAL GENERATORS 80KC/S-1040MC/S - AM -FM - £400 inc. instruction book tested.
MARCONI 2022E SYNTHESIZED SIGNAL GENERATOR 10KC/S-1.01GHZ AM -FM - £500 inc. instruction book tested.
R&S APN 62 LF Sig Gen 0.1Hz - 260KHz c/w book - £250.
WE KEEP IN STOCK HP and other makes of RF Frequency

doublers which when fitted to the RF output socket of a
S/Generator doubles the output frequency EG.50-1300MC/S to
50-2600MC/S price from £250 - £450 each.

SPECTRUM ANALYZERS
HP 3580A 5HZ-50KHZ - £750.
HP 3582A Dual 0.2HZ-25.5KHZ - £1,500.
HP 3585A 20HZ-40MC/S
HP 3588A 10HZ-150MC/S - £7,500.
HP 8568A 100HZ-1.5GHZ- £3,500.
HP 85686 100HZ-1.5GHZ - £4,500.
HP 85906 9KC/S-1.8GHZ -E4,500.
HP 8569B 10MC/S (0.01-22GHZ) - £3,500.
HP 3581A Signal Analyzer 15HZ-50KHZ - £400.

SIGNAL GENERATORS
HP8640A - AM -FM 0.5-512-1024MC/S - £200-0400.
HP8640B - Phase locked - AM-FM-0.5-512-1024MC/S - £500£1.2K. Opts 1-2-3 available.
HP8654A -B AM -FM 10MC/S-520MC/S - £300.
HP8656A SYN AM -FM 0.1-990MC/S - 000.
HP8656B SYN AM -FM 0.1-990MC/S - E1.5K.
HP8657A SYN AM -FM 0.1-1040MC/S - £2K.
HP8657B SYN AM -FM 0.1-2060MC/S - £3K.
HP8660C SYN AM-FM-PM-0.01-1300MC/S-2600MC/S - £2K.
HP8660D SYN AM-FM-PM-0.01-1300MC/S-2600MC/S - E3K.
HP8673D SYN AM -FM -PM -0.01-26.5 GHz - £12K.

HP3312A Function Generator AM -FM 13MC/S-Dual - 000.
HP3314A Function Generator AM-FM-VC0-20MC/S - £600.
HP3325A SYN Function Generator 21MC/S -£800.
HP3325E1 SYN Function Generator 21MC/S - £2K.
HP8673-B SYN AM -FM -PH 2-26.5 GHz - £6.5K.
HP3326A SYN 2CH Function Generator 13MC/S-IEEE - E1.4K.
HP3336A-B-C SYN Func/Level Gen 21MC/S - £400-E300-£500.
Racal/Dana 9081 SYN S/G AM-FM-PH-5-520MC/S - £300.
Racal/Dana 9082 SYN S/G AM-FM-PH-1.5-520MC/S - 0400.

Racal/Dana 9084 SYN S/G AM FM PH .001-104MC/S -000.
Racal/Dana 9087 SYN S/G AM-FM-PH-.001-1300MC/S - El K.
Marconi TF2008 AM -FM -Sweep 10KC/S-510MC/S - £200 Fully
Tested to £300, as new + book + probe kit in wooden box.
Marconi TF2015 AM-FM-10-52OMC/S - £100.
Marconi TF2016A AM -FM 10KC/S-120MC/S - £100.
Marconi TF2171/3 Digital Synchronizer for 2015/2016A - £50.
Marconi TF2018A AM -FM SYN 80KC/S-520MC/S - £500.
Marconi TF2019A AM -FM SYN 8OKC/S-1040MC/S - £650-0K.
Marconi TF2022E AM -FM SYN 10KC/S-1.01GHz - E1K-E1.2K.
R & S SMPD AM -FM -PH 5KHz-2720MC/S - £3K.
Anritsu MG3601A SYN AM -FM 0.1-1040MC/S -£1.2K.

ITEMS BOUGHT FROM HM GOVERNMENT BEING SURPLUS. PRICE IS EX WORKS. SAE FOR ENQUIRIES. PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOR DEMONSTRATION OF ANY ITEMS, AVAILABILITY ORPRICE CHANGE.
VAT AND CARRIAGE EXTRA. ITEMS MARKED TESTED HAVE 30 DAY WARRANTY. WANTED: TEST EQUIPMENT -VALVES -PLUGS AND SOCKETS-SYNCROS-TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING EQUIPMENT ETC.

Johns Radio, Whitehall Works, 84 Whitehall Road East, Birkenshaw, Bradford BD11 2ER. Tel: (01274) 684007. Fax: 651160
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256Mbit SDRAMs
Toshiba is producing 256Mbit
SDRAMs on its 0.18pm process for
applications in servers, mainframes,
networks and notebook computers.
They are suitable for use in 1Gbyte
DIMMs and 256Mbyte SO-DIMMs.
Toshiba Electronics
Tel: 00 49 211 52960
Enquiry No 518

TV processors for
digital video
Two processors for use with its
Nexperia digital video platform for
high -definition TV receivers and set top boxes are launched by Philips.
The NX-2600 and 2700 are system on -silicon ICs based on an
embedded 32 -bit Trimedia VLIW
processor core. They can handle
transport stream demultiplexing,
audio and video decoding including
MPEG-2 MP@HL, reverse
communications channel, Java and

Internet browser applications. They
support multiple digital broadcast
standards, including all 18 ATSC
DTV formats and the DSS digital
satellite system.
Philips Semiconductors
Tel: 00 31 40 272 2091
Enquiry No 519

80486SX motherboard with CPU,
system BIOS, 16Mbyte DRAM,
keyboard controller and real time
clock. The module runs at clock
speeds of 33MHz or 66MHz and
incorporates 16Mbyte IDE compatible
flash hard disk. It measures 68 x
40mm.
Diamond Point
Tel: 01634 722390

Digital Ethernet
physical interface
Texas Instruments has added
Mysticom's Mystiphy 110 digital
Ethernet physical interface to its DSPbased Timebuilder Asic family. When
used with DSPs, the phy will let
networking users integrate multiple
Ethernet phys onto a digital Mac,
making it suitable for applications
such as network interface cards,
hubs, routers, switches and voiceover-IP systems.
Texas instruments
Tel: 01604 663000

Enquiry No 520

Enquiry No 522

High value
electrolytic cap
and a video playback system into a
35mm deep unit offering.
Digital View
Tel: 0181 236 1112
Enquiry No 521

Interactive video display
Diamond Point is offering JUMPtec's
80486 -based DIMM-PC. It integrates
the complete functionality of an

Designed for mounting directly onto a
PCB, the high CN, GK-HH series of
electrolytic capacitors from Nichicon
(Europe), is available in a range of
sizes: 35mm dia x 63mm long to
40mm dia x 100mm long. Auxiliary
terminals are provided which ensures
secure, anti -vibration mounting on the
PCB. The series has an operating
temperature range of -40 to +105°C
(16 to 250V) and -25 to +105°C
(400V). This provides a high load life,

Interactive video display
Digital View Interactive has an
integrated LCD -based interactive
video kiosk, 35mm thick and
operating from a 12VDC power
supply. Designed as a single chassis,
the Viewstream has an integrated
video delivery system. It integrates full
colour TFT LCD flat screens (from
6.41n. to 18in.), with all panel control
electronics, interactive touch screen

60V DC/DC converter
The PKG 48 to 60V input DC/DC 60W power modules from Ericsson are for
low voltage digital and broader analogue applications. They deliver power
without needing a heatsink, and withstand case temperatures up to 100°C.
Weighing 75g, the PKG 4319 P1 provides a 2.5V 15A output, while the PKG
4625 PI offers dual 15V outputs, with either output capable of sourcing up to
3.2A within a total output of 60W. Protection and control facilities are
included as standard for IT and telecoms systems. The 4625 PI can
maintain 86 per cent efficiency from 25 to 60W output and the 4319 PI 78
per cent efficiency from 20 to 100 per cent of full load. Both can be operated
in parallel and include overcurrent and short circuit protection. As well as
remote control and automatic shutdown under low input voltage conditions,
the output voltage can be adjusted using an external resistor. The output
can be adjusted between 2.25 and 2.75V for the 4319 PI and 12.0 and
16.5V for the 4625 Pl.
Ericsson
Tel: 01793 488300
Enquiry No 520

BACK ISSUES
Back issues of Electronics World are

available, priced at £3.00 UK and
£3.50 elsewhere, including postage.
Please send your order to Electronics World,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton,
Surrey, SM2 5AS
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1
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DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES
TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.
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LOW COST DEVICE PROGRAM
Programs and verifies at 2, 2.7. 3,
True no -adaptor programming right up to
Built-in 240v AC/12c AC P
Package adaptors for TSOP PSOP, OFP, SOIChal PLCC
Optional EPROM emulator
Plugs straight into the parallel port of PC or Laptop
Download Comprehensive Device List

Includes:
Connection Cable
Diagnostic POD for Self Test

User manual
3.5" diskette with software
Also Available.'
SEEPROG

£356.00
Plus Delivery
Plus VAT

This is a selection from our stock of over 6,000 types. Please enquire for types not
listed. Obsolete items are our speciality. Valves are new mainly original British or
American brands. Terms CWO/min order f10 for credit cards.

P&P 1-3 valves £2.00 4-5 valves £3.00
Add 17.5% VAT to total including P&P.

PREPROM

EPROM, (E)EPROM, Flash
EPROM Microprocessors

Programmer
£132.00 +Delivery +VAT

Prices correct when
gong to press.

OPEN TO CALLERS MON-FRI 9AM-4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY

Universal EEPROM
Programmer
£49.95 +Delivery +VAT

The Old Bakery, 54 New Barns Road, Ely, Cambs, CB7 4PW
Tel: +44 (0)1353 666709 Fax: +44 (0)1353 666710
E-mail: Sales@crownhill.co.uk

www.crownhill.co.uk
MPBMIMEMEMINOMM.PMPig=
I (.40klIV14IMI1NAR1LIF.T I

CIRCLE NO.120 ON REPLY CARD

Radio Communication Handbook, 7th Edition
Edited by Dick Biddulph, MOCGN and Chris Lorek, G4HCL
The Radio Communication Handbook has been one of the world's largest and most
comprehensive guides to the theory and practice of radio communication since it was
first published in 1938. This new edition incorporates the latest technical innovations
and techniques of practical radio, from LF to the GHz bands, for professionals and
students alike.

An invaluable reference for RF engineers and enthusiasts.

Readers' Offer Price £27.50 inclusive

The RSGB Guide to EMC
Edited by Robin Page -Jones, G3JWI
The new edition of The RSGB Guide to EMC will prove an invaluable aid to all RF engineers
and radio enthusiasts. It describes the causes of interference as well as the remedies,
including reference data on suitable filters and braidbreakers. This book also incorporates
details of the new EU EMC regulations. The essential 'Good Housekeeping guide' for the
electronics enthusiasts.

Readers' Offer Price £20 inclusive

Rahn P.F.Pnita 4.3.11/01

How to order your copy of the Radio Communication Handbook or The RSGB Guide to EMC

><

Radio Society of Great Britain, Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE

Cheque/postal order payable to Radio Society of Great Britain. All major cards accepted

Ix 01707 660888; FAX: 01707 645105

sales@rsgb.org.uk; WEB: www.rsgb.org

Please quote Electronics World to receive a free copy of the Society's journal with your order
CIRCLE NO.122 ON REPLY CARD
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which for this series is 64,000 hours
at 55°C. Performance characteristics
are working voltage 16 to 400V and
capacitance range 560 to 68000pF,
tolerance ±20 per cent.
Nichicon
Tel: 01276 685393

Enquiry No 523

operation, the device also offers a
page write mode (up to 16 bytes). The
device operates over a 1.8-3.6V
power supply range.
STMicroelectronics
Tel: 00 33 450 402532

plates can be used for assembling
both circular and D type connectors
and other components in confined
spaces behind panels, inside boxes
and in awkward bulkhead areas. The
D -type nut plates consist of a
stamped aluminium alloy plate,
shaped and fitted with captive nuts to
avoid the need for separate nuts and

Enquiry No 527

Digital multimeter

Power resistors
Metal film moulded power resistors
with a novel termination feature have
been released by Vishay. The Vishay
Dale SM power metal film resistors
are available at both five per cent and
one per cent tolerances. The three
resistors include 0.5W (WSF2012),
1W (WSF2515), and 2W (WSF4527)
versions offering a resistance range
from 50 to 100. The company says
the resistors can be used as SM
replacements for higher -wattage axial
leaded components. A flexible wrap
around terminal has been especially
designed for automotive applications
and eliminates the solder fillet
cracking issues that are common to
larger -sized thick film components.
Vishay Intertechnology
Tel: 00 49 9287 71 2282

Enquiry No 524

D -type speedy nut plates
Available from KEC is a range of D type nut plates that is designed for
speedy panel mounting of all sizes of
D type subminiature connectors.
Manufactured by Fastener Specialty,
these CostSaver nut

'dentifying CAN, Bitbus, Interbus and
Profibus connectors, are available with
an internal RFI screen coating, an
expanded range of cable entry
options, and an ESD version which
fully insulates all exposed elements,
including mounting screws.
Radiatron
Tel: 01784 439393

washers. Because tools are not
required, less space is needed behind
the panel and connectors can be
assembled closer together.
KEC
Tel: 01189 811571
Enquiry No 525

RFI fieldbus connector
Radiatron is stocking three additions
to the Erni bus interface connector
range of field-wireable bus
connectors. The original colour coded
bodies, the established method for

Enquiry No 526

EEPROM in small
package
The first in a range of serial
EEPROMs housed in the SBGA chip
scale package has been launched by
STMicroelectronics. The M24C16REA6T has an area of 3.3mm and a
height of 0.7mm. The memory
provides 16kbits of non-volatile
storage organised as 2048 x 8 bits. In
addition to byte -level read/write

Please send me a copy of "Newnes
Interactive Electronics CD-ROM", normal
RRP £49.99 DISCOUNTED PRICE only
£39.99 (postage free)
Simply return this order to:
Jackie Lowe, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS.

Address (for delivery)

£10 DISCOUNT
Electronics World is
delighted to offer you
£10 off Newnes
CD-ROM library of
Circuits, including
simulations, from
leading experts
around the world.

Pay by cheque (payable to Reed Business
Information)

0 Visa 1 Access/Mastercard 0 Amex
Card Number:
Expiry Date:

Signature

Fluke's latest range of digital
multimeters, announced earlier this
year, extended the capabilities of the
firm's 80 series meters. Designated
the 87 and 89 series IV, it adds dBm,
100kHz bandwidth and true rms
AC+DC voltage and current
measuring capabilities. The meter
supports 0.025 per cent accuracy and
over 50000 counts of resolution on a

multiple reading display that includes
a secondary display and a real-time
clock to time -stamp critical
measurements. Another feature is the
meter's improved startup sequence.
In addition to the AC capabilities, the
DMMs measure V and mVdc, ohms,
amps, capacitance, conductance,
frequency, and temperature.
Fluke
Tel: 01923 240511

Enquiry No 528

300MHz Cat 6

cable tester
Networking distributor Wadsworth is
offering its first handheld tester to
offer users and installers the ability to
test structured cabling networks up to
and beyond the draft Category 6
specifications. The Wavetek LT8600
is a 300MHz, Level Ill accuracy tester
that exceeds the requirements for the
emerging Category 6/Class E
250MHz testing standards and that
can perform all power sum
measurements up to 300MHz. To
simplify testing the unit stores up to
1500 records and incorporates
special 'hard keys' that allow the user
to perform single tests without
scrolling through a series of menus.
Providing up to 15 different tests that
can be performed either individually
or as part of a test suite, the unit
supports two-way return loss, power
sum, NEXT, ACR and ELFEXT tests.
Wadsworth
Tel: 0181 268 6500

Enquiry No 529

Data logger card
Keithley Instruments' alternative to
data loggers/recorders, plug-in card
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BOOK TO BUY
WILEY

ANTENNAS AND

I
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Antennas and Propagation for Wireless
Communication Systems
Antennas and propagation are the key factors influencing the robustness and
quality of the wireless communication channel. This book introduces the basic
concepts and specific applications of antennas and propagation to wireless
systems, covering terrestrial and satellite radio systems in both mobile fixed
contexts.
Including:

SYSTEMS

CONTENTS
Introduction: The Wireless
Communication Channel
Properties of Electromagnetic

Waves Propagation Mechanisms
Basic Propagation Models
Terrestrial Fixed Links Satellite
Fixed Links Macrocells
Shadowing Narrowband Fast
Fading Wideband Fast Fading

Microcells Picocells Megacells
Diversity Equalisers Adaptive
Antennas Future Developments in
the Wireless Communications
Channel Appendices

Illustrations of the significance and effect of the wireless propagation channel
Overview of the fundamental electromagnetic principles underlying
propagation and antennas
Basic concepts of antennas and their application to specific wireless systems
Propagation measurement modelling and prediction for fixed links, macrocells,
microcells, picocells and megacells
Narrowband and wideband channel modelling and the effect of the channel on
communication system performance
Methods that overcome and transform channel impairments to
enhance performance using diversity, adaptive antennas and
equalisers.
Antennas and propagation is a vital source of information for wireless
communication engineers as well as for students at postgraduate or senior
undergraduate levels.
Distinctive features of this book are:
Examples of real world practical system problems of communication system
design and operation
Extensive worked examples
End of chapter questions
Topical and relevant information for and about the wireless industry

How to pay
I enclose a cheque/bank draft for £

0471 98609 7

416pp

£39.95

(payable to Reed Business Information)
Please charge my credit/charge card

Post your completed order form to: -

Jackie Lowe, Room L333, Quadrant House,

Mastercard American Express Visa Diners Club
Credit Card No:

Expiry Date:

The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS
Phone your credit card order:
020 8652 3614

Signature of Cardholder
Fax your completed order form to
020 8652 8111

Send my order to: (please use capitals)
email: jackie.lowe@rbi.co.uk

Name
DELIVERY Please add the following to your order to

Address

cover delivery of your books.
UK customers add £2.95

EU non VAT registered customers and

Post Code

Tel:

ALL OTHER COUNTRIES add £3.95
EU VAT registered customers add £3.35

Fax:

For air delivery add £5.50 to above rates

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

Date
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data acquisition equipment, and

custom assembled test and
measurement systems is the rack
size Model 2700 multimeter/data
acquisition system. The 2700 can
perform up to 80 channels of
measurement and control in
applications ranging from product
development to process monitoring
to production testing. Compared to
custom -assembled rack systems, it
can function as an integrated PC based, mini -ATE system. According
to the supplier, it provides one of the
highest channel counts (80
differential) available in a half -rack
system. Built-in signal conditioning
handle inputs of 1000V. Two card
slots accept a variety of input
modules, and provide the flexibility
to vary channel count from 20 to 80,
apply a stimulus to DUT, route
signals, control system components,
and make measurements with 13
different test functions.
Keithley Instruments
Tel: 01189 575666

Enquiry No 532

Probing surface mount
Warwick Test Supplies claims its
latest precision electronic test probe
features one of the smallest outlines
currently available. Manufactured by
Pomona Electronics, the model 6341
probe is designed for use on surface
mount and densely populated circuit
board applications in repair and test
laboratory environments. The probe
design is compliant with the latest
international safety standard,
IEC1010 with Category III, 1000V
overvoltage protection and has a
maximum current rating of 3A. The
probe is also available in speciality
test lead kits designed for specific
applications and can be used with
digital multimeters from the major
manufacturers.
Warwick Test Systems
Tel: 01189 575666

Enquiry No 535

Fourier transform
module
Tektronix has announced a plug-in
module for its TDS200 digital realtime oscilloscope. The TDS2MM
module adds fast Fourier transform
analysis and four extra
measurement functions - automatic
rise -time, fall -time, positive pulse width and negative pulse -width
capabilities. It includes serial
(RS232), parallel (Centronics) and
GPIB ports for printing and remote
control of the oscilloscope. The
module plugs into the back of the
TDS200. Applications include tests
on DC power supplies, noise in
mixed digital and analogue
systems, line -current harmonics,
signal distortions and vibration
systems
Tektronix
Tel: 01628 403446
Enquiry No 531
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dynamics application using the
Prism spectral library.
Gould Nicolet Technologies
Tel: 0181 500 1000

Enquiry No 537

500MHz scope
Earlier this year Tektronix extended
its family of digital phosphor
oscilloscopes (DPOs) with the four channel TDS3000, which has a

Tools optimise networks
Racal Instruments has launched the OptiNet range of network optimisation
products covering the modelling, planning, analysis, monitoring and
improvement of radio communications networks. In addition to optimisation
and network planning tools, the range also covers signal strength
measurement systems, air -interface simulation tools and channel
sounders. The Optima models offer network operators optimisation tools
for fine-tuning wireless networks, enabling operators to simultaneously
compare the performance of their networks with up to seven competing
networks.
Racal
Tel: 01628 604455

Enquiry No 533

Pulse gen plug-in
Hewlett-Packard's latest pulse and
pattern generator VXI plug -ins are
designed to provide digital signals
at up to 165MHz, 330Mbit/s for the
E8311A or 330MHz, 660Mbit/s for
the E8312A. The VXI C1 generators
are full -featured plug -ins for
automated test systems. Timing
parameters can be adjusted for
every amplitude or offset level to
meet a range of test specifications,
including 10V p -p (5052 into 500)
when the transition time is 2ns.
Hewlett-Packard
Tel: 01344 366666
Enquiry No 534

42Hz to 5MHz
LCR meter
Telonic Instruments is offering the
Hioki 3532 LCR meter, which offers
LCR measurement over the
frequency range 42Hz to 5MHz, to
a basic accuracy of ±0.08 per cent.
Measurement frequency, signal
level and other measurement

conditions can be altered whilst
monitoring measurement results,
thus enabling trial measurements
and evaluations to be made. A set
up memory allows 30 sets of
measurement conditions, including
comparator values, to be stored to
accommodate changes of
component types during production
test. Using the optional RS232C or
GPIB interface, all functions other
than power on/off can be controlled
by PC. Measurement data can be
downloaded to PC and displayed
graphically, using standard
spreadsheet software such as
Microsoft's Excel.
Telonic Instruments
Tel: 01189 786911
Enquiry No 535

Signal analyser
Gould introduced this year the
Nicolet Compass eight channel
dynamic signal analyser for in vehicle applications or for transport
between sites. Its 24 -bit a -to -d

converters have a dynamic range
typically exceeding 120dB. Multiple
floating point DSP5 perform FFTs
in less than 1ms. Analogue and
digital anti -alias filters are
standard. The user interface is the
same as a Pentium PC running
Windows. Features include
removable 2Gbyte Jazz drive,
Ethernet network and IrDA
wireless capability. It tackles

bandwidth up to 500MHz and a
5Gsamples/s rate. Logic and pulse
triggering as well as the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) analysis capabilities
are available in four windows rectangular, Hamming, Nanning, and
Blackman -Harris. First introduced in
1997, the company claims the DPO
can combine the data processing
capabilities of a digital storage
oscilloscope with the real-time
viewing attributes of the analogue
scope display.
Tektronix
Tel: 01628 403446

Enquiry No 538

Functional test platform
Hewlett Packard's latest functional
test platform is targeted at
automotive electronics
manufacturing and service
applications.The HP TS -5400 series
is delivered integrated with all
necessary hardware, cabling and
software, including a test executive
with more than 200 automotive tuned
control module test routines. The
scalable platform allows users to set
up the resources necessary to meet
current test requirements. They can
add additional test capabilities as
they move new electronics control
modules (ECMs) or smart sensors
into production. Four base platforms
can test the full range of automotive
ECMs, from immobilisers and remote
keyless entry devices, to complex
ECMs and safety modules (airbag,
ABS/TC) such as engine
management systems. The platforms
are tuned for functional tests of
automotive ECMs and include
switching and control module tuned
library routines, as well as rack
mounting, cabling and optional
fixturing. They also come with
software development tools.
Hewlett-Packard
Tel: 01344 366666

Enquiry No 539
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The range of 'FM -Controllers' provide
most of the features required for
embedded control at a very low cost

DEVELOPMENT
The PC Starter Pack provides the

quickest method to get your application
up and running

FEATURES FM -200 Controller
68K Micro -Controller 14 MHz clock
512 Kbytes Flash EEPROM
512 Kbytes SRAM Battery Backed
2 RS232 Serial Ports
1 RS232/R5485 Serial Port
Real Time Calendar Clock
(Y2K Compliant)

Operating System
Real Time Multi Tasking
Unlimited copy licence

Languages
'C', Modula-2 and Assembler

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Additional extra features to the FM 200

Watchdog & Power fail detect
10 Digital I/O Lines
2-16 bit Counter/Timers

LCD Port Graphics or Alphanumeric
Key Pad Port 64 Keys 8 x 8
8 Channels 8 bit analogue in
2 Channels 8 bit analogue out
8 Channels 13 bit analogtie in

I2C Bus or M -Bus

Expansion Bus

Size 100x80 mm

Up to 32 Digital VO Channels
Up to 8 Mbytes of SRAM Battery
Backed

Up to 512 Kbytes of Flash EEPROM
1 Mbyte EPROM Space

Full libraries & device drivers provided

Expansion
Easy to expand to a wide range of
peripheral and I/O cards

Support

OTHER FEATURES

CAMBRIDGE

Up/Download removable card for data
logging and or re -programming

MICROPROCESSOR
SYSTEMS LIMITED

STE VO Bus, 68000 and PC Interface
Designed, Manufactured and supported
in the UK

Free unlimited telephone, FAX, email
and Internet support

Custom Design

Units 17-18, Zone D Chelmsford Road Industrial Estate, Great Dunmow,
Essex UK C M6 1XG Tel +44 (0) 1371 875644 Fax +44 (0) 1371 876077

CMS will design and manufacture to
customers requirements

CIRCLE NO.123 ON REPLY CARD

Get on board the Easy -PC For Windows revolution!!
Power -Packed PCB Layout for Windows `95P98/NT at Computer Store Prices!!
Ease -PC

True 32 bit Windows application
Schematic and PCB Design editors as standard
Design in Imperial, Metric or mixed units (no rounding errors)
Drawing area up to 1m x 1m (39" by 39")
Design precision down to 10' Micron (0.000001mm)
Rotation to 1/10th degree
Intelligent Cut, Copy and Paste across designs
Multi -level Undo and Redo
Integrated component Autoplace
Integrated shape based Autorouter (Optional extra)
Intelligent bussing in schematics
Supports SMT, Through -hole and mixed technology
Intelligently supports SMT on both sides of the design
Unlimited number of PCB design layers
Cross probing schematics to PCB design and Projects
Forward annotation of design changes from schematics
Back annotation of net name/component name changes
Dynamic Pan, Zoom In/Out and Frame Views
Dynamic drag and drop to/from component bin
All design elements per design are unlimited
Graphical Design Rule Checker
Integrity and Connectivity Checker
Professional manufacturing outputs

Numbs. One Systems - [PCB Deese Cps pcbl

Unlimited pins,
or 2000 pin
1000 pin
500 pin
versions

From

alol al 01.21_fit

£97

0

,
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33,000 Easy -PC users must be right!!
0 0 0 0 0 0'
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"
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For more information or a demo disk call Number One Systems
on 01684 773662 or Fax 01684 773664
Email info@numberone.com
Number One Systems, at Sightmagic Ltd, Oak Lane,
Bredon, Tewkesbury, Glos, GL20 7LR. UK
Visit our WEB site www.numberone.com

Now with optional autorouter!!

CIRCLE NO.124 ON REPLY CARD
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Without an engineering degree, a pile of
money, or an infinite amount of time, the
revised 289 -page Interfacing with C is worth
serious consideration by anyone interested in
controlling equipment via the PC. Featuring
extra chapters on Z transforms, audio
processing and standard programming
structures, the new Interfacing with C will be
especialy useful to students and engineers
interested in ports, transducer interfacing,
analogue -to -digital conversion, convolution,
digital filters, Fourier transforms and Kalman
filtering. Full of tried and tested interfacing
routines.
Price £14.99.

Listings on disk - over 50k of C source code
dedicated to interfacing. This 3.5in PC format
disk includes all the listings mentioned in the
book Interfacing with C. Note that this is an
upgraded disk containing the original
Interfacing with C routines rewritten for Turbo
C++ Ver.3
Price £15, or £7.50 when purchased with the
above book.
Especialy useful for students, the original
Interfacing with C, written for Microsoft C
Version 5.1, is still available at the price of
£7.50. Phone 0181 652 3614 for bulk
purchase price.

r

Post your completed order form to: Jackie Lowe, Electronics World, Room L333,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS

How to pay
I enclose a cheque/bank draft for £
(payable to Reed Business Information)
Please charge my credit/charge card

Qty

Total

Please send me

Price

Enhanced Interfacing with C book @

£14.99

Enh. Interfacing with C book @ + disk

£22.49

Interfacing with C disk @

£15.00

Original Interfacing with C book @

£7.50

Send my order to: (please use capitals)

Postage + Packing per order UK

£3.50

Name

Postage + Packing per order Eur

£7.00

Address

Postage + Packing per order UK

£12.00

0 Mastercard American Express Visa 0 Diners Club
Credit Card No:

Expiry Date:

Signature of Cardholder

Total

£

Post Code

Tel:

Fax:
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

L
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Radio-Tech's RTcom-Universal, available on

418MHz for the UK and 433.92MHz for Europe, is
the easiest of wire -free modems to use. Simply plug
one unit into one RS232 port and a second unit into
another RS232 port and the two ports can then talk

to each other at speeds of up to 19200 baud
securely and without wires.
Serial data in gives serial data out, making the
RTcom-Universal the ideal replacement for cabled
point-to-point or star connected scanning cabled
telemetry systems.
Units are fully approved and have EMC Class -1
type examination certificates.
The units normally sell for the trade price of

2189.95 each + 210.00 carriage + VAT.
Radio -Tech is happy to offer a pair of these

modems at the special price of £249.95 inclusive of
postage, packing and VAT exclusively to readers of
Electronics World. The offer is limited to one pair per
person.
Send the coupon presented on this page to Radio -Tech at the address
shown below, together with a cheque made payable to Radio -Tech
Ltd, or send your credit card number, type and expiry date together
with the address of the card holder.

RTcom-Universal wire -free modem
normal price £469.90 per pair

Offer price £249.95 per pair
inclusive*

Easy to use
Unlike other modems of this type, RTcom offers
truly transparent operation. There are no buffers to
introduce long delays so your receiving device can
acknowledge receipt or reject errors within 5ms of
the end of the data packet.
You can even avoid the cost of RS232 to RS485
conversion by using the RS232 port at one end and
the RS485 at the other.
Frequency range

Approval

Country

418MHz, 0.25mW
433.92MHz 0.1 mW

MPT1340 UK

UK

MPT1340/

UK, Europe

ETS-300-220

* limited to one pair per reader

COUPON
This coupon entitles the holder to one pair of RTcom-Universal
wireless RS232 moderns at the special all-inclusive price of

£249.95.

Radio -Tech Limited, Radio House, The Old Brewery,
Lindsey Street, Epping, Essex. CM16 6RD

Telephone +44 (0)1992 576107
Fax +44(0)1992 561994
e-mail sales@radtec.demon.co.uk. http://www.radiotech.co.uk

* Licence Exempt in the UK to MPT1340 & Europe and Scandinavia to ETS-300-220
* Fully EMC Type Examined to ETS-300-683, Passed at Class 1 level.
* RS232 + RS422 + RS485 interfaces, 2 or 4 wire operation, ESD and collision protected
* 4800, 9600 and 19200 bps half duplex with on air encryption and code balancing
* Transmission range from 25m to 100m depending upon antenna and topology
* Less then 60mA for 7.5V to 15V d.c operation
* Smart wall mounting enclosure with fixed 1/4 wave antenna.
* Operates without need of special drivers. Compatible with protocols such as Modbus.
* Automatic solid-state antenna switch for single antenna use.
* Microcontroller with watchdog timer for added security.
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Interfacing
digital audio
Patrick Gaydecki describes hardware and software issues relating to
interfacing two new stereo audio converters to a microprocessor via
serial links. Patrick's description revolves around a DSP56k processor,
but the information will help anyone wanting to design with these
high-performance, easy -to -interface audio d -to -a and a -to -d converters.
In this article is information for inter-

facing the CS5330/31 stereo analogue -to -digital
converter
and
CS4330/31 stereo digital -to -analogue
converter to a DSP56002 digital signal
processor. Technical issues include the
hardware interconnection, critical system timing signals and software modules for receiving and transmitting digital data.

capacitor low-pass filter. This enables
infinite adjustment of the sampling frequency between 2 and 50kHz.

delta, shortened to Lak, modulation with

simple first -order RC filter to eliminate
images of the input signal at multiples
of 128x the input sample rate.4

an oversampling rate equal to 128
times the equivalent sampling fre-

Output analogue signals require a

The CS5330 and the CS5331 differ
only in the output serial data format.
The CS4330 and the CS4331 differ

The CS5330/31 is a stereo a -to -d
converter while the CS4330/31 is a

quency. The sigma -delta stage is followed by digital filtering and decimation circuitry, which remove the need
for an external anti -alias filter.
The linear -phase digital filter has a

stereo d -to -a converter. Both are 18 -

pass band to 21.7kHz, 0.05dB pass

bits wide. We chose the DSP56002

band ripple and greater than 80dB stop band rejection. These devices contain a

tic SOICs - a 5.28mm wide surface mount package - with low power consumption, making them particularly

high-pass filter to remove DC offsets,
which at a sampling rate of 48kHz, has
a -3dB point of 3.7Hz.3

attractive in power -conscious applications or in designs where space is at a
premium.

our discussion down to the more

Digitising analogue signals

Hardware interconnection

straightforward techniques.

Complementary to the CS5330/31, the
CS4330/31 are complete stereo digital to -analogue converter systems. They
include an interpolator, a 1 -bit d -to -a
converter and an output analogue filter.
Analogue signals generated by these
devices are output to separate pins. In
essence, these d -to -a converters perform the inverse operations to those of
their a -to -d converter counterparts
described above.
A digital interpolation filter first up samples the incoming digital data by a

Figure 1 illustrates a simple interconnection
strategy
between
the
DSP56002, the CS533x and the
CS433x. Both of the data converters

digital signal processor for our design
example since it's an industry standard.
There are many hardware and software
strategies that could be used to interface these ICs, but we have narrowed

Analogue -to -digital conversion
The CS5330 and 31 are complete 18 bit stereo a -to -d converters. They perform anti -alias filtering, sampling, and
analogue -to -digital conversion, generating binary data for both left and right
inputs in serial form.
Alternate left and right channel data
are transmitted via a single output. The

sampling frequency can be adjusted
Patrick is with the Department of Instrumentation and Analytical
Science at the University of Manchester Institute of Science and
Technology (UMIST).
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infinitely between 2 and 50kHz,
according to the frequency of a master clocking signal.
These a -to -d converters use sigma -

factor of 128. A EA modulator then
generates a 1 -bit data stream, which is

input to a linear analogue switched -

only in the input serial data format. All
devices are available as eight -pin plas-

are clocked by an external master clocking signal, fed to their respective
MCLK inputs. The serial data out pin
of the CS533x, SDATA, connects to
the SRD input of the processor.
In addition, the serial output connects
to the ground rail by a 471d2 resistor.
This ensures that the CS5330/31 operates in master mode.
In master mode, the serial data clock,
or bit clock, SCLK, and the left -right
clock, LRCK, are generated as outputs
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by the CS5330/31, derived from the the
a -to -d converter clock MCLK input.

Master
clock

The LRCK output connects to the
SC2 input of the DSP56002, used to

47k

accept the frame sync. The SCLK output of the CS5330/31 connects, via an

MCLK
SDATA

VLin 0

inverter, to the SCK input of the

SRD/PC7

CS5330/31

DSP56002. The inverter is necessary
because the DSP56002 samples the
data present on the SRD input on the
negative edge of the bit clocks, where-

LRCK

SC2/PC5

SCLK

SCK/PC6

VIRin o

as the data generated by the CS5330/31

are valid on the rising edge of the

DSP56002

SCLK.
Since the CS5330/31 is operating in

master mode, both the LRCK and the
SCLK are fed directly as input signals
to the CS4330/31, which is operating
in slave mode. Because this uses the
same clock protocol as the CS5330/31,

MCLK

SCLK
VI -out 0

CS4330/31
LRCK

no inversion of the SCLK signal is necessary.
Finally, the digital data generated as

VRout o

an output by the DSP56002 are fed

Fig. 1. Simple interconnection method between the DSP56002, the CS5330/31
and the CS4330/31.

SDATA

from the STD pin to the SDATA input
of the CS4330/31.

STD/PC8

and data for the right channel are output during the second.
A total of 32 bits is generated during
each half period, and the data are left
justified, with the most -significant bit
appearing first, on commencement of
each half of the LRCK cycle.
Since the CS5330 has 18 -bit resolu-

Timing considerations and
data formats
In master mode, the input clock rate of
the CS5330/31 is 256 times the LRCK.
This represents an over -sampling ratio
of 128 for each channel.
In order to sample each channel at an
effective rate of 48kHz for example, a

tion, the final 14 bits are redundant.
This may be viewed another way; as

clock frequency of 12.288MHz is
required. Similarly, the CS4330/31
expects the same over -sampling ratio
when driven by the CS5330/31, Fig. 1.
Figure 2 shows the output data for-

far as the DSP56002 is concerned, the
data for each channel occupy four time

- the data are left justified using I2S
format, i.e. the most -significant bit
commences after a delay of one bit

slots, each one eight bits in length.

clock period.

Hence eight time slots period characterise the entire LRCK.
The data format for the CS5331 is
similar, except that it uses the I2S format. Here, the first most significant bit

mat of the CS5330/31 as used here.
Data for the left channel are output dur-

ing the first half of the LRCK period,

is delayed by one bit clock period, for
handshaking purposes. Figure 2 also
shows the input data format expected
by the CS4330 and CS4331.
In the case of the C4330, the data are
right justified; hence the first 14 bits of
any LRCK half -cycle are redundant.
For the CS4331 with an externally supplied LRCK - the case discussed here

Reading and writing in
network mode
The SSI of the DSP56002 may be configured in normal mode or in network

LRCK from CS5331
and CS4331

LRCK for CS5330
and CS4330

0

31 0

2

1

1

2

16

15

31

SCLK

SDATA for CS5330

17

16

15

0

SDATA for CS4330

17

17

16

15

0

17

0

16

15

0

Fig. 2. Timing
waveforms for
the CS5330/31
and the
CS4330/31.
These assume the

SDATA for CS5331
and CS4331
DSP56002
time slots

17

TS1

16

15

TS2
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0

17

TS3

TS4

TS5

16

15

TS6

0

TS7

TS8

CS5330/31 is
operating in
master mode, and
the CS4330/31 is
clocked
externally.
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mode. In normal mode, a signal input
to the SC2 pin is considered a framing
signal, i.e. it frames the start and end
points of one datum word.
Individual bits are clocked in using
the SCK input as a bit synchronisation
signal. In network mode, it is assumed
that within any one frame, a number of

In the case outlined here, the SSI of

Furthermore, only the first two bits of

the DSP56002 is configured in network
mode, assuming a time -slot length of 8

the CS5330, or first three bits of

bits. The SSI can be configured to

CS5331, time -slot 3, are used. These
represent the two least -significant bits

accept words that are 8, 12, 16 or 24

of the a -to -d converter word. The 8 bits

bits in length.

from TS 1 and TS 2, together with the
two bits from TS 3 are then combined
into a single 18 -bit word.

data words are being transmitted in

In the CS5330/31, the data are left
justified. Hence, since the device has
18 -bit resolution, only the first three

packets termed time slots (TS).

slots of any channel are required.

List 1. For network -mode polled communication, in which the DSP56002 operates as
a slave, bits are set as follows.

Register Bits
CRA
CRA
CRA
CRA

Function

0-7
8-12

Pre -scale modulus: set to 0 (only used if DSP is master).
DC: set to 7, since this equals the number of time slots minus 1.
13-14 WL: set to 0, since this gives a word length of 8 bits.
15
PSR: set to 0, as this is not needed in slave mode.

Hence CRA = 00000111000000002 = 70016.

Register Bits
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB

Function

Set to 0, as they are not used.
Set to 0, external frame + bit clocks supplied by CS5330/31.
6
Set to 0, as MSB in/out is first and the LSB is last.
7-8
Set to 0, as the WL bit clock is used for both TX/RX.
9
Set to 1 for sync clock control, ignored in network mode.
10
Set to 0 for continuous clock.
11
Set to 1 for network mode.
12-13 Both set to enable RX and TX.
14-15 Not set since interrupts not required, i.e. polled -mode is used.
0-3
4-5

Hence CRB = 00111010000000002 = $3A0016.

The DSP side
Motorola's DSP56002 is an advanced 24 -bit fixed-point general-purpose digital signal
processor, with 56 -bit intermediate resolution. It has a highly parallel architecture, in that it
treats program memory space separately from data memory space. This is known as
Harvard Architecture.
Harvard Architecture has been extended further in the DSP56002 by sub -classifying the
data space into X -data memory and Y -data memory - so-called Super Harvard
Architecture. This is because many signal -processing algorithms use two distinct signal
vectors. For example, FIR filters need memory to hold the incoming signal, and memory to
hold the filter coefficients; FFT routines need memory to hold the real and imaginary
Fourier components, and so on.
Each of the three memory areas - program, X and Y data - has its own data and address
bus, and all of these connect to the outside world via bus multiplexers. The processor has

256 words of X -data RAM, each 24 -bits wide, 256 words of Y -data RAM, and 512 words of
program RAM (24 bits). This may not seem very much, but remember that the device is
hardware oriented.
Operations that traditionally require many instructions can be implemented here using a
single instruction, since the details are implemented in hardware. For example, a complete
FFT routine needs only 40 words, i.e. 120 bytes.
In contrast, an FFT routine written on a conventional PC might require several thousand
bytes. Since the 56002 uses hardware multipliers and pipelining, it can perform
multiplication, accumulation and instruction fetching in a single instruction cycle, i.e. two
clock cycles.
The fastest version of the 56002 can be clocked at 80MHz, which means it operates at 40
mega -instructions per second, i.e. 40MIPs. Also incorporated in the device are peripheral
system components, including parallel and serial i/o ports. A host interface allows the
processor to communicate with other computing devices and peripheral circuitry such as
analogue -to -digital converters, digital -to -analogue converters, voice -band codecs and other
devices.
For high-speed serial data transfer, its synchronous serial interface, or SSI, is often the
preferred choice. It is readily compatible with many other products and it needs only a
small number of signal connections and a minimum of glue-logic.1,2
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The procedure for writing to the
CS4330/31 is similar, with the stages
reversed. First, an 18 -bit word is
decomposed into three 8 -bit time slots.
For a CS4330, the most -significant bit

commences at bit six of TS 2 for the
left channel, TS 1 being blank. Lower -

order bits follow accordingly in TS 3
and TS 4.

If instead, a CS4331 is being used,
the most -significant bit commences at
bit 1 of TS 1. The data are shifted one
place right since bit 0 is ignored in I2S
format. Lower order bits follow
accordingly in the remainder of TS 1,
TS 2 and TS 3.

Polled -network mode

Whether in network or in normal
mode, data may be clocked into the
SSI using polled or interrupt -driven
communication.

In a network -mode polled system,
the program waits in a loop while the
program tests the status of a flag in a

status register. When true, this flag
indicates the start of the LRCK
sequence - the start of the left channel.
The program then proceeds to wait in
another loop, testing the status of the

flag that indicates a word has been
received into the data register. When
this is true, it reads and stores the data
corresponding to that time slot - time slot 1 initially.
The program now continues to wait

for and read the data words corresponding to subsequent time slots. To
use the SSI, it must first be enabled as
a synchronous interface, since it has a
dual function; it may also operate as a
general-purpose i/o port.
Thus, the appropriate bits must be set
in the port -C control register, PCC. In

this case, the upper five bits must be
set. Next, the device must be configured for a particular mode by loading
the appropriate words into the SSI control registers A and B (CRA and CRB),
located at X:FFbC16 and X:141-±,1316
respectively.
For network -mode polled communi-

cation, in which the DSP56002 oper-

ates as a slave, the bits are set as in
List 1.
List 2 shows an assembly code fragment that reads data from the

CS5330/31 and writes data to the
CS4330/31 during all eight time slots
using network -mode, polled communication.
Important flags are the receive -frame
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sync flag RFS, bit

3

of the SSISR

(X:1414E,E16), and the receive data register
full flag RDF, which is bit 7 of the SSISR.

List 2. Reading all eight time slots in network mode, polled configuration.

When RFS is set, it indicates the start of a
frame or LRCK cycle. When RDF is set, it

indicates a datum word is present in the
receive -data register,

RX, located at

LRCK
TS1

ORG P:$0
MOVEP #$1F0,X:$FFE1
MOVEP #$700,X:$FFEC
MOVEP #$3A00,X:$FFED
JCLR #3,X:$FFEE,LRCK
JCLR #7,X:$FFEE,TS1

;Enable upper 5 bits of SSI
;Configure CRA
;Configure CAB
;Wait for LRCK sequence start
;Wait for first datum word, ie TS1

X:114E.F16.

The datum word may be transferred to an
appropriate arithmetic register in the CPU
or placed into memory. The code here simply reads the data repeatedly into register
XO, but does nothing with it.
Once RX is read, the RDF flag is automatically reset. The transmit -data -register -

TS2

TS3

TS4

empty flag TDE, bit 6 of the SSISR, is not

required in this and all subsequent code
described here. This is because the
CS4330/31 is operating in slave mode, and

data are transmitted by the DSP56002
within the time slots defined by the

TS5

TS7

TS8

Interrupt -driven network mode

polling loop, it can continue processing

data until the status of a specific flag

;All eight time slots read. Go and wait for
;Start of next LRCK.

List 3. Reading/writing of all eight time slots in network mode,
interrupt -driven configuration.

MAIN

CRB=10111010000000002=BA0016.
LOOP

The necessary bits in the interrupt -priority
register IPR, located at X:14141-1-16 must

JCLR #7,X:$FFEE,TS6
MOVEP X:$FFEF,XO
MOVE Al,X:$FFEF
JCLR #7,X:SFFEE,TS7
MOVEP X:$FFEF,XO
MOVE Al,X:$FFEF
JCLR #7,X:$FFEE,TS8
MOVEP X:$FFEF,XO
MOVE Al,X:$FFEF
JMP LRCK
END

becomes true. When this occurs, the program automatically jumps to an interrupt
service routine, which deals with the condition as required.
In order to use interrupt -driven i/o, bits
15 of the CRB, the receive -interrupt enable
bit RIE must be set. Register CRA remains
the same. When the RIE bit is set, an interrupt is generated when the RDF flag
becomes true, i.e. the receive -data register
holds a new datum word. Hence,

;Read let word into register X0 from a -to -d converter
;Send data to d -to -a converter
;Wait for second datum word

MOVE ALX:$FFEF
TS6

CS5330/31.

Interrupt -driven i/o can be more efficient
than polled i/o since the processor is only
interrupted when a specific condition
occurs; since the CPU is not locked in a

MOVEP X:$FFEF,XO
MOVE Al,X:$FFEF
JCLR #7,X:$FFEE,TS2
MOVEP X:$FFEF,XO
MOVE A1,X:$FFEF
JCLR #7,X:$FFEE,TS3
MOVEP X:$FFEF,XO
MOVE Al,X:$FFEF
JCLR #7,X:$FFEE,TS4
MOVEP X:$FFEF,XO
MOVE Al,X:$FFEF
JCLR #7,X:$FFEE,TS5
MOVEP X:$FFEF,XO

ISR

now be set for the SSI; these are bits 12
and 13, i.e. the 1PR must be loaded with

ORG P:$0
JMP MAIN
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
JSR ISR
MOVEP #$1FO,X:$FFE1
MOVEP #$700,X:$FFEC
MOVEP #$BA00,X:$FFED
MOVEP #$3000,X:$FFFF
ANDI #$FC,MR
JMP LOOP
MOVEP X:$FFEF,XO

;Skip interrupt vector space

;Jump to ISR. Executed when RDF=1
;SSI mode
;Enable REI for SSI
;IPR for SSI
;Unmask interrupts
;This loop represents the main program
;Start of interrupt routine. Read data

MOVE ALX:$FFEF

;Write to d -to -a converter

RTI
END

;Return from interrupt

300016.

The interrupts must then be unmasked.
This is achieved by ANDing the MR register with FC16, i.e. the lowest two bits are
set to 0, enabling all interrupts. When an
interrupt occurs, control passes to the interrupt vector whose address is at a specific
area in program memory.
For the SSI receive data interrupt used
here, the two -word vector space lies
between P:000C16-P:000D16. Hence a JSR
instruction is simply placed here to the start
of an interrupt service routine whose purpose will be to read the data.
In the program fragment shown in List 3,
network -mode interrupt -driven communication is used to read the data as each time

slot generates an interrupt. However, the
code as it stands is incomplete, since the

List 4. Reading/writing of all eight time slots using interrupts
and LRCK identification.

MAIN

LOOP
ISR

program cannot distinguish the occurrence of the first time slot - i.e., it has no
knowledge of the time slot order.
In order to be of practical use, the code
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IGNORE

ORG P:$0
JMP MAIN
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
JSR ISR
MOVEP #$1F0,X:$FFE1
MOVEP #$700,X:$FFEC
MOVEP #$BA00,X:$FFED
MOVEP #$3000,X:$FFFF
ANDI #$FC,MR
JMP LOOP
MOVEP X:$FFEF,XO
INC A
JCLR #3,X:$FFEE,IGNORE
CLR A
MOVE Al,X:$FFEF

RTI

;Skip interrupt vector spa,

;Jump to ISR. Executed when RDF=1
;SSI mode
;Enable REI for SSI
;IPR for SSI
;Unmask interrupts
;This loop represents the main program
;Start of interrupt routine. Read data
;Increment the TS counter
;Find LRCK start, ie RFS=1
;If frame start, reset TS counter (a)
;Write to d -to -a converter

;Don't reset counter if not start of LRCK
END
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single bit -pulse delay - due to the I2S
format involved - a single right -shift
operation is all that is required to make
the input datum word compatible with
the output.
When operating in normal mode, the
CRA and CRB registers must be configured to accept 24 -bit data. Trailing
bits are simply ignored by the system.

List 5. For single channel, normal -mode polled communication, in which the
DSP56002 operates as a slave, bits are set as follows:

Register Bits

Function

CRA
CRA
CRA
CRA

Pre -scale modulus: set to 0 (only used if DSP is master).
DC: set to 0, since this equals number-of-words/frame-1.
WL: both set to 1, giving a word length of 24 -bits.
PSR: set to 0, as this is not needed in slave mode.

0-7
8-12
13-14
15

The LRCK signal is treated as a true
framing signal, with only the leading

Hence CRA=01100000000000002=600016.

edge of significance to the SSI.

Once this framing signal has been

Register Bits

Function

CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB

Set to 0, as they are not used.
Set to 0; ext. frame and bit clocks supplied by CS5330.
Set to 0; MSB i/o is first and the LSB is last.
Set to 0, as the WL bit clock is used for both TX/RX.
Set to 1 for synchronous clock control.
Set to 0 for continuous clock.
Set to 0 for normal mode.
Both set to 1 to enable RX and TX.
Not set since interrupts not required; polled -mode is used.

0-3
4-5
6

7-8
9

10
11

12-13
14-15

detected, the SSI clocks in all 24 bits of

the datum word generated by the
CS5330 which may then be processed,
shifted one place right and transmitted

to the CS4331. For normal mode
polled communication, in which the

DSP56002 operates as a slave, the
CRA and CRB are set as in List 5.
The code fragment in List 6 allows
the DSP56002 to read in a full 18 -bit

word from the CS5330, shift it one
place right, and output it to the
CS4331. If processing is to be performed, the code would be included

Hence CRB=00110010000000002=320016.

List 6. Reading a single channel of the CS5330 and writing to the CS4331 in
normal mode.
ORG P:$0
MOVEP #$1F0,X:$FFE1
MOVEP #$6000,X:$FFEC
MOVEP #$3200,X:$FFED
LOOP1
JCLR #7,X:$FFEE,LOOP1
CLR A
MOVE X:$FFEF,A1
LSR A
MOVE Al,X:$FFEF
JMP LOOP1
END

immediately after reading the data from
the input register.

;SSI mode
;Configure CRA and CRB for 24 -bit
;data, normal mode
;Wait for 24 -bit word

In summary
The interfacing strategies described
here represent a small number of variations within a wide range of possibilities. In particular, it is possible to con-

;Read data into a
;Shift right 1 place for CS4331
;Send to CS4331

figure the DSP56002 as the master
device.
Alternatively the expected data input

shown in List 3 should be capable of
determining the start of the LRCK.
This may be achieved by testing the
status of the RFS flag when an interrupt occurs. If it is set, this means the

LRCK has just commenced a new
cycle and the data correspond to the
first time slot.
A time -slot counter that records the

current time slot should then be initialised to zero. If RFS is not set, then
data corresponding to a later time slot
are present in the receive data register. In this case, the time -slot counter
should be incremented.

This scheme is very similar to the
one described on page 6-137 of the
DSP56002 Digital Signal Processor
User's Manuals. List 4 provides a
code fragment which uses interrupts
and polling of the RFS to both determine the start of the LRK cycle and
read the data with a positional knowledge of the time slots.

Reading and writing a channel
in normal mode
The above examples omitted code
details dealing with recombination of

1030

data after its reception from the
CS5330/31, processing and decomposition of the data prior to transmission
to the CS4330/31.
Recombination involves weighting
and summing the 8 -bit words associated with, in this case, the three relevant

time slots. Decomposition involves
shifting to isolate the appropriate segments of the 18 -bit word, and sending
these segments out as eight -bit words

corresponding once more to the time
slots appropriate for the CS4330/31.

format of the CS4330/31 may be
altered by changing its default configurations through the use of a control
word. This word is sent via the SCLK
input. This is described in detail in reference 4.

However, if you do not wish to
change these, the code given here
should provide a starting point for suc-

cessfully exchanging data between
these devices.
References

This requires processing time and may
limit the speed of the DSP environment
- especially in situations where critical

1. DSP56002 Digital Signal Processor

real-time operations are being per-

2. DSP56000 Digital Signal Processor

formed.
One way of removing this difficulty
is to treat the CS5330 as a single -chan-

data can be sent to the right -channel

Family Manual Motorola Inc. Document
DSP56KFAMUM/AD (1995)
3. CS5330/318-Pin, Stereo AID Converter
for Digital Audio Cirrus Logic Inc. Data
sheet, document DS138F1 (1997)
4. CS4330/31/33 8 -Pin, Stereo D/A

only of a CS4331. The channels switch

Converter for Digital Audio Cirrus

because the LRCK signal is inverted
for the CS4331, Fig. 2.

Logic Inc. Data sheet,
DS136F1 (1997)

nel device - i.e. left channel only using it in normal mode. Similarly,

Since the only difference between the

CS5330 in master mode and the
CS4331 when clocked externally is a

User's Manual Motorola Inc. Document
DSP56002UM/AD (1993)

document

5. DSP56002/DSPL56002 24 -bit Digital
Signal Processor, Motorola Inc. Data
sheet, document DSP56002/D (1995)
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Audio po
Doug Self's investigations into
dissipation in audio power
systems reveal startling
information about the real
efficiency of Class -A, and suggest
that Class -G is worth a second
look now that multi -amp audio
systems are becoming the norm.

analysis
My last article on this topic

against level, and a description of how

showed how the power consumed by amplifiers of vari-

much time the signal spends at each
level. The latter is formally called the

ous classes was partitioned between

`probability density function,' or PDF,
of the signal; more on this later.

internal dissipation and the power
delivered to the load.' This was determined for the usual sinewave case.
The snag with this approach is that a
sinewave does not remotely resemble
real speech or music in its characteristics. In many ways it is almost as far
from it as you could get.

In particular, it is well-known that
music has a large peak -to -mean ratio,
or PMR, though the actual value of this

ratio in decibels is a vague quantity.
Signal statistics for music appear to be
in surprisingly short supply.
Very roughly, general-purpose rock

music has a PMR of 10dB to 30dB,
while classical orchestral material which makes very little use of fuzz
boxes and the like - is 20 to 30dB. The
Muzak you endure in lifts is limited in
PMR to 3 to 10dB, while compressed

bass material in live PA systems is

The instantaneous power partition
diagram, or IPPD, is obtained by running the output stage simulation with a
sawtooth input and no per -cycle averaging. Instantaneous power dissipation
can therefore be read out for any input
voltage fraction simply by running the
cursor up the sawtooth.
Figure 1 is the instantaneous power
partition diagram for the Class -B complementary -feedback pair case, where

the quiescent current is very small.
This looks very much like the averaged-sinewave power partition diagram
in reference 1, but with the device dis-

conducts at a time. Output device dissipation at the moment when the signal
is halfway between rail and ground input fraction 50% - is 76W, and the
power in the load is 75W. This totals to
151W, on the lower of the two straight
lines, while the power drawn from the
supply is shown as 153W by the upper
straight line. The 2W difference represents losses in the driver transistors and
the output emitter resistors.

All the IPPDs for various output
stages look very similar in shape to the
averaged -sine PPDs in reference 1, but
the peak values on the Y-axis are high-

er. The IPPD can be combined with
any PDF to give a much more realistic
picture of how power dissipation
changes as the level of a given type of
signal is altered.

sipation maximum at 50% voltage
rather than 64% for the sinewave case.
The instantaneous powers are much
higher, as they are not averaged over a
cycle. There is only one device -power
area at the bottom as only one device

The probability density function
The most difficult part of the process

above is obtaining the probability
density function. For repetitive waveforms the PDF can be calculated2, but

similar.

It is clear that the power dissipation
in PA bass amplifiers is going to be
radically different from that in hi-fi

Fig. 1.
Instantaneous

amplifiers reproducing orchestral mate-

rial at the same peak level. The PMR

300

of a sinewave is 4.0dB, so results from
this are only relevant to lifts...
Recognising that music actually has a
peak -to -mean ratio is a start, but it is
actually not much help as it reduces the

Power
(watts) 200

statistics of signal levels to a single
number. This does not give enough

power partition diagram
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complementary -feedback

pair. Power in
the output

100

devices peaks

information for the estimation of power
dissipation with real signals.

To calculate the actual power dissipations, two things are needed; a plot
of the instantaneous power dissipation

for Class -B

Load
power

when output is
at half the rail

Device
power
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

10

voltage.

Input voltage fraction
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music and speech need a statistical
approach. It is often assumed that

PDFs". It appears likely this assumption is true for multi -part music
which can be regarded as a summa-

whatever the PDF of each compo-

optimise the dynamic range.
The PDF presents some conceptual
difficulties, as it shows a density
rather than a probability. If a signal

Positive statements on this are
however hard to find. Benjamin3
says, "music can be represented

nent, the result is always Gaussian as
indicated by the Central Limit
Theorem.

level ranges between 0 and 100%,
then clearly it might be expected to
spend some of its time around 50%.

accurately as a Gaussian distribution"
while Raad4 states, "music and mixed
sounds typically have Gaussian

If the distribution is Gaussian, its
mean is clearly zero, as there is no
DC component, which leaves the

However, the probability that it will
be at exactly 50.000% is zero,

variance - i.e. width of the bell -curve

extent. Hence the PDF at x is the

- as the only parameter left to determine. The Gaussian distribution tails

probability that the signal variable is
in the interval (x,x+dx), where dx is
the usual calculus infinitesimal.

musical levels have a Gaussian (normal) probability distribution, as the
sum of many random variables.

Fig. 2. Probability
density function,
or PDF, of a

tion of many random processes;

px

off to infinity, implying that enormous levels can occur, though very

sinewave. Peaks at
each end go

rarely.

In reality the headroom is fixed. I
have dealt with this by setting variance so the maximum value, OdB,
occurs 1% of the time. This is realistic as music very often requires judi-

towards infinity.
+1

0

1

a

Fig. 3. Cumulative
distribution
function, CDF, of
a sinewave.

(7)

Drawn with

The cumulative distribution
function
If the probability that the instantaneous

voltage will be above - not at - a
given level is plotted against that level,
a cumulative distribution function, or
CDF, results. This is important as it is
easier to measure than the PDF.

0.60

P(x)=-d F(x)

_o

a

from the circuit of

0

Fig. 4 as a reality
check.

dx

or,

a 0.4

F(x)=
E 0.2

+17V

06

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

fox

P(a)da

where a is a dummy variable needed
to perform the integration. The integration starts at zero in this case
because signal levels below zero do
not occur.

Normalised level (linear)

Generating a CDF by integrating a

Rt

2k2

given PDF is straightforward, but
VR1

SWi

10k l'n.

'reset'

'set threshold'

TL413

going the other way - determining the
PDF from the CDF - can be troublesome as the differentiation accentuates
noise on the data.

^4
6k8

+17V

R3

10M

'reference

C2

Ct

8x11

R5

polycarb.

Comparator'

Signal

Fig. 4. Simple

because a single level value has zero

If the variable is x, then the PDF is
often called P(x) and the CDF called
F(x). These are related by:

2 0.8

measured data

+2.56V

cious limiting of occasional peaks to

To suit
meter

R,
47k

circuit for
measuring the
CDF of an
audio signal.

Some probability density
functions
Figure 2 shows the calculated PDF of
a sinewave. As with every PDF, the
area under the curve is one, because
the signal must be at some level all of
the time.

However, the function blows up i.e. heads off to infinity - at each end

because the peaks of the wave are
100

`flat', and so the signal dwells there for

infinitely longer than on the slopes
la

Fig. 5. The

cumulative
distribution
function obtained
from the PDF of
Alannah Myles
performing 'Black
Velvet' by Fig. 4.

where things are changing. These 'flat'
bits are infinitely small in time extent

80

.0

2

c).

though, and so the area under the

60

curve is still unity. This shows you
why PDFs are not always the easiest

7ct.

things to handle.
The CDF for a sinewave is shown in
Fig. 3; the probability of exceeding the

40
20

level on the axis falls slowly at first,

but then accelerates to zero as the
00

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

10

rounded peaks are reached.

Normalised level (linear)
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Measuring probability density
functions

12

But is all music Gaussian? I was not

10

Fig. 6. Probability
density function
derived from Alannah
Myles performing
'Black Velvet'.

satisfied that this had been conclusively established from just two brief
references.
I decided it was essential to make

8

6

some attempt to determine musical
PDFs. In essence this is simple. The
first thing to decide is the length of

4

time over which to examine the signal.

For most contemporary music the

2

obvious answer is 'one track', a com-

plete composition lasting typically
between three and eight minutes.
Very simple circuitry can be used to
determine a CDF, and hence the PDF,

0

0.2

0.1

0

0.3

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.8

0.7

10

0.9

Normalised level (linear) N;_1

though the process is protracted. A
variable -threshold comparator is driv-

Fig. 7. The CDFs of
3 rock and 1
classical tracks,

en by the signal to be measured, and

its output applied to a long -period

100

averaging time -constant, Fig. 4.
A comparator, /CI a, rather than an
op -amp, is used to avoid inaccuracies

80

due to slew -rate limiting. Reference
IC2 is an inexpensive 2.56V bandgap
type, while VR1 sets the comparator

threshold. When the signal level is
below this threshold, the comparator
open -collector output is off, and the
voltage seen by the averaging network
is zero.
When the signal exceeds threshold,
the comparator output is pulled low, so

this point carries an irregular rectangular waveform while signal is
applied. The average value of this is

showing only small
differences. The
classical track
(Bach) is marked
with round data
points.

0
60
*it
E

40
20

0.1
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0.3
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0.5
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0.7

0.8

0.9

10

Normalised level (linear)
0.03

Fig. 8. The PDF of
disco music, sorted
into 65 amplitude
bins by DSP. Also
shown are a

derived by R3 and C2, buffered by
/C3a, and drives a moving -coil meter
through a suitable resistance R5.
Switch SW1 and R4 enable a quick

reset when no signal is present. A
moving -coil meter allows much easier

reading of a changing signal, though
not to any great accuracy.
Potentiometer VR2 sets the scale so
that the meter deflects to full scale for
a 100% reading. This is done with no

0.025
0.02

Gaussian

distribution
(smooth curve) and
a triangular
distribution (dotted
line).

0.01

0.01

0.005

input, so it is essential to check that the
circuit offsets have put the comparator

in the right state - i.e. output low; if
not the inverting input will need to be
pulled fractionally negative by a high value biasing network.
The circuit only measures one polar-

ity of the waveform, in this case the
positive half, so signal symmetry is

asymmetrical.
This minimal system is simple, but it

only yields one data point at a time.
Set the threshold level to say 50%,
play the track - I'd pick a short one and as it finishes the reading on the
meter shows the percentage of time the
signal exceeded the preset level.
Since twenty data points are required
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Normalised level
Fig. 9. The
triangular PDF, and
how level changes

0.06
0.05

affect it. Line 1 is
full volume, and
Line 2 half volume.

2

assumed. This is safe unless you plan

to do a lot of work with solo instruments or single a cappella voices; the
human vocal waveform is notably
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for a good graph, this gets pretty
tedious. The four comparators of /CI
could give four points, if the time -constant section was also quadrupled, and

some means of freezing the output
voltages provided.
The CDF thus obtained for Alannah

Myles' Black Velvet' is Fig. 5, and
the PDF derived from it is Fig. 6. It

also short classical works by Albinoni
and Bach. The results are surprisingly
similar; see the composite CDF in Fig.
7. This is good news because we can
use a single PDF to evaluate amplifiers

points as you want on one playing of

faced with varying musical styles.

music is Fig. 8, which is somewhere
between triangular and Gaussian, if the

However, I decided the method needed
a reality check, by deriving the PDF in
a completely different way.

comes complete with some rather
implausible ups and downs produced
by differentiating data that is accurate
to ±1% at best.
I measured several rock tracks, and

the music specimen. In this case a very
simple 56001 program sorts the audio
samples into 65 amplitude bins.

The result for 30 seconds of disco

latter has appropriate variance. The
important point is that the difference

via DSP
A digital signal processor offers the

between them is very small, and either
can be used. The triangular PDF simplifies the mathematics, but if like me
you use Mathcad to do the work, it is

possibility of determining as many data

easy to plug in whatever distribution

Probability density functions

seems appropriate.
97.3W

Fig. 10. Class -B

Deriving actual power

complementary
feedback pair power
partition versus level.

Having found the PDF, it is combined

The Class -B IPPD has

ty steps of voltage fraction, and each
one multiplied by the probability the

with the power partition diagram. In
this case the IPPD is divided into twen-

been combined with the
triangular PDF. Device
dissipation (lower area)
now increases
monotonically with
volume.

48.1W

The summation of these products
yields a single number - the average
power dissipation in watts for a real
signal that just reaches clipping for 1%

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.9

0.8

of the time. An obvious extension of
the idea is to plot the average power
derived as above, against signal level
10

Volume
100

Fig. 11. Class -B

complementary
feedback pair plotted
with volume on a
more useful
logarithmic (decibel)
X-axis. The shape

looks quite different
from Fig. 10.

signal is in that region.

affect the PDF. Line 1 is maximum
volume, just reaching full volume at

80

a

on the X-axis. This gives an immediate
insight into how amplifier power varies
as the general signal level is reduced,
as by turning down the volume control.
Figure 9 shows how level changes

60

40

20

-25

-20

-10
-15
Volume in (dB)

-5

0

the right. Line 2 is half volume, -6dB,
and so hits the X-axis at 0.5; it is above
Line 1 to the left as the probability of
lower levels must be higher to maintain
unity area under it.
This process continues as volume is
reduced, until at zero volume the zero level probability is 1 and all other levels have zero probability. Having generated twenty PDF functions, the
powers that result for each one are plotted with the volume setting - not the

output fraction - as the X-axis. The
results for some common amplifier
classes are as follows.

120

Class -B. The instantaneous power plot

Fig. 12. Class -AB

Power Partition
Diagram, stage biased
to give Class -A up to
5W. Averaged over
whole cycle.

for Class -B complementary feedback
pair combined with a triangular PDF of
Fig. 10 illustrates how the load and
device power varies with volume set-

100

80

Load
60

Sink
40
20

-30

Source

-25

-20

-15
-10
Volume in (dB)

ting. A signal with triangular PDF
spends most of its time at low values,
below 0.5 output fraction, and so there

is no longer a dissipation maximum
around half output. Device dissipation
at bottom increases monotonically with
volume. Load power increases with a
square -law, which is a reassuring check
on all these calculations.
Figure 11 is Fig. 10 replotted with a

logarithmic X-axis, which is more
applicable to human hearing. Domestic
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amplifiers are rarely operated on the
edge of clipping; a realistic operating
point is more like -15 or -10dB. The
plot reveals that here the efficiency is
low, with much more power dissipat-

350

Fig. 13. Class -A push-

pull, for 150W output.
The internal
dissipation completely
dominates - even at
maximum volume.

300

250

ed in the devices than reaches the
load.

200
to'

Class -AB. A decibel plot for Class AB, biased so Class -A operation is
maintained up to 5W RMS output is
shown in Fig. 12. Quiescent current is
now 370mA, so there is greater qui-

150
100
50

escent dissipation at zero volume.
There is also substantial conduction

0

-30

overlap, and so sink and source would
be different if the plot only considered

-25

-15

-20

-10

-5

0

Volume in (dB)

voltage excursions in one direction
away from OV. When positive and
negative half -cycles are averaged,
symmetry is achieved. The total
device dissipation is unchanged but

100

Fig. 14. Class -G-30%.

the boundary between the source and
sink areas is half way, as in Fig. 12.

Low rail voltage is
30% of the high rail.
Rail -switching occurs
at about -15dB
relative to maximum
output.

80

Class -A push-pull. I have stuck with
the same ±50V rails for ease of comparison, and this yields a very power-

60
17d

ful Class -A amplifier. The power

40

drawn from the load is constant, and
as output increases dissipation trans-

fers from the output devices to the

20

load, giving minimum amplifier heating at maximum output.
The result for sinewave drive is bad
enough,' but Fig 13 reveals that with
real signals, almost all the energy sup-

Outer Source

0

-30

-25

-15

-20

-10

Inner Source
-5

0

Volume in (dB)

plied is wasted internally - even at
maximum volume. Class -A has
always been stigmatised as inefficient;
this shows that under realistic condi-

90

tions it is hopelessly inefficient, so

80

much so that it grates on my sense of
engineering aesthetics. At typical lis-

70

tening volumes of -15dB the effi-

60

ciency barely reaches 1%.

4

Fig. 15. Class -G-60%

The low rail voltage is
now 60% of the high
rail. This reduces both
dissipation and power
consumed, compared
with Fig. 14.

50

40

Class -G. This class of amplifiers was

introduced by Hitachi in 1976 to

Load

30

reduce amplifier power dissipation by
exploiting the high peak -mean ratio
of musics. Class -G made little headway in the hi-fi market as the power
saving does not outweigh the
increased circuit complexity, but the

20

Outer Source

10
0

-30

rise of five -channel home theatre
applications has caused a revival of
interest in improved amplifier effi-

-25

-20

Inner Source
-15
-10
Volume in (dB)

5

ciency.
I recently explained Class -G in reference 6. At low outputs, power is drawn
from low -voltage rails; for the relatively infrequent excursions into high
power, higher rails are switched in.

the outer devices, i.e. those only
activated when running from the
higher rails. This is zero below the

this becomes Class -G-60% as in Fig. 15.

rail -switching threshold at a volume
of 0.2.
Total device dissipation is reduced

but inner device dissipation is higher due
to the increased lower rail voltages.

In Fig. 14 the lower rails are
±15V, 30% of the higher ±50V

from 48W in Class -B to 40W, which is

rails; I call this Class -G-30%. The
lower area is the power in the inner
devices - i.e. those in all the time.
The larger area just above is that in

power transistors. This is because the
lower rail voltage is poorly chosen for

not a good return for twice as many
signals with a triangular PDF.
If the low rails are increased to ±30V
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Here the low -dissipation region now
extends up to a voltage fraction of 0.5,
The overall result is that total device
power is reduced from 48W in Class -B

to 34W, which is a definite improvement. I am not suggesting that 60% is
the optimum lower -rail voltage. The effi-

ciency of Class -G amplifiers depends
very much on signal statistics.
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Reactive loads

seconds of a CD or concert. The anomalous speaker currents examined in refer-

The disadvantage of using instantaneous
power is that it ignores signal and circuit
history, and so cannot give meaningful
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ence 7 show how significant history
effects can be with some waveforms.

information with reactive loads. The
peak dissipations that these give rise to
with real signals are difficult to simulate;
it would be necessary to drive the circuit

In summary
Tables 1 and 2 summarise how a triangular-PDF signal - rather than a
sinewave - reduces average power dissipation, and the power drawn from the

with stored music signals for many
cycles; and that would only cover a few

supply.

Table 1. Device dissipation, worst -case volume.
Sinewave PDF
Factor
Class -B CFP
64W
48W
0.75
Class -AB
64W
55W
0.78
Class -A, push-pull 324W
324W
Class -G-30%
43W
40W
0.93
Class -G-60%
56W
34W
0.61

These economies are significant; the
power amplifier market is highly competitive, and it is essential to exploit the
cost savings in heat -sinks and power supply components made possible by

designing for real signals rather than
sinewaves.
In particular, Class -G shows valuable

Table 2. Power drawn, worst -case. Always maximum
output.

Sinewave PDF
Class -B CFP
Class -AB
Class -A, push-pull
Class -G-30%
Class -G-60%

186W
188W
324W
177W
169W

97W
105W
324W
93W
81W

economies in device dissipation and

Factor

power -supply capacity, though to reduce

0.52
0.58

dissipation, the lower supply voltage
must be carefully chosen. This approach

is unlikely to reduce the number of

0.52
0.48

power devices required as real signals
give no corresponding reduction in peak

device power or peak device current.
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TELFORD
ELECTRONICS
Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane

Adret 71006 300KH0-650MHz
Cushman CE12 Two Tone Generator
Farnell DSG2 0.1MHz-110KHz Synthesized.............
Flann 4311A 12-186Hz..
Fluke 6010A 10Hz-11MHz Synthesized
HP 11710B Down Convertor (11P86406)

Horton, Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ, UK
Phone: (00 44) 01952 605451 Fax: (00 44) 01952 677978

e-mail: telfordelectronics@telford2.demon.co.uk
Web: http://www.telford-electronics.com

Carriage: £104 -VAT @17.5% to be added to all UK orders

Overseas orders welcome - Please call

ALL OUR EQUIPMENT HAS A 30 DAY GUARANTEE

We now accept all major credit cards - Visit our NEW Web Site
JUST ARRIVED
HP8620C Sweeper Mainframe + HP862908 Plug -In (218.62Hz..
....£850.00
HP853A Digital Mainframe a HP8558B Plug -In 100kHz
.21,200.00
HP6010A Auto Ranging Power Supply Va0-200V, lag -17A
HP8112A 50MHz Pulse Generator..

Graphtec Mark 12

£650.09
.£1,850.00

Data Management System. Type:

DMS1000

.EPOA

HP4192A Low Frequency Impedance Analyzer 5Hz-13MHz
£4750.00
Anritsu MS2663A Spectrum Analyzer 9kHz-1.8G1-1z .....27,250
MISCELLANEOUS

.£350.0
luke 45 Dual Display Multimeter...........
luke 77 Multimeter...
luke 79 Multimeter baPacitance...7..£80.0
P 81570 Optical Attenuator 1300/1550nm HP18.................P0A
P 8447F Power
£600.0
Megger Pat Tester.....
Megger BT51 DigitalMilliohm Meter.
2500.0
PhilipsMegger FT4

PM6303 Automatic RCL Meier.
_....... 2400.0
Philips PM6306 Programmable Automatic RCL.Meter.E1,800.0
Quartzlock 2A Off Air Frequency Standard 1, 5 & 10MHz £275.0

Tektronix A69028 Isolator....................._

......£600.0

Tektronix AM503A Current Probe * A6303 Probe a TM502A
£1,200.0
Tektrdnfir ef4DUrrani
0
Voltech PM100 Single Phase Power Analyzer 08232..._ £650.0

POWER SUPPLIES

EMS 6000 5A DC Power Supply.
Farnell 30/100 30V 100A.
Farnell 60/25 0-60V 0-25A Metered
Farnell L30BT 0-301/ 0-1A x 2....
Farnell L30DT 0-300 0-20 x 2....

..P0A

_1700.00
£40000
.275.00

£85.00
Farnell TSV70 Mkt Stabilised Power Supply__
£180.00
General Radio 1265A DC Power Supply 0-4000 0-5A....1475.00
£700.00
HP 6050A System DC Electronic Load.
HP 6181C DC Current Source 0-1000 0-250mA.............2300.00
_1250.00
HP 62648 0-207 0-200
£1,400.00
HP 6623A System DC Power Supply
HP 6634A Systems DC Power Supply 0-100V 0-10 100W.£850.00
£150.00
Philips PE1642 0-20V 0-20A

moo.00
Powerline LAB532 5V 5A 150-0.56, -150-056, 0-307-2A
........................................................................................£200.00
£175.00
Powerline Electronics 0.70V 0-10A
Powerline LA13510.0-307 0-10A...

Sorensen 600016A DC Power Supply..
...........:.......P06
Thurlby Thandar PL330DP 32V 3A x 2 GP1BaRS232 DC Power
..£350.00
&MKThurlby Thandar PL3300MD 32V 3A x 2..
..£150.00
Thurlby Thandar TS1542S 15V 4A x 2..
. POA
.. 2150.00
Thurlby Thandar TS30220 30V 2A x 2..
Thurlby Thandar TSX3510P Programmable DC Power Supply
35V 10A GPIBaRS23.
2350.00
SIGNAL ANALYZERS

Advantest TR4133 100kHz-206Hz Spectrum Analyzer 25,000.00
Anritsu MS555A2 Radio Communications Analyzer 25MHzI GHz
_21,200.00
Anritsu MS62D Spectrum Analyzer a Tracking Generator
..£1,90ace
0-1.7GHz..
BILK 2033 Signal Analyzer
B&K 2636 Measuring Amplifier
£2,509.00
B&K 5935 Dual Microphone
HP 334A Distortion Analyzer_
..£250.00
HP 339A Distortion Measuring
HP 3561A Dynamics Signal Analyzer........................... £3,750.00
HP 3580A 25KHz Spectrum Analyzer ................._...........£600.00
HP 3588A 10Hz-150MHz Spectrum Analyzer......................P0A
HP 4193A Vector Impedance Meter
6,600.00
HP 432A Power Meter a HP478A Sensor.
..£250.00
HP 4358 Power Meter + HP8481A Sensor
£500.00

1700.00
.£150.00
1185.00
250.00
.£175.00
.£275.00

HP 11715A AM/FM Test Source.._................................£650.00
HP 2140 Pulse Generator 100V 2A.
£1,200.00
HP 3325A 1Hz-21MHz Synthesized.
HP 3326A Two Channel Synthesizer
.s5,000.00
HP 3335A Synthesizer/Level Generator HPIB
..22,500.00
HP 4204A 10Hz-1MHz Oscillator.
1125.00
HP 654A 10MHz Test Oscillator .......................................£225.00
1300.00
HP 8005E1 0.3Hz-10MHz.
HP 8008A 10Hz-200MHz
.£450.00
HP 8015A 1Hz-50MHz Pulse.
.£450.00
HP 8091AM092A/8093A (2) 1GHz Pulse Generator
.£650.00
HP 8111A 20MHz Programmable Pulse Generator......... max
HP 8116A 50MHz Pulse/Function Generator HP1B.......£2,500.00
HP 8165A Programmable Signal Source...
..£1,200.00
HP 8175A Digital Signal Generator..
.s2,00000
HP 8642M 0.1-2100MHz
.17,000.00
HP 865700.1-1040MHz
HP 86578 Signal Generator 0.1 to 2666i4u...
.24,000.00
HP 86600 Synthesized Signal Generator 1 to 1300MHz HPIB.
HP 8672A Synthesized Signal Generator 2-18G112.......24,850.00
HP 86846 5.4-12.5GHz..
.. £1,95000
Marconi 2015 10-520MHz................................................£100.00
..1100.00
Marconi 2019A 80KHz-1040MHz.
Marconi 2022A 10KHz-1GHz.
..£1,300.00
Marconi 6057 5 5-8.5GHz Signal Source..
.2200.00
Marconi 6059A 12-18GHz Signal Source..
.2200.00
Philips PM5150 Arbitrary Waveform Generator 20Ms/s.
.P0A
Philps PM5786E1 Pulse Generator 1Hz-125MHz...........£1,250.00
R&S AFG Function Generator 20MHz...__.
. _......£2,000.00
R&S SMLU Power Signal Generator 25MHz.totGHz Output:

33dbm 2W
R&S SP 2

£950.00
.....21,500.00

Audio 1011z....'.£600.00
_
SourceGP16._
Systron Donner 1720 50MHz-18GHzSig_-_naf
........
.12,000.00
Tektronix FG501A 2MHz Function
£250.00
Tektronix PG506 Time Mark Generator
..._........£500.00
Thurlby Thandar TG230 2MHz Sweep/Function Generator..
.£140.00
Wavetek 1680 1 1000MHz Sweeper ................................£800.00
.£150.00
Wavetek 157 Programmable waveform..
.£300.00
Wavetek 159 Waveform Generator 1Hz-3MHz.
.£400.00
Wavetek 171 Synthesizer/Function
.£350.00
Wavetek 185 Sweeper/Function 0-5MHz...
Wavetek 2001 1-1400MHz
.£600.130
Wavetek 907A 7-12.42Hz......
.£900.00
.

HP 8980A Vector Analyzer
£5,000.00
IFR A7550 1GHz Portable Spectrum Analyzer..............£1,500.00
£2,00000
Marconi 2305 Modulation Meter.
Marconi 2370 110MHz Spectrum Analyzer..
.. £600.00
Marconi 2380/2382 400MHz Spectrum Analyzer and Display
£2,200.00
Marconi 2601 True RMS Voltmeter
2500.00
£1,50000
Marconi 2955 Radio Comms. Test Set..
Marconi 6960 Power Meter +6910 Sensor up to 20GHz 2600.00

Boo.00

R&S URE RMS Voltmeter__

£1,80000
POA
R&S ZW066 Network Analyzer opt: 62, 65 0 87
Racal -Dana 9702 Spectrum Analyzer 0.1-1000MHz.....£1,250.00
Schlumberger SI4031 Stabilock Communications Test Set
£3,000.00
Smith Myers ART775 Portable Cellular Tester........... __Doom
Takeda Riker TR4172 Spectrumaletwork Analyzer 1:8GHz

OSCILLOSCOPES

R&S ZPV/E3 .3-20110 Vector Andyzer...

Tektronix DA4084 Programmable Distortion Analyzer.....£700.00
_
Wayne Kerr 3245 Precision Inductance Analyzer......£3,000.00
Wayne Kerr AMM2000020 Automatic Modulation Meter

.

£350.00
.... £500.00
£500.00
Tektronix 2245A 100MHz 4 Channel on screen cursors..2600.00
Tektronix 2336 100MHz .....
2500.00
Tektronix 2465/NB/CT 300MHz (+).
From £1,504100
Tektronix 434 Storage.
£150.00
Tektronix 465 100MHz..
2250.00
Tektronix 4658 DC-100MHz....
£225.00
Tektronix 468 100MHz Digital Storage
2500.00
Tektronix 2235 100MHz .....
Tektronix 2236 100MHz

Tektronix T912 10MHz 2 Channel Storage ...................... maw
Tektronix TAS455 60MHz Dual Channel..
£600.00
Tektronix TAS475 4 Channel 100MHz.
£750.00
Tektronix TDS460 4 Channel Digitizing Oscilloscope 350MHz

Mira! Video Test

Racal Dana 9083 Two Tone Signal
Systron Donner 1702

HP 4360 Power Meter.HP

8756A Scaler/Network Analyzer....
HP 8901A Modulation

Hitachi VC6015 Digital Storage.
HP 1222A 10MHz Oscilloscope....
.£100.00
HP 17200 275MHz 2 Channel...
£300.00
HP 1727A 275MHz Storage Oscilloscope
_135000
HP 1740A 100MHz 2 Channel
£200.00
HP 1741A 100MHz Storage 2 Channel..............
.......£200.00
HP 54111D 2GSa/s Digitizing Oscilloscope
....£2,250.00
Iso-Tech 150640 40MHz.
£200.00
Kikusui COS5040 40MHz Oscilloscope.............
....... £160.00
Kikusui COS5041 40MHz Oscilloscope
£160.00
Kikusui COS5100 100MHz Oscilloscope.
£275.00
Kikusui £006100 100MHz Oscilloscope.
£275.00
Philips PM3214 0-25MHz Oscilloscope .....
£100.00
Philips PM3234 0-10MHz Oscilloscope............................ £80.00
Philips PM3262 100MHz.
_1250.00
Philips PM3264 100Hz Oscilloscope
....2300.00
Philips PM3267 100MHz Oscilloscope
....£300.00
Philips PM3305 35MHz
...s250.00
Philips PM3311 0-60MHz
.... £200.00
Philips PM3325A 60MHz Digital Storage
.£1,000.00
Philips PM 3335 60MHz 20MS/s Analogue and Digital... £500.00
Philips PM 3340 2GHz Digital............................
.£4,000.00
Philips PM3352A 50MHz Storage
£90000
Tektronix 2205 20MHz 2 Channel .................................._£175.00
Tektronix 2215 60MHz.
.... £300.90

Fluke 1056 Scopemeter 100Mhz
£1,000.00
Fluke 96 Scopemeter 50MHz (AS NEW).
.c000.00
Fluke 98 Series 2 Automotive Scope Meter/Lab Scope 2700.00
.£500.00
Fluke 99 Scopemeter Series 2 50MHz
1200.00
Gould (RTO) 350 50MHz Oscilloscope
Gould 4072 400Ms/sec 100MHz Digital Storage.............£750.00
Gould 5110 100MHz Intelligent Oscilloscope system......£400.00
Hitachi V -260F 60MHz Oscilloscope,
Hitachi V352F 35MHz Oscilloscope.

../1,100.00

.,....._£200.00
.2175.00

MICROWAVE

Digital Microwave Transmitter/receiver 12GHz.............£1,200.00
HP 8405 Vector Voltmeter
£250.00
HP 8502A Transmission/Reflection Test Set 500KHz-1.3GHz......
£750.00
HP 87438 Reflection Transmission Test Unit 2-12.4GHz.£600.00
HP 11720A Pulse Modulator
£720.00
HP 116910 Directional Coupler.
2600.00
HP 11692D Directional Coupler.... ....... ........... ......£700.00
HP 335D 120d6 Attenualor 50-16Hz......
HP H752A Directional Coupler
2150.00
COUNTERS

£900.00
Fluke 164 Multi -function Counter 160MHz....................£600.00
HP 5335A Universal Counter
HP 5342A 18GHz Frequency Counter..
2800.00
HP 5370A Universal Time Interval Counter DC-500MHz. £800.00
HP 5384A Frequency Counter 1000 to 225MHz HRS.._ £475.00
Philips PM6665 Timer/Counter 120MHz GP18...............£35000
Philips PM6666 Timer/Counter Opt C fitted
£650.00
Philips PM6680 High Resolution Programmable Counter/Timer
opt C fitted.
.£1,350.00
Racal Dana 1992 Nano second Universal Counter GPIB
04A
Ref Oscillator.
2600.00
Racal Dana 2101 Microwave Counter 10Hz to 20GHz.11,750.00
Systron Donner 6054B 10Hz to 24GHz ........................£1,200.00
EIP 575 Source Locking Counter.10Hz to 18GHz.....
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Letters to "Electronics World" Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS
e-mail jackie.lowe@rbi.co.uk

Distorted or not?
I feel compelled to comment in Ian
Hickman's latest distortion analyser
in the August 1999 issue, p. 628.
The article places great emphasis
on the notch filter design and little
regarding the, rest of the circuit. A
few years ago, Mr Linsley -Hood also
published a design for a complete
distortion analyser, again placing
emphasis on filter design.
I have no argument regarding both
articles' filter design techniques.
However, I must part when it comes
to 'What comes after the notch filter'
and hence the rectifier stage.
All the rectifiers published use two
diodes, or four as in Mr Hood's
design, which if studied closely,
reveals that there will be a modulus
hysteresis level of 1.2V due to the
two diode drops.
In Hickman's design, Fig. 4 will
have a hysteresis level of 0.6V. This
means IC2B's output will go into
slew rate limiting between +0.6 and
-0.6V when driven by an output
signal amplitude of the same or
below this level.
If the input of IC2B is grounded,
you would expect the output to be
OV, but it will be +0.6V or -0.6V.
The above implications mean that
any AC signal below the I.2V
differential threshold will be highly
distorted - both designs are flawed.
I came across this problem when
trying to design my own distortion
analyser a few years ago. The
solution is to use a true full -wave

envelope detector or modulus
detector, as found in AM receivers.
I also notice that Mr Hickman does
not worry too much about op -amp
drift compensation. I refer to IC2' s
biasing resistors R10 and R7 which
are hopelessly imbalanced.
Meter M1 is a current measuring
device, hence 0-1mA, but it is driven
by a voltage source as in Fig. 4,
IC2D. For high accuracy, it should be
driven by a 0-1mA current source or
via V-to-mA converter.
Darren Heywood
Buckley
Flintshire

Ian replies
I do not quite understand Mr
Heywood's reservations concerning
the meter circuit in my THD meter.
The use of diodes in a negative
feedback loop to implement a linear
scale voltmeter is well established,
and applied in many commercial
instruments. The only drawback is
that the response is average -of modulus, rather than true rms. This
point was covered in detail in the
article.
As Mr Heywood points out,
between each half cycle, the op -amp
output will traverse the dead space
due to the diodes, in slew rate limit.
But given an adequate slew rate, this
is of no consequence. Tests show
that a 20dB drop in input level
causes the meter reading to fall from
FSD to exactly one tenth of FSD at
200Hz.
Thanks to the excellent

performance of the Burr -Brown
OPA4134 op -amp, this is duplicated
exactly at input frequencies of 2kHz
and 20kHz.
Due to the very low input bias
current of the OPA4134, in the
absence of any input, the output of
IC2B in the prototype sits at
+250mV; a 1N4148 is not a
complete open circuit below 0.6V.
Of course it could have been
-250mV, or some other figure in that
region, depending on component
tolerances. But the exact figure is
irrelevant: at inputs down to well
under 10% of FSD, the action of the
high loop gain takes charge.
The output of IC2B is certainly
highly distorted, but the input to R14
or R15 is either an exact copy of a
half cycle of the input, or zero on the
other half cycle.
Mr Heywood notes that R7 and R10
are very different. At room
temperature, input bias current of the
OPA4134 could be as much as
±100pA, though it is typically 5pA.
Thus the worst case contribution to
the input offset voltage due to this
unbalance is ±100µV.
The device's worst case input
offset voltage Vio - room
temperature again - is ±2mV and
even the typical figure is ±0.5mV, so
Mr Heywood need not concern
himself with the imbalance.
Mr Heywood's point about the
meter being a current operated
device, driven from a voltage source,
is a little obscure. The voltage ranges
on an AVO meter model 8 are

displayed on a moving coil meter,
but no-one complains. In conjunction
with 1kS2 resistor R15, meter M1 of

my circuit simply forms a voltmeter
with a sensitivity of 100052/V.
A resistor of lki2 was adequate to
mask the 0.4%/°C temperature
coefficient of the particular meter
used - with its 10052 resistance reducing that of the meter circuit as a
whole to 0.04%.

Why digital tv is better
Recently we've had rather poor TV
reception. A bolt of lighting took out
the Bromsgrove transmitter a while
ago. When it eventually came back,
it was as though it was working on
reduced power.
I waited for the signal to come
back up to strength, but after several
weeks it didn't. When I looked on
Ceefax for transmitter information, I
found that Bromsgrove wasn't listed
as being on low power. When I
approached the BBC about it, I was
glibly told that I was experiencing
"digital interference."
I was astounded by this. If digital
tv signals spoil analogue TV, this is
bound to make digital TV pictures
appear better but without actually
having to be better.
Another serious complaint I have
with current TV is the inter -program
sound - announcements and adverts.
It is much, much louder than the
programs. This is so annoying that
we often have to mute the sound.
RF Price
Worcester

Standby switching for mains equipment
In Douglas self s excellent article
on speaker protection circuits, he
laments the lack of a mains switch
suitable for mechanical detection
of powering -off.

Most TV sets, if switched on at
the wall with the front -panel
switch already on, will power up in
standby mode; if switched on at
the front panel with the wall switch
on, they power up fully.
Front
panel
switch

Wall

switch

L--Vo

Since the panel switch and the
wall switch are electrically
indistinguishable, the panel switch
is fitted with momentary contacts
that make shortly after the power
contacts close, and tell the system
control to switch from standby to
on. The diagram makes this
clearer.
The momentary contacts also
make shortly before the contacts

(I

I

Main o/p(s)

Power contacts
N
Auz
o/p

Momentary contacts make when push-on/push-off
button is at the inward limit
of its travel
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Power

System
control

ON/Standby

open when switching off. This has
no effect on the TV set, but could
be useful in an amplifier to reset
Mr Self s power -up timer and so
drop out the protection relays. Due
to the length of the power -up
delay, there would be no
significant effect at switch -on.
Note, however, that in a sound
system composed of several bits of
kit, each with its own power
switch, it is much more convenient
to plug all the power leads into a
multi -way adaptor, leave all the
individual power switches on and
turn the whole lot on and off at the
wall. This also allows the use of a
time switch to make timed
recordings or as an alarm clock.
Electronic detection of power loss
is therefore still necessary (and
input protection maybe).
These switches are not generally
available from the usual
component suppliers, but spare part suppliers such as CPC in

Front
panel
switch

Amp. PSU

Surge
limit
resistor

Power -on

delay
capacitor

Preston have a wide selection.
Should anyone want their TV set
to power up fully when switched
on at the wall, a permanent short
across the momentary contacts
usually does the trick.
Chris Holman
Bedford
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Picturing
Schmitt's

trigger
Bryan Hart takes an in-depth look
at a sixty -year -old device that
most designers today take for
granted - the Schmitt trigger.

Spike q is ignored but p causes two 'output pulses to appear
instead of the single one required.
Similar conditions hold when V R= V y, but in that case p is
ignored not q. For the waveform illustrated , with V p<V Q, it
is not possible to eliminate the effects of both p and q using
a comparator as a straightforward clipper/limiter.

The problem can be solved using a scheme known as a
Schmitt triggers. Long before the advent of modern digital
electronics, this name was given to a particular comparator
circuit based on a pair of cathode -coupled thermionic tubes.
Originally, the Schmitt trigger was designed to produce
abrupt changes in output voltage for slowly varying input
signals. Nowadays the name is used to describe a generic circuit function, rather than a particular component assembly,
In digital system design the normally preferred shape of a
waveform resembles that of Fig. 1 a). The waveform is
`clean'. When the digital signal vs represents a '0', in the
positive logic convention, it has a constant level VOL in the
acceptable '0' range. Similarly, a ' 1' is represented by a constant level Vail in the acceptable `1' band.

though some form of comparator with a long-tailed pair input
stage is commonly employed in bipolar transistor designs.
The purpose of this article is twofold: to explain some features of Schmitt -trigger operation which, though important in

innovative design, are ignored in the general literature; to
show how the Schmitt trigger can be designed to eliminate
the effects of spikes p and q in Fig. lb.

Furthermore, transitions between levels are `smooth'.
Mathematically, the signal is said to increase monotonically
from '0' to `1' and decrease monotonically from ' 1 ' to '0'.
However, as a result of crosstalk in interconnecting wires
a practical waveform could resemble that shown in Fig. 1b).

How the trigger works

Noise 'spikes' p, q, are shown as occurring after the main

shows this for the case of inverting -mode operation; the non inverting case is mentioned, briefly, later.
Potential differences Vs,
Vo are the d.c. values of the

transitions but they could appear during the transitions themselves as a result not only of crosstalk but also of ringing on
interconnection paths.
Spikes p and q might jeopardise intended system operation,
so how can they be eliminated? The use of a differential volt-

age comparator might seem to be appropriate, so consider
Fig. 2, in which Fig. lb) is repeated for convenience. The
noise -contaminated waveform is applied to the non -inverting

input of the comparator, Co, in Fig. 2b): Co is assumed to
have ideal static and dynamic characteristics.
If the comparator reference level VR, applied to the inverting input, is set at Vx then the output is as shown in Fig. 2c).

Whatever the details of the internal circuitry, the Schmitt trig-

ger may be regarded, from a system viewpoint, as a differential voltage comparator with positive feedback. Figure 3

signal voltage, differential input voltage and output voltage
respectively.
A three section piecewise-linear approximation to the static transfer characteristic, of Co itself, is shown in Fig. 4 and
a d.c. equivalent circuit for each region of operation is shown
in the box above it.
In Regions 1, 3 corresponding to saturation, the output can

be modelled by the batteries VHL, VLL, respectively. In
Region 2, the linear or active region, the output is modelled
by a voltage -controlled voltage generator. For simplicity the

VOH

VOH

Vs

Fig. 1. Preferred shape
of a binary signal, a),
and possible shape, b),
with noise spikes p, q.

V0

VOL -111.-

0

VOL 0
t
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Vx

(c)

vs

vs

(a)

(VR = Vx)

Vv

E>

t

Fig. 2. Applying vs, in (a), to ideal differential comparator
Co in (b) produces (c) when VR=Vx and (d) when VR= Vy.
vo
(VR = Vv)

input is assumed to impose no loading effect on the drive circuit. This assumption does not affect the general conclusions
that are reached regarding system operation.
With the help of Fig. 3, it can be determined that,
(1)

Vs =E +Po

Fig. 3.

tv
?

where,
R,
R,

_L

(2)

+R2

Comparator
configured as an
inverting Schmitt
trigger.

Rearranging eqn 1,
V,
Vo-e
- +

(3)

When plotted on the transfer characteristic, eqn 3 represents
a straight line, with a slope -up, that passes through the axis
point E =Vs. I will call this the operating line.
See what happens for various values of Vs. Line 'a', in Fig.
5, shows conditions for an arbitrarily large negative value,
Vs1, of Vs. The line cuts the transfer characteristic at a single
point P1, where Vo=VHL. Following a small momentary

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

o

co-o

0

SAE Vo

HLAVO

.1E

o --o

VO

LL

0

change in E , owing to circuit noise, the operating point
returns to P1 so this is a stable position of equilibrium.
Line 'b', for Vs2(>Vsi), cuts the transfer characteristic at
three points. The stable operating point is P2, where Vo is
still equal to VHL. The other two intersections do not yet represent possible operating points because the comparator can
exist in only one of its three regions at a given time. Until Vs
is sufficiently positive for Co to operate in Region 2, that is
presently in Region 1.
For Vs=Vs3 (>V52) the operating line meets the transfer
characteristic at two points P3, P'3. At P3, line 'c' is tangential to the transfer characteristic at one edge of Region 2 and
Co behaves as a linear amplifier with positive feedback.
A momentary positive change in E , once again due to circuit noise, now causes a regenerative switching action to
occur as Region 2 is traversed. This action ceases when Vo
reaches a limit and the circuit settles down into a stable state,
at P'3 in Region 3. What happens in the switching process
will be discussed later.
The words used to describe Vs3 are 'upper trip' (or, trigger)

VS1

VS 2

AV0
VHL

E

Fig. 4. Idealised
transfer characteristic
of Co and associated
d.c. models.

slope = -A0
-VLL

VS3 = VLJTL

VHL

0. Vs

slope =
Fig. 6. Transfer
characteristic of Fig. 3,
for Vs increasing, derived
from Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Lines 'a, 'b, 'c' refer, respectively, to operation with
VLL

Vs=Vsi, V52 (>Vsy), Vs3(>Vs2): 13=RiARI-i-R2).
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level', and the letter subscripts UTL are used: thus,
VS3= V UTL.

Substituting,
VHL

f3

in eqn 3 and rearranging gives,

VS6

VHL + fivuL)

\Y

(4)

A

For the normal case 13»(1/A0),
-VLL
e

VunA3VHL

(5)

Derived from Fig. 5, Figure 6 shows an apparent static plot
of V0 versus Vs. The arrow direction indicates increasing Vs,
and, if the input voltage is changing, increasing time, t.
In Fig. 7, which should be compared with Fig. 5, lines 'd',

d

Fig. 7. Lines 'd, 'e, 'f, refer respectively to operation with Vs=Vs4, Vs5(<1/54),
Vs6(<VS5)

`e' and T show what happens when Vs decreases from a
value Vs4 (>17s3). The output remains at -Vu till Vs=Vss;
then, `e' is tangential to the transfer characteristic at point P5
on the other edge of Region 2.
A tiny change in E 1 due to circuit noise, is sufficient to initiate a regenerative switching action which ends when the
point P'5 in Region 1 is reached. Figure 8 is derived from
Fig. 7 in the same way that Fig. 6 is derived from Fig. 5. The
arrow direction indicates successively decreasing values of
Vs. If the input voltage is continually changing, this also corresponds to increasing t.
Voltage Vs5 is designated 'lower trip (or trigger) level' and
from reasoning similar to that which produced eqn 5,

Vo
VS6

0

-VLL
VS6

VSS = VLTL

(6)

VS5 = VLTL = -13VLL

Figure 9, a composite plot of Fig. 6 and Fig. 8, is the apparent static transfer characteristic of the system. The horizontal line sections for Vs<Vin and Vs>V
should be shown
coincident, but one is slightly displaced with respect to the
other on this particular diagram to clarify the confusion that
can arise when oppositely directed arrows are shown adjacent on the same line section.

Fig. 8. Transfer characteristic of Fig. 3 for Vs decreasing, derived from Fig. 7.

4,v,

The system exhibits 'memory', characterised by a hysteresis, or deadband, voltage AVH,
AV, = (Voi - VLTL)

-VL

P(VHL

(7)

VLL)

Instead of the graphical procedure that led to Fig. 9, you can
obtain a plot of Vo versus Vs as follows.
At any point Vs=V's, Vo=V'o in Region 2, where,
V'
Ao

Equation 1 can be rewritten as,
Fig. 9. The hysteresis characteristic is a composite plot of Figs 6, 8: the horizontal
sections for Vs<Kn. and Vs>Vun are shown slightly separated for clarity.

(8)

(tiv)
Ao

Figure 10 shows a plot of the transfer characteristic, on

tV0

which is constructed a line, with slope 1/13, which passes
through the origin. This line characterises the effect of feedback. At Vo=Vo, V's is obtained by the algebraic addition of
the horizontal line sections Si and S2 that represent the two
terms on the right-hand side of Fig. 8. Thus, point P' on the

VHL

overall system characteristic corresponds to

P

on the transfer

characteristic and the locus of points such as P' is the Z shaped characteristic shown bold.
The central section is a straight line of slope A'.

A' - -A°

AIM

VLL

S2

Fig. 10. Static transfer characteristic for Fig. 3 is shown bold. Line sections Si, S2
refer to terms in eqn 8.
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1- A0/3

(9)

This equation follows from a rearrangement of eqn 8, or
from the standard relationship for an amplifier with feedback2: for 13»(1/A0), A'=1113. It now seems that two different graphs describe the voltage transfer relationship for the
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Schmitt trigger. Which one is correct?
Figure 10 relates to a d.c. model, only, of the system, i.e.,
the existence of energy storage elements is ignored. Hence,
the effect of the regenerative action at VV uTh and V s=17LTL
is not evident.
Figure 9, with the horizontal sections lying outside the hysteresis loop shown coincident, indicates the actual form of
the trace observed in a practical sweep test designed to show
Vo(Y) versus Vs(X), using a pen recorder or oscilloscope.
Incidentally, following on from Fig. 10, a three-dimensional plot of Vo (Y-axis) versus Vs (X) and [3 (Z) produces
a folded surface similar to that encountered in elementary
Chaos theory.
Some analogues in other areas of engineering science offer
useful insight into the phenomenon of hysteresis. These are
touched on next.

L2

L,
I

Lc,

Fig. 11. Plan view of a see -saw, with weight mat an end -stop
on a side rail.

Analogues of hysteresis
The BH curve of a ferromagnetic material provides a familiar example of hysteresis. In that case it can be attributed to

the `remembered' angular orientation of domain magnetic
moments.
An equivalent of hysteresis is the 'backlash' encountered in
mechanical transmission systems, particularly those involv-

Fig. 12 . Side view of see -saw, with person starting to walk from G to K.

ing worn gear wheels, when the input drive is reversed.
However, a more illuminating mechanical analogue is a seesaw with a sliding load.
Consider Fig. 11: this is a plan view of a light, rigid, beam
pivoted in the middle. A smooth metal rod is attached to the
side of the beam, like a curtain rail fixed to the wall above a
window. A circular metal weight, in, similar to those used by
weight -lifters, can slide freely along the rod between the end stops situated at a distance L1 to the left of the pivot and L2 to
the right.
Figure 12 is a side view of this see -saw scheme. A person,

Fig. 13. The person starts to walk back from K to G.

n -times heavier than weight m, walks from one end, G,
towards the pivot, J, which is a height h above ground level.
At this time the other end, K, is 2h above ground level.
When the person reaches a point LiIn to the right of J, the
beam starts to tip down on that side. This follows from the
Principle of Moments. As it does so, m slides towards J, further aiding the motion of K towards the ground.
As the person walks back, Fig. 13, K does not move
upward until he reaches a point L2In to the left of J. A 'transfer characteristic' for the mechanical operation is shown in
Fig. 14: in this particular drawing, n=2.

Height of K
above ground
2h

Fig. 14. 'Transfer

characteristic' for
Figs 12, 13 when
person is n times
heavier than m. (As
shown, n=2).
Position of person
from pivot

Switching and stability
Referring back to Figs 5, 7 it is necessary to use a dynamic
model of Co to understand Schmitt -trigger behaviour on
reaching points P3, P5. The simplest model, but one which

-L21n

highlights the main features of operation, is that shown within the broken -line triangular outline in Fig. 15.
The use of lower case letters indicates that voltage changes
are being considered. Components R and C define a single pole frequency response in Region 2. Thus,

A' =

-11°

+Lyn

Fig. 15. Dynamic
model of Schmitt
trigger when Co
operates in Region 2.

Co

(10)

1+j
0)c

o-

or,

13v0

A' =

1+ jar,

o+

where,
1

=

Tc

1

=

CR

(12)

No

2

The input is shown connected to signal -earth because the
switching process is governed by the parameters of the feed -
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back loop, not the input signal.
The charging current, i, for C is given by,
.

=C

dv

dt

= (A0fi -1)-°

(13)

Or,

dv,
dt

(14)
'Cc

Provided the loop -gain factor A013 exceeds unity, as is the
case here, this equation describes an exponential growth once
Region 2 is reached. In fact, eqn 15 is characteristic of the
switch -over process not only in bistables but also monostables and astables.
Switch -over time is is proportional to the time constant
td(A0(3-1), but L Vllocf3 so is and AVH are inversely related. It is not possible to have, simultaneously, zero hysteresis

and regenerative switching - a fact overlooked by some

Equation 14 follows from 13 by using eqn 12 and the fact
that vo=vc.
A general solution of eqn 14 is of the form,
v, cc exp(A01i

(15)

VHL

authors.

The condition A01:1»1 implies A0»1/(3. A graphical
interpretation of this is that the fastest switching is obtained
with the greatest angle between the slope of the operating
line and the slope of the transfer characteristic in Region 2.
For the circuit of Fig. 3, there is a remaining problem to
consider. What happens if Vs=0 when the circuit is initially
switched on?
Direct -current conditions are satisfied at point 0 in Fig. 16.
However, this is not stable. Referring to eqn 14, if vo>0 then
(dvo/dt)>0 and operation moves to Pu: if, however, vo<0,
then (dvo/dt)<0 and operation moves to PL. So, following

switch -on, Vo=VHL, or V0=-Vu. It is impossible to say
Fig. 16. Pu, 0 and P1 are three
theoretical operating points

for Fig. 3 with Vs=0 at initial
switch -on. Point 0 is unstable.
-VLL

Fig. 17. (a) and
(b) are
mechanical
analogues for
stable and
unstable

Bead

equilibrium,

which it will be in advance. This is true at switch -on for any
Vs lying between VLTL and Vol.
In practice, eqn 15 is only approximately true because there
is a non-linear relationship between V0 and E in Region 2,
which leads to daunting mathematics.
The differing conditions of stability at points P1, P3, in Fig.
5, are well -illustrated by the mechanical analogues in Fig.
17. In Fig. 1 7a), corresponding to Pu a small spherical bead
rests inside the bottom of a half -eggshell. It is a stable position of equilibrium because the bead returns to its initial position following a small disturbance.
Figure 1 7b) corresponds to operation at P3. The bead cannot be stable on top of the inverted eggshell because, even if
it was possible to balance it there initially, it would fall down
the side after a small disturbance.

Design considerations

respectively.

The operation of a Schmitt trigger in the non -inverting mode,
Fig. 18a), is similar to that described for the inverting mode.
Its graphical analysis resembles that associated with Fig. 5.
Eggshell

Fig. 19. (a) A
current -

Fig. 18 . A non -

inverting Schmitt
trigger, (a),
its transfer
characteristic, (b),
and its preferred,
unambiguous,
symbol, (c).

comparing
Schmitt trigger
and (b) its
transfer
characteristic.
Vo
(b)

VLTL = -VHL R1
R2

A

TVHL

V,

A
VHL

4

(b)

Vs

0

4

-VLL

VUTL= VLL R1

4

i
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R2

ILTL =

VLL

(VR

VHL)

IUTL =

VLL )

(VR
R
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Vcc
VR

VUTL

Fig. 21. A practical scheme for
eliminating spikes.

(a)
Rv

z

VLTL

t

CF

VHL
R2

t L_>

ivo

A

(b)
VR

Fig. 20. Diagram (a) shows required location of VUTL and
Vol on comparator switched -reference level vR to eliminate
spikes p, q of Fig. ib) while (b) shows the spike -free output
waveform.

vo
vs

Current generator

Fig. 22. Graphical design
technique for Fig. 21.

For a given Vs, the operating line, still has a slope -143 but

it passes through a point E =-Vs(R il-R2)/R2 on the horizontal axis rather than E =Vs.
With increasing Vs, the line moves from right to left and
versa.
Consequently, V un.V LL(R 1/ R2) and
V LTL=-V HL(Ril R2) and the hysteresis characteristic is
shown in Fig. 18b). An unambiguous block schematic representation3 is shown in Fig. 18c). The hysteresis symbol in
the box is reversed for inverting operation.

vice

Slope - VLL

The non -inverting scheme does not provide the same
degree of isolation from the driving source as the inverting
configuration. This is because the output resistance, Rs, of
the source must be included with R1 for trip level calculations. When Rs is very large or poorly defined, a better procedure is to design for inverting operation and follow with an
inverting buffer stage.
Applying a fixed reference potential to the inverting input
of Fig. 18a) has the effect of shifting the hysteresis loop bodily along the horizontal axis as is evident with the current comparing trigger shown in Fig. 19.
Returning now to the problem of logic spike elimination
mentioned at the beginning of this article, the effect of p, q in
Fig. 1 can be avoided if the waveform is applied to an inverting trigger circuit with trip levels located as shown in Fig.
20a): the output is then as shown in Fig. 20b).
It might be possible to achieve this using a standard monolithic Schmitt trigger such as the TTL 7413, which has VUTL
fixed at 1.9V and VLTL at 0.9V. When a standard unit is not
applicable a suitable scheme, a development of Fig. 3, is
shown in Fig. 21 in which vs is the waveform of Fig. lb).
Resistors R1, R2 are chosen so that,
V UTE-V LTL=

H> (v Q -V P)

Current / is approximately Vz/Rv. It is supplied by the circuit
within the contour shown and provides a facility for shifting
the hysteresis loop along the axis by a voltage
I(R 1/ / R 2)=IR x without changing [Wm
The design equations and design procedure are as follows.
V OH> V UTL>vQ

(16)

Or,

17.01/>(MX+PVIE,)>VQ

(17)

v,

VOL

(18)

V

p>(IRx-(V LL)>V

VHL

VHL

1,),

(19)

On a plot of IRx versus 0, Fig. 22, condition (17) is satisfied
if the operating point lies between the parallel lines (i), (ii)
and condition (19) is satisfied for operation between parallel
(iv).
lines
The cross -hatched area thus defines parameter choices for
satisfactory operation. To allow for tolerances in R1, R2, 1,
etc., it is advisable to operate at a point in the centre of the
permitted area. If this area encompasses the 13 axis it is possible to design for I=0.
This procedure only works precisely if Co has a low output
resistance at both of its output levels, as is the case with the
long-established 710 comparator. The 311 requires an output
pull-up resistor but, provided this is less than one tenth the
resistance of R2, the procedure given is still a useful starting
point.
One further point; the speed-up capacitor CF, in Fig. 21, is
chosen to make the feedback network a compensated poten-

tiometer so CFR2=CsR1, capacitance Cs being the total
capacitance appearing across R1.
Reversing the roles of the current generator and the feedback network in Fig. 21 gives the circuit variation in Fig. 23.
The design equations in this case are:
Vtim=1:3Vcc
V LTL=I3VCC
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V0H

i.e.,

and,
vP>VLTL>VOL

Vo

IRx

(20)

(21)
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vcc

A graphical procedure, similar to that of Fig. 22, is applicable.

The design problems associated with Fig. 3 are eased and
the resulting circuit is made more versatile if its two functions, trip -level definition and bistable-action, are performed
separately as in the scheme of Fig. 24.
The common input signal for the comparators C01, CO2 is
the waveform of Fig. lb). The comparison potentials applied
to them are, respectively, Vx, Vy shown in Fig. 2a).
When vs<Vy the bistable is set and remains set till vs>Vx,
when it is reset. This scheme allows free choice of VLTL,
V um and provides both polarities of output. It is at the heart
of the popular 555 timer IC.
When the device is used as an astable, the hysteresis voltage serves to define the voltage swing across a timing capacitor connected to the common input to the comparators.

Fig. 23. A circuit
variation of the
technique of Fig. 21.
VSO

Fig. 24 .

Alternative
Schmitt trigger
configuration for
spike elimination:
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WATCH SLIDES ON TV
MAKE VIDEOS OF YOUR SLIDES
DIGITISE YOUR SLIDES

STEREO STABILIZER 5

(Using a video capture card)
"Liesgang diatv" automatic slide viewer with built-in high quality colour TV camera, It
has a composite video output to a phono plug (SCART & BNC adaptors are available).
They are in very good condition with few signs of use
£91.91 + VAT = £108.00
Board cameras all with 512 x 582 pixels 8.5mm 1/3 inch sensor and composite video
out. All need to be housed in your own enclosure and have fragile exposed surface
mount parts.
They all require a power supply of between 10 and 12v DC 150mA.
47MIR size 60 x 36 x 27mm with 6 infra red LEDs (gives the same illumination as a small
torch but is not visible to the human eye)
£50.00 + VAT = £58.75
40MP size 39 x 38 x 28mm spy camera with a fixed focus pin hole lens for hiding behind
a very small hole
£50.00 + VAT = £58.75
40MC size 39 x 38 x 27mm camera for 'C' mount lens these give a much sharper image
than with the smaller lenses
£38.79 + VAT = £45.58

Rack mounting frequency shifter for howl reduction
in public address and sound reinforcement.

Mono box types and 5Hz fixed shift boards also
available.

Economy C mount lenses all fixed focus and fixed iris.
VSL 1220F 12mm F1.6 12 x 15 degrees viewing angle
VSL4022F 4mm F1.22 63 x.47 degrees viewing angle
VSL6022F 6mm F1.22 42 x 32 degrees viewing angle
VSL8020F 8mm F1.22 32 x 24 degrees viewing angle

£15.97 + VAT = £18.76
£17.65 + VAT = £20.74
£19.05 + VAT = £22.38
f19.90 + VAT = £23.38

Better quality C Mount lenses
£26.43 + VAT £31.06
VSL1614F 16mm F1.6 30 x 24 degrees viewing angle
VWL813M 8mm F1.3 with Iris 56 x 42 degrees viewing angle
£77.45 + VAT = £91.00
Blue and silver recordable CD ROM bulk
£0.766 + VAT = £0.90
With jewel case
£1.00 + VAT = £1.18
P6KE103A 130v diode
£0.98p + VAT = £1.15 20 for £13.00 + VAT = £15.28
RC300 Philips universal remote control.5 for £24.45 + VAT (£4.69 + VAT each) = £27.55
Konig Ultrasonic remote control clearout, limited quantities. Quantity left in brackets:
US8207 (15), US8209(5), US8220 (4), US8224 (5), US8225 (2), US8232 (3),
US8233 (2).US8239 (8). US8260 (1), US8264 (124). US8265 (116), US8302 (2),
US8306 (1), US8309 (1), US8406 (1), US8513 (21), US8514 (40), US8516 (19),
US8519 (2), US8535 (82), US8578 (182)
£5.50 + VAT each, £22.00 + VAT for 5, £85.00 + VAT for 25.
1206 surface mount resistors E12 values 10 ohm to 1m ohm
100 of 1 value £1.00 + VAT, 1,000 of 1 value £5.00 + VAT
Please add £1.66 + VAT = £1.95 postage & packing per order

JPG ELECTRONICS
276-278 Chatsworth Road, Chesterfield S40 2BH
Tel: 01246 211202 Fax: 01246 550905

* Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz.
* Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz.

* Stereo Variable Emphasis Limiter 3.
* PPM10 In -vision PPM and chart recorder.

* Twin Twin PPM Rack and Box Units.

* PPM5 hybrid, PPM9 microprocessor and PPM8
IEC/DIN -50/+6dB drives and movements.
* Broadcast Stereo Coders.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh GU6 7BG
Telephone: 01483 275997 Fax: 01483 276477

Callers welcome 9 30am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday

CIRCLE NO.129 ON REPLY CARD
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* ALL MAKES OF RADIO EQUIPMENT HAND PORTABLES OR MOBILES *

BEST PRICES PAID CASH WAITING!!!
WE WILL COLLECT ANYWHERE IN THE UK

CALL: P.M.R. 2000

ON: 01502 531212 / 0142 693 4804
OR FAX US YOUR LIST ON: 01502 531111
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Not just a pretty interface
B2

Spice

B Logic
Professionals, universities and designers
need software that produces results
they can rely on. 132 Spice and 6' Logic
will give you the accurate results you
need - fast.

The best way to find out if a package is
really what you need is to try it, which is
what we're giving you the chance to do,
risk free for 30 days.

We guarantee you will be 100%
satisfied with the results or your
money back.

Available on 30 day evaluation
Free technical support
Mac version also available
VISA

13' Spice for analogue simulation £199
132 Logic for digital simulation £199
Special bundle price £295

All prices shown exclude VAT
Postage & Packing £5.00

Research
Tel: 01603 872331

Research House, Norwich Road, Eastgate, Norwich NR10 4HA Email rd.research@paston.co.uk wwwlooking.cauk/spice
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Too good
for words
The New Ranger

XL Series
Ranger 2 for Windows

NEW
NEW

£170

Ranger 2XL

-£500
Ranger XL from
£950
Website Download Demo

FREE

The Complete Integrated
Schematic PCB Layout
Package

.11-Erffiffr
mw.

Advanced Systems & Technology for PCB Manufacturers
Email:

sales@seetrax.com

www.seetrax.com

Old Buriton Lime Works, Buriton, Petersfield, Hants. UK GU31 5SJ

Tel: (44) 01730 260062 Fax: (44) 01 730 267273
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/07-p../1

Pc&poot.c041

DO YOU KNOW HOW
to get your

The new PicBasic Pro Compiler makes it even easier for you to program the fast and
powerful Microchip Technology PICmicro microcontrollers. PicBasic Pro converts
your BASIC programs into files that can be programmed directly into a PlCmicro.
The PicBasic Pro Compiler features: BASIC Stamp I and II commands, direct and
library routine access to pins on PORTA, C, D, E, as well as PORTB, arrays, real
IF...THEN...ELSE and interrupt processing in BASIC.
The PicBasic Pro Compiler gives you direct access to all of the PlCmicro registers -

I/O ports, A/D converters, hardware serial ports, etc. - easily and in BASIC. It

PROTOTYPE PCBs

automatically takes care of the page boundaries and RAM banks. It even includes builtin commands to control intelligent LCD modules, 12C Read and Write. Serial comms
to 19.2K, Smart Card routines are available.

from your usual manufacturer for a

FRACTION OF THE COST?

The PicBasic Pro Compiler instruction set is upward compatible with the BASIC
Stamp II and Pro uses BS2 syntax. Programs can be compiled and programmed
directly into a PlCmicro, eliminating the need for a BASIC Stamp module. These
programs execute much faster and may be longer than their Stamp equivalents. They
may also be protected so no one can copy your code.

The PicBasic Pro Compiler is a DOS command line application (it also works in
Windows) and runs on PC compatibles. It can create programs for the PIC12C67x,
PIC12CE67x, PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C55x, 6xx, 7xx, 84, 9xx, PIC16CE62x, PIC16F8xx

and PIC17Cxxx microcontrollers and works with most PlCmicro programmers
including our EPIC Plus Pocket PlCmicro Programmer. A printed manual and sample
programs are included to get you started.
The PicBasic Pro Compiler can also be used inside Microchip's MPLAB IDE. This
allows programs to be edited and simulated within Windows.
PIC BASIC (Basic Stamp I compatible) - £49.95
PIC BASIC + EPIC programmer inclusive of utilities suite £84.95
PIC BASIC PRO (Basic Stamp ll compatible) - £149.95
PIC BASIC PRO + EPIC programmer Inclusive of utilities £184.95
Upgrade PIC BASIC to PIC BASIC PRO £99.95
EPIC PIC PROGRAMMER £49.95

Download full Compiler data sheet including manual from web site

CALL FREEPHONE

0500 359 85 60
Pcb -poo i@beta ay° ut corn
cometted "Pliwww!Pcb-P001 corn

A

1411-L!
";ial I

nismi6
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1 048

+353 (0)61 701170
FAX 701164

The Old Bakery, 54 New Barns Road, El
Cambridgeshire CB7 4PW
Tel: +44 (0)1353 666709 Fax: +44 (0)1353 666710
E-mail: Sales@crownhill.co.uk
www.crownhill.co.uk
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Hands-on Internet

The 'perfect' transistor
C ri Batema looks at the nearest thing to a perfect transistor. Its
output swings negative for negative base signals and vice -versa for
positive ones. It has a 700MHz bandwidth, 7.7nVAHz noise and low
distortion - even at 10MHz.

In the October issue, I discussed some
circuit functions using transconductance amplifiers. A transconductance
amplifier's gain can be set by altering its
transconductance and load resistance. It

input (base), a low impedance input/out-

restrict my oscilloscope's 100MHz capability.

designs and applications, some of these
were described in the October issue.
This time I will concentrate mainly on
one particular versatile integrated circuit,
which comprises an unusual wideband
transconductance amplifier and an open loop, wideband, unity gain buffer.
Burr-Brown4 produces the OPA660
integrated circuit. It has been named the
`diamond transistor' because of the complementary symmetry of the transistors
used in its design.
The OPA660 provides a unity -gain,
open -loop voltage buffer amplifier and a
transconductance amplifier in an eight pin package. This buffer amplifier provides low differential gain/phase errors
at video frequencies, a 700MHz bandwidth and 3000V/µs slew rate.

Prior to searching Internet, I already
had one particular integrated circuit in

An ideal transistor?

B, E and C to draw attention to the

The operational transconductance amplifier, or OTA, section can be viewed as a
quasi -ideal transistor. Like a transistor it

device's similarity to an ideal transistor.
With a positive base -to -emitter input
voltage, current flows out of the collector terminal. Current then flows into the

can also provide a differential input
instrumentation amplifier, without need-

ing the carefully matched resistor networks needed for the conventional three
op -amp circuit.

I chose to investigate this particular
attribute when searching for a circuit I
could use to design a balanced input
probe for my oscilloscope. Many commercial instrumentation amplifiers provide excellent performance at lower fre-

quencies, but I really hoped not to

mind - the AD830 from Analog
Devices I .

My Internet searches revealed several
interesting transconductance amplifier

has three terminals, a high impedance

December 1999 ELECTRONICS WORLD

put (emitter) and a current output (collector).

This OTA however differs from a
transistor in that it is self biased and
bipolar in that it exhibits a combined
p-n-p/n-p-n characteristic. The output
current is zero for zero differential input

voltage. Alternating inputs centred on
zero volts produce a bipolar output current also centred on zero volts.

This OTA can provide a consistent
transconductance of 106mA/V at frequencies to 100MHz, reducing to some
10mAN at 250MHz. The actual
transconductance can be adjusted via an
external resistor, allowing bandwidth,
quiescent current and gain trade-offs to
be optimised.
The three OTA terminals are labelled

1049
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(7)

+Vcc = -1-5V

Fig. 1. Simplified
schematic
drawing of Burr Brown's
OPA660
'Diamond
Transistor'
integrated
circuit. This
OTA is self
biasing and with
bipolar input
signals, it
provides a
bipolar output.
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Bugs
I reported on the Happy99.exe
virus, which can be received via
e-mail, in the August 99 issue.
Perhaps like me, not having
previously been troubled by email viruses, you have
wondered whether they exist or
are simply alarmist propaganda.

Well on 24 August, I received
an unwanted e-mail from
<remember 132550@usa.net>
which was complete with the
Happy99.exe attachment.
Since I use only OS/2 and the
OS/2 version of Netscape 2.02
for all my Internet accesses, this
attachment could not
automatically run or be

lietscape - [101111: Analysis: 1E5 flaw makes PCs vulnerable]
View
isalkanades limas Oplimas Weds"

'

is

Location. Ihttp

Viirlass

CaiNzrinrqs-tQloes1mewa.1. ,*313.23:224.7.5,13G .K1*

,MV01.1

i

ZONH TECH NEWS NOW

Analysis: 1E5 flaw makes PCs vu
Tamp News

ZDNN home
Headline scan
News archive

Internet Explorer 5 design flaw leaves users' PCs
vulnerable to malicious code via Web surfing and
e-mail_
&Wow IlekL'IIaralet,
1141$ I

ectema
Business
Computing,
Internet
Law and

RIFF

Samoa beam search he seem* Wits a saw hi
aziphaltibamc seam leek he tiro ha lam shim
imialeciol challiesca. Ilia lislita is Irma ins en case
of Ballgunisa bad= Gus* GariaskiL mho has
aspesed dimgesses seamitlyirshes
likaressit proisats

accidentally opened. Needless to
say, I deleted it completely.
Other operating systems are
more vulnerable. This week two
new viruses have been reported.
`roadie' sometimes called
`Termite' is now common in the
e-mail freeware communities. It
has been classified by Network
Associates as of medium
damage level risk. If activated it
can infect as many as 100
executable files, in both DOS
and Windows systems.
The virus has four variants
with code sizes from 6585 bytes
to 7585 bytes. It will run in
DOS and attach itself to the
executable files of 16 or 32 bit
applications, including all
Windows operating system
executables.

Any modification to an
infected file's time/date
stamp, and the file will no
longer run. Data files are not
damaged, but application
programs on infected
machines will not run and the
computer may crash. Most
antivirus companies now have
fixes available for this virus.*

1E5 can leave Internet surfers
vulnerable in two ways.
According to Georgi Guninski,t
a security hole within ActiveX,
allows hostile code buried in a
Web page or in an e-mail
message, to run on a user's
computer without the user's
knowledge, Fig. A.
Simply accessing an infected
Web page, or reading an
infected e-mail or news -group
message, allows this code free
access to your computer's files.
It can then plant a Trojan Horse
program into your computer, or
overwrite your system files,
unless ActiveX controls, plug ins and scripting features have
previously been disabled.
As I write, Microsoft had not
posted a patch or an advisory
notice, for this problem.
* 'Toadie' virus raises concerns
in freeware community.
http://www.zdnet.com/pcweek/
stories/news/0,4153,1016141,00.
html

t Analysis: 1E5 flaw makes PCs
vulnerable.
http://www.zdnet.com/zdnn/

Fig. A. If you use Explorer 5 to access Internet, review your Active
Desktop security and ActiveX scripting settings before logging on.

Document, Done
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OPA660 CURRENT -FEEDBACK
20

I

5Vp-p

15

2.8Vp-p

10
pmaimlir

5

1.4Vp-p

0

-5
-10

0.6Vp-p--e

0.2Vp-p,

-15

-3dB Point

-20
-25
-30
100k

1M

100M

10M

1G

Frequency (Hz)

IQ = 20mA R1 = 470 R2 = 560 R4 = 2000 R5 = 220 Gain = 10

R0= 25012 (IQ

20mA)

Fig. 2. The OPA660 configured as a current feedback amplifier with a gain of ten. For clarity the Rq resistor, which controls
quiescent current, is not shown. It connects between pin 1 and the negative supply rail.

collector terminal for negative base -to emitter input voltages.

1200

Benefits of the OTA

5052

C

1000

Unlike a transistor, this OTA configu-

3

ration is self -biasing, simplifying design
and reducing external components. It is

B

Network
Analyzer

2005

Ft3

RIN

390Q

OTA

IQ = 20mA

far more linear than any discrete transistor, providing a constant transconductance over a wide range of collector
currents and frequency.

Rp

R5

820

As you can see in Fig. 1, both the
unity -gain buffer and the OTA have

R3

100D
G=

Cp

similar configurations, apart from their

R+

6.4pF

final output stages. The buffer uses
emitter -output drive while the OTA has
an additional stage with collector output
drive.
These two blocks can be arranged as a
wideband current -feedback amplifier,
with input going to the OTA. The buffer
output is coupled back, via 20051, to the

R,

=1+'

2
1

XE

OPA660 DIRECT FEEDBACK

20
Fig. 3. Extended high -

5Vp-p/#

15

frequency performance is
possible using the 'direct feedback' connection. In this,
the unity gain buffer is outside
the feedback loop. Feedback is

pMININI

10

emitter terminal of the OTA. Set to a
gain of 10, this arrangement provides
an almost flat response to 100MHz at
a 5V pk-pk output, Fig. 2.

2.8Vp p

5

1.4Vp-p,

0

0 6Vp-p".

-5
-10
-15

Even wider bandwidth is available by

using the buffer outside the feedback
loop and direct feedback from collector

to emitter of the OTA. With a gain of
three, this combination provides a flat

-20

response to more than 500MHz at 2.8V
pk-pk output, Fig. 3.

-25
-30

To assist circuit development using

0.2Vp p

100k

this integrated circuit, Burr -Brown
provides three different, pre -assembled demonstration boards using the

directly from collector to
emitter of the OTA.

10M

1M

100M

1G

Frequency (Hz)

Ri = 1000 R2 = 1200 R3 = 3900 R4 = 20052
R5 = 1000 R6 = 6852 IQ = 20mA Rp = 82D Cp 6.4pF

DIL package. These provide both cur-

rent and direct feedback amplifiers
also the diamond-transistor/buffer
configurations.

Background details and performance
results of the experimental test circuits,

Ultra -high-speed circuits

Two other boards provide layouts
suitable for these applications, using
the surface mount SOIC and the DIP

which led to the final design of the

`New ultra high-speed circuit techniques with analog ICs' provides a
good overview of the various high-

packages.

OPA660, are described in application
note AB -181. This can be downloaded
from Burr -Brown's Web site.

December 1999 ELECTRONICS WORLD

Application note AB -183, entitled

speed applications possible using the

1051
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OPA660. These include fast integrators
Fig. 4. The above, basic circuit arrangement functions
as a multiplier. With Rqc=2500, gm=67mA/V and Rout
of 2.08k52, provides a multiplication factor of 35ka
Gain G=351d2/25051 or 140 times. Varying the value
of Rw, changes the multiplication factor.

usable with 8ns input pulses and low
jitter, fast comparators working to
10MHz. RF signal rectifiers that work
down to millivolt levels, variable -gain
amplifiers and high -frequency active
filters can also be made.

Rour
2.08kC2

+5V

Design of an AGC system usable
above 80MHz is discussed in appli-

Van±1.4Vp0

cation note AB -185. This design uses

the OPA660 together with a peak
detector, to control its own gain,
maintaining a constant output voltage

without using a multiplier IC. This

AGC is achieved by using the
OPA660 quiescent -current control

Fig. 5. Final schematic of the
Burr -Brown AGC amplifier
demonstration board. The peak level
control section, at the bottom of the
drawing, provides the variable Rqc
needed to maintain a constant
output voltage. Replacing the
OPA621 amplifier with an OPA622
can extend bandwidth above this

input pin to vary its transconductance, Fig. 4.
A self-contained AGC circuit using
this approach, can be evaluated using

the dedicated demo board. A full
description of the function of each of
the four circuit blocks shown in this
schematic, appears in application
note AB -185, Fig. 5.

circuit's 80MHz limit.

Active filter designs are usually

-5V

Amplifier

restricted to relatively low frequen-

+5V
R6

10R

2

3

\

-I-

7

22p2

10n

[\

Vow

0.2-0.8V p -p

Diamond Transistor' discusses the
5F11R

design of high -frequency active filters having a stop -band performance
exceeding 100MHz, Fig. 6.

-"\AAN-0

OPA621
+5V

R7

4

Level shifting

R4

Vout

R5

20k

parasitics, component parasitics and
input/output coupling, dominate circuit design.

56R

4---MAN-Poffset

-5V

72p2 210n

cies. Application note AB -190, entitled 'Designing active filters with the

±13mV

-5V

C5=74. Re

Manual

Si

470p

Automatic

10k

oClamped5v

Wideband differential
amplifier
mt.
z1On

Multiplier
+5V

0.2 - 0.6Vp-p

z2p2

This final application note returns us
to the original reason for my Internet

R3

o 2p2

R21

56R
7

10n

CD

Choldj.
C4

1p

OPA660

---"\AAA"-

5

400MHz wideband differential
amplifier: it's a breeze with the
Diamond Transistor OPA660'.
In just four pages, application note
AN -188 describes a differential

R22

lk

2

5

R20
1OR

searches. It is entitled 'Building a

lk

+

CA3080

_.5v

=10n =2p2

amplifier having a flat gain of 6dB
C6

/91

10n

56R TA F

0.1p

4

I

2p2

2N3904

gm

+5V

Peak level control

C)2N5460
_L

C3

0 47p.:-J-

2811 T 0.47p

R14

2M2

are also excellent. At 2V pk-pk output at 10MHz, harmonic distortion is
low, first and second harmonics
being at -57 and -55dB respectively.
The device's common -mode gain at

10MHz is -43dB and its pulse

100k

R15

up to 400MHz. It has low power consumption, so can be battery powered.

Other aspects of its performance
Rio

0
-5V

F1,5

220p

Hg

4Vp-p

560k

0

+5V

47R

R23

-5V

05v

R31

R1,
100R

D2

2811

BC577

R12 i 220p
2M2

response rise and fall times

are

around lns. Resulting from its low
noise density of 7.7nV/4Hz, the cir-

cuit is equally usable with much
smaller signals, Fig. 7.
Should you prefer to roll off circuit
gain below this 400MHz maximum,
small changes of C5, shown as 18pF
in the schematic, should be evaluated.
A number of integrated differential

amplifier circuits are available in
-5V
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Demo Board

503

Ri

500

s. 1 ka - CD

5103

T 0.2pF

50C1

\,AM -6-1,----0 VouTpi
FILT51

Ci
VIN

addition to those I have detailed. Not
being transconductance types though,
they were not identified in my
Internet searches.

resistor, a stable gain of four up to

Other worthwhiles...
While I do not intend to list all the

Which circuit did I chose?

possibilities, a small family of amplifiers from Linear Technology should
be mentioned3.
Classified as video difference
amplifiers and typified by the

LT1193, these were designed as
cable -sense amplifiers that could be
used to 'tap' into coaxial cable runs,
without disturbing the cable's load-

I

3300

OPA660

100MHz can be achieved. This application can be found in the data sheet
for the LT1189.
Superficially at least, the OPA660 circuit could produce my desired differ-

ential oscilloscope probe, except for
two final requirements.
To accommodate the desired input
voltage ranges, it may be necessary

to attenuate the input voltage into
the differential amplifier, then use

ing.

Where to look...

The LT1189 amplifier, developed
from the LT1193, is a gain -of -ten -

1.

gain after the differential stage, to
restore signal levels.
To properly display small differential signals, it may also be necessary
to provide a means of offsetting their
DC levels.
If you are interested in building a
similar, differential scope probe, you
will find a number of helpful documents on Internet. These have been
written by authors who work for companies manufacturing oscilloscope systems

increasing its feedback and using a
small capacitor, typically 5pF, as a
feedback zero across the feedback

having extended
stop -band

performance
using the BUF600
output.

and probes. A small sample is

http://www.analog.com
http://www.burr-brown.com
http://www.linear-tech.com
http://preamble.com/faq.htm

See also: Answers to frequently asked questions.

+5V

CB= 2.2pF II 10nF
+5V

CB

2400

0 PA 660

Rs

513

build a third
order, 10MHz
low-pass filter

appended in the reference.

Analog Devices Inc.
2. Burr -Brown Corporation.
3. Linear Technology Corporation.

stable, 35MHz bandwidth version. By

Fig. 6. Illustrating
the OPA660
demonstration
board used to

RI1

R10

R4

513

1503
DT

In+

In

Fig. 7. The 400MHz wide -

6
RB

2

4301

Ris

= ±20mA (0 PA660)

560L1
CB

C6
1 BpF

-HI
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= ±6mA (BUF601)

band differential amplifier
built on the OPA660
demonstration board has a
gain of four at the input to
the BUF601 buffer output.
Using a doubly -terminated
50n transmission line
reduces overall
input/output gain to 6dB.
Using an 18pF for C5 as
shown, the 3dB frequency
is 400MHz.
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CLASSIFIED

Tel: 0181 652 3620

ARTICLES FOR SALE

ARTICLES WANTED
TOP PRICES PAID
For all your valves,
tubes, semi conductors
and IC's.

Langrex
Supplies
Limited
1 Mayo Road, Croydon
Surrey CR0 20P
TEL: 0181 684 1166
FAX: 0181 684 3056

Wanted to Buy. Component Data, books/sheets,
any age. Email list to: info @ sentientsystems.co.uk. Fax list to: 01202 884420.

Wanted: Working P.S.U. for satellite receiver.
Amstrad SRD 2000. State price. Hughes, 51
Standard View, Ynyshir, Rhondda, Mid-Glam
CF39 OHR. Phone 01443 685044.

All types considered

Valves & Semiconductors
All types e.g. Discrete & IC's
Good Rates Paid

Wanted list on request.
eg ECC83, KT88, PX4
Avo Valve Tester VCM 163

CHELMER VALVE CO.

VALVES SUPPLIED

130 New London Road
Chelmsford, Essex
Tel: 01245 265865
Fax: 01245 490064

Ask for our free catalogue, eg
4CX250B, 4CX1000A, 6C33CB, 300B,
6156, 6550B, CV2131

WANTED. Gemstar Video+ Plus+ programmer
model VIP -185 (preferably). Must be in good
working order. Instructions not required. 01736
367100.

WANTED TO BUY. Used Neutrik chart
recorder system. Fax USA 702/565-4828

Rack. Enclosures
New and Used most sizes

All aspects of RF
hardware development
considered from
concept to production.

16U to 50U side and rear panels
mains distribution 19" Panel mounts
optima eurocraft. Prices from f45 +vat

M&B Radio
86 Bishopsgate Street Leeds LS1 4BB
Tel. 0113 2702114 Fax. 0113 2426881

TEKTRONIX 7313 mainframe type oscillo
scope with 7A13 dual trace module and 7B53A

dual time base module fitted (one slot free).

WATERBEACH ELECTRONICS

Limited cal due to non-functional storage facility,

£150. Also Telequipment S54A single trace

VALVES WANTED
WANTED

RF DESIGN
SERVICES

WANTED: Briiel & Kjaer type 2606 or later
measuring amplifier in good working condition.
Manuals etc not necessary. All reasonable offers
considered. M. Edinger, Bjaelkevangen 10B, dk2800, Lyngby, Denmark. Contact: Email:
Musiklab@image.dk, phone +45 45 874977, fax
+45 45 874976.

Fax 0181 652 8938

CRT and valves for transmitting,
industrial, audio. Many obsolete types.
Competitive prices. Helpful service.

BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD

TEL: 01223 862550
FAX: 01223 440853
HP54111D Colour DSO

APPOINTMENT

Franklin Miller. Email fjm@anv.net

4 Ch logic trigger,
2 x HP10430A 6pF probes, full

PLEASE

NOTE FOR ALL

HP1630D Logic Analyser
43 Ch, 100MHz, £450 + VAT
steve@csys.demon.co.uk

ADVERTISING RATES

SERVICES

Concept P"

cu

Production

0U
us

Electronic design and engineering services

E

r the new millenium:

SHORTWAVE BROADCASTERS
Monitor reception from within your
target area
Control radio receivers/transceivers
worldwide

Radphone 2000DX from
www.pca.cc
Intel+61-2-98889777
Fax+61-2-98050253

MARCONI TF2019A - 80KHz £575.00
1040MHz
TEK 475 - 200MHz CRO £225.00
HP141 SPECTRUM ANALYSER £565.00
10MHz - 18GHz

us

Embedded control
Telecommunication products
Datacommunication products
Interface conversion
Wireless transmission
Audio processing
Video products
Teletext decoding

us

",

ss

am

3 'P.

PCB emdesign

Schatic layout and re -drawing
Technical documentation & translation

Tel/Fax: +44 (0) 1872 223306
Email: designersystems@btinternet com

;t:

41.
qdk Ugg:

\I`,75`I'l-,/ Ili

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE.
Phone Mr Belt for details (01673 842338).

PHILIPS PM 3217 - 50MHz CRO
£165.00

YOUR ENQUIRIES ON

Wave Analysers Marconi type 2330 and 2330A.
£20 ono. Tel: 01727 859653.

set of manuals, £2,000 + VAT

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

ADVERTISERS

01963 362143 evenings and weekends.

500MHz SW, 1G S/sec, 2+2Ch,

Billingshurst, Sussex
Tel: 01403 784961 Fax: 01403 783519
VISITORS PLEASE PHONE FOR

general purpose suitable for audio and TV use,
£45. Also Nashua 3916 A3 and A4 photocopier
enlarges/reduces, sale includes an unfitted new
drum. Working but could do with a service, £95.

For more stock and details:
Tel: 01889 569928
www.staffs-wireless.com

P&P Electronics Analogue and digital design
services. Tel: 01924 402931.

Printed Circuits manufacturing service.
Production from Artwork out of Magazine or
CAD design. Single- or double -sided boards.

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN

Quantities and one -offs. For details telephone Mr.
Belt on 01673 842338.

Switched Mode PSU

Power Factor Correction

PLEASE CONTACT

JOANNAH COX ON

Inverter

Tel/Fax: 01243 842520
e-mail: eugen_kus@cix.co.uk

Lomond Electronic Services
WANTED Sony model CDP-K1 CD player. This
has variable speed and microphone facility.

Equivalent considered. - Reading 9428986.

TEL: 0181 652 3620

Sponsored Postgrad
Research Positions in
Future Radio Networks
at
Trinity College Dublin

'Wireless Worlds' Copies in good condition for

Open to CS/Eng, graduates
with an interest in radio,
software radio, Internet
technology and Mobility.

the years 1949-1979, available for disposal.
Collection from Great Malvern, Worcs by
arrangement. For details phone Peter Lloyd,

http://ntrg.cs.tcd.ie

For Sale: Wireless Worlds, Sept 1945-Jan 1986

- Offers. Tel: 0181 874 8231 (South West
London).

FAX: 0181 652 8938

COURSES

More details from

01684 574534.
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ADVANTEST TR9407 fft spectrum analyser to 1MHz
£2000
ADVANTEST TR4133 100kHz-20GHz spectrum analyser £5000
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter with MA96A power
sensor (0.75-1.8uM)
£1000
ANRITSU MN95D fibre -optic attenuator 0-65db
£250
BRADLEY 192 oscilloscope calibrator
£250

214B pulse generator
3336A level generator

YRS

£2000
£1000

164013 serial data generator

CHASE LFR1000 interference measuring receiver 9kHz-150kHz
£200
DATRON 1061A voltmeter /10/20/30/40/50
£1250
DRANETZ 626 -PA -6006 ac neutral monitor, c/w TR2018 clamp
£250
EIP 575 source locking frequency counter 18GHz GPIB option
£1250
FLANN MICROWAVE 27072 frequency meter 73.113GHz
£27
FLANN precision rotary waveguide attenuator 20110 0-60db 18-26 GHz

IER A-7550 1GHz portable spectrum analyser with receiver options
AM./FM/SSB
£2000
MARCONI 2019A signal generator 10kHz-1GHz INCLUDING FREE
CALIBRATION

£1500

RACAL DANA 1991 frequency counter, GPIB opt
£550
SCHLUMBERGER 4922 radio code analyser
£250
SCHLUMBERGER SRTG-GA62 selective call test set
£150
SYSTRON DONNER 6041A 100MHz 8 -digit frequency counter IEEE £100
TEKTRONIX 2432A 100MHz 250M Sa/sec digital storage oscilloscope

£750

FLANN precision rotary waveguide attenuator 22110 0-70db 26-40GHz
£750

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS

TEKTRONIX 2236 100MHz analogue oscilloscope
TAU-TRON MN302/MB302N bert transmitter/receiver
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN PCM4 test sets... call for details
& options
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN PCM4 p cm measuring set version
985/01, IEEE opt
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN PF2 error ratio measuring set
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN DEM-20 data circuit test set
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN SPM31 level meter
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN WM30 level tracer
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN PF4 bit error re ate tester

SWEEP GENERATORS
HP8350B MAINFRAME £1000
HP8350B with 83522A 10MHz-2.4GHz

plug-in £3000
HP8350B with 83572B 26.5-40GHz £4500
SIGNAL GENERATORS
MARCONI 2030 1.35GHz £2250
HP8657B £4500

(BN911/01. Opt 00.011

£1000
£500
£250

call
£7500
£400
£250
£500
£500
£2000
£500
£ 0
£1000

WAVETEK 23 synthesized function generator 0.01Hz-12MHz
WAVETEK 1080 sweep generator 1-1000MHz
WAYNE KERR 3220 20A bias unit (for 3245 inductance analyser)
WAYNE KERR SR268 source and detector
WILTRON 6637 sweeper generator 2-18GHz (option 03)
f2
WILTRON 6659A sweep generator 10MHz-26.5GHz (options 01/10/13)

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
HP8561B 6.5GHz £7500
IFR A-7550 1GHz £1000

f

WILTRON 6640B sweep generator 26.5-40GHz (option 03)

0
0

£3

0

£3

0

£500

10715A digital interferometer
4274A multi -frequency icr meter
3314A function generator
333200/333220 programmable attenuators 4GHz each
3561A dynamics signal analyser

3586A selective level meter
40938 protocol tester base (PT300)
41426 DC source/monitor (with 41421B, 41420A, 41424A)
8018A serial data generator
53346 frequency counter, option 060
5461C oscilloscope
834I1C lightwave receiver 100/1550nm
83440C lightwave detector 20GHz 1300nm/1550nm
83508 sweep generator mainframe

£1000
£3000
£1500

£35
£5000
£1250
£3000
£8500

£1000
£1000
£200
£175

£2000
£2000

835726 sweeper plug-in unit (for 83506) 26.5-40GHz
85046A S -parameter test set
850530 3.5mm verification kit
85640A tracking generator to 2.9GHz
8672A synthesized signal generator 2-18GHz
8671A synthesised signal generator 2-6.2GHz

£7500

86222A 10MHz-2.4GHz sweep generator plug-in unit
862906 2-18GHz sweep generator plug-in unit
868413 signal generator 5.4GHz-I2.5GHz
8903B audio analyser with opts 10 and 051

£1000

8904A/001/002 multifunction synthesizer DC-600kHz
E5200A broadband service analyser (STM1 options)
J3458A fast ethernet La nprobe

£200

J2215A FDDI portable multimode test set

£1500

£2000
£2000
£2000
£600
£300

£150
£1000

£250
£9500
£1500

All equipment sold calibration -checked by independent laboratories and carries
un-conditional refund and 90 -day guarantees.

CALLERS WELCOME BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
FOR COMPLETE STOCK LISTING PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE

www.raffe-electronics.co.uk

44%
CiPT

11-5,a+a

IS09002 ACCREDITED STOCKIST
MEASUREMENT & TEST EQUIPMENT

CIRCLE NO.135 ON REPLY CARD

Free Software Showcase CD
The free Software Showcase CD from
National Instruments, provides engineers and

scientists with extensive information and
demonstration version of industry leading
application software for measurement and
automation applications,
such
as
LabVIEWTm/CVI, LookoufnM, HiCrm and more.

Now in standard HTML format, Software
Showcase delivers an easy to use interface

Unique PCB Test Tool
handheld connectivity tester
quickly locates shorts & opens
ideal for SMT-based PCBs
cost just £93.50 including p&p

and direct access to information via the
internet.

For your FREE CD call
Instruments on 01635 523545

National

E-mail: info@natinst.com
Website: www.natinst.com/uk

CIRCLE NO.136 ON REPLY CARD

Circuit Trace
PO Box 70
Retford DN22 OSY
Tel/Fax: 01777 248993
www.toneohm.com
CIRCLE NO.137 ON REPLY CARD

TRIDENT DISPLAYS

A WORLD OF LCD...
The widest range of colour LCDs, LCD
monitors and plug and play kits
available in the UK, all in one easy to
use brochure, is now available FREE!
It includes information on products
ranging from 2.9" monitors to 16.1"
colour LCD screens, mono/colour STN
TFTs and touch screen technology
from the world's leading
manufacturers.
Phone TRIDENT today for your free
copy.

TEL: 01737 780790
FAX: 01737 771908

SCOMMUNICATIONS
NI A FR "T"
PROGRAMMERS
Hand held and bench top
*Single socket to 16 gang
Stand alone and PC based
DOS and Windows 3.1/95/NT
Fast algorithms
Vast range of adaptors:-PLCC, QFP, SOIC,

-SSOP, BGA, etc...

Tel: +44(0) 181 953 9292
Email: sales@smartcom.co.uk
Web: www.smartcom.co.uk

OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
www.tridentdisplays.co.uk
CIRCLE NO.138 ON REPLY CARD
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WiNRADiO

TAKING THE EUROPEAN RADIO MARKET BY STORM
TAKE A LOOK AT WiNRADiO's DiGiTAL SUiTE SOFTWARE (AWARDED 5 STARS BY WRTH

plet provided with the
Packet Radio for HF and VHF
3. Aircraft Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
2.

Audio Oscilloscope, real time Spectrum Analyzer with
calibration cursors
5. Squelch -controlled AF Recorder
4.

6.

Bandpass Rite,

WR3100i spectrum monitor ISA card

7 Auk, Not!,

(£995+VAT) allows continuous control of
audio bandwidth and other signal

1111111
Get**

.0120

NEW EXTERNAL MODELS
EXTERNAL WiNRADiOTM
We are now able to offer you a
complete range of stand-alone
WiNRADiO comms systems:
WR1000e- £359 INC VAT
WR1500e - £429 INC VAT
WR3100e- £1169 INC vA-r
Each stand-alone unit connects

that slips inside your PC, or as an external
(portable) unit. WiNRADiO combines the
power of your PC with the very latest, and
greatest, synthesised receivers.

YOU CAN USE WiNRADiOr" SCANNING
PC COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS FOR:
Broadcast, media monitoring, professional &

to your PC through either the

amateur radio communications, scanning,
spot frequency, whole spectrum monitoring,

basic RS232, or through an

instrumentation surveillance and recording.

high speed control).
The units are powered through

If you're after the ultimate receiver -in -a -PC
with full DSP then smile and say, "Hello" to
the new WR31000i-DSP with its hardware for
real-time recording, signal conditioning and
decoding applications. It's all you need.

either your existing 12v

optional PCMCIA adapter (for

AOC

Bar

e"

W

FFT SCMCV

ESP thit

"It's software is excellent.. more versatile and less idiosyncratic
than that of the Icom IC-PCR1000"
WRTH 1999 Review

"Five stars for its
mechanical design"
WRTH 1999 Review

i 243 726. MHz 6

,17

IMO

"Most Innovative
Receiver'
WRTH 1998 Awards

supply, or through an
(entirely optional) NiMH

rechargeable 12v battery
pack.

.711114' !!-115 ,171r

Model Name/Number
Construction of internals
Construction of externals
Frequency range

WR-1000i/VVR-1500i-3100iDSP- Internal full length ISA cards
WR-1000e/VVR-1500e - 3100e - external RS232/PCMCIA (optional)
0.15-1500 MHz
0.15-1500 MHz
0.5-1300 MHz

Modes

AM,SSB/CW,FM-N,FM-W

AM,LSB,USB,CW,FM-N,FM-W

AM,LSB,USB,CW,FM-N,FM-W

Tuning step size
IF bandwidths

100 Hz (5 Hz BFO)

100 Hz (1 Hz for SSB and CW)

100 Hz (1 Hz for SSB and CW)

6 kHz (AM/SSB),

2.5 kHz(SSB/CW), 9 kHz (AM)

2.5 kHz(SSB/CW), 9 kHz (AM)

17 kHz (FM -N), 230 kHz (W)

17 kHz (FM -N), 230 kHz (W)

17 kHz (FM -N), 230 kHz (W)

Receiver type
Scanning speed
Audio output on card
Max on one motherboard
Dynamic range
IF shift (passband tuning)
DSP in hardware
IRO required
Spectrum Scope
Visitune
Published software API
Internal ISA
External uni

HL z

J

he

.12,18

(requires SoundBlaster 16 compatible sound card)

WiNADiOTM PC RECEIVERS

0

4cIB

ONLY £81.07 inc vat

Available as either an internal ISA card

2100

E Marker Tone

conditioning functions.

DTMF, CTSS decode and analyse

Low

r Noma Radudon

PLL-based triple -cony. superhet
10 ch/sec (AM), 50 ch/sec (FM)

200mW
8 cards
65 dB
±2 kHz

200mW
8 cards
65 dB
no

no - use optional DS software

200mW
3-8 cards (pse ask)

85dB
±2 kHz
YES (ISA card ONLY)

no
yes

no
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

£299 inc vat

£369 inc vat

£1169.13 inc

£359 inc vat

£429 inc vat

£1169.13 inc (hardware DSP only internal)

yes (for ISA card)

yes
yes
yes (also DSP)

£69.00 Inc when bought with 'e' series unit (otherwise: £99 inc)
PCMCIA Adapter (external):
PPS NiMH 12v Battery Pack and Charger: £99 inc when purchased with `e' series unit (otherwise: £139 inc)
The WiNRADiO Digital Suite: £74.99 inc when purchased with a WiNRADiO receiver (otherwise: £81.05 inc)
To receive your completely free (no obligation) info pack and WiNRADiO software emulation demo disk all you have to do is get on the Internet and go to
our website at http://www.broadercasting.com. If you don't yet have easy access to the internet then by all means feel free to telephone us or send a fax.

Please send all your enquiries to: info@broadercasting.com or Telephone: 0800 0746 263 or +44 (0)1245 348000 - Fax: +44 (0)1245 287057
Enformatica Limited, Unit B, Chelford Court, Robjohns Road, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 3AG, United Kingdom
E&OE WiNRADiO and Visitune are trademarks of WiNRADiO Communications - copyright Broadercasting Communications Systems
CIRCLE NO. 102 ON REPLY CARD
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STILL THE WORLD'S MOST
POWERFUL PORTABLE
PROGRAMMERS?

SURELY NOT.
SURELY SOMEONE SOMEWHERE HAS
DEVELOPED A PORTABLE PROGRAMMER

THAT HAS EVEN MORE FEATURES, EVEN
GREATER FLEXIBILITY AND IS EVEN
BETTER VALUE FOR MONEY.
ACTUALLY, NO. BUT DON'T TAKE OUR
WORD FOR IT. USE THE FEATURE
SUMMARY BELOW TO SE'E HOW OTHER
MANUFACTURERS' PRODUCTS COMPARE,

DATAMAN-48LV
Plugs straight into parallel port of PC or
laptop
Programs and verifies at 2, 2.7, 3.3 & 5V

True no -adaptor programming up to 48

S4 GAL MODULE
Programs wide range of 20 and 24 pin
logic devices from the major GAL vendors

pin DIL devices

Supports JEDEC files from all popular

Free universal 44 pin PLCC adaptor

compilers

Built-in world standard PSU - for go -

anywhere programming
Package adaptors available for TSOP,
PSOP, QFP, SOIC and PLCC

Optional EPROM emulator

DATAMAN S4

MONEY -BACK

30 DAY TRIAL
If you do not agree that these truly are the
most powerful portable programmers you can
buy, simply return your Dataman product

within 30 days for a full refund

SUPPORT
3 year parts and labour guarantee

Windows/DOS software included
Free technical support for life
Next day delivery - always in stock

Orders received by 4pm will normally be despatched same day.

Order today, get it tomorrow!

Dedicated UK supplier, established 1978

Programs 8 and 16 bit EPROMs,
EEPROMs, PEROMs, 5 and 12V FLASH,

Still as unbeatable as ever. Beware of

Boot -Block FLASH, PICs, 8751

cheap imitations. Beware of false

microcontrollers and more

promises. Beware of hidden extras.

EPROM emulation as standard

If you want the best, there's still only one

Rechargeable battery power for total

choice - Dataman.

portability

Order via credit card hotline - phone

All -in -one price includes emulation

today, use tomorrow.

leads, AC charger, PC software, spare

library ROM, user-friendly manual

Supplied fully charged and ready to use

Alternatively, request more detailed
information on these and other market leading programming solutions.

Dataman Programmers Ltd, Station Rd,
Maiden Newton, Dorchester,
Dorset, DT2 OAE, UK
Telephone +44/0 1300 320719
Fax +44/0 1300 321012
BBS +44/0 1300 321095 (24hr)

Modem V.34N.FCN.32bis
Home page: http://www.dataman.com
FTP: ftp.dataman.com
Email: sales@dataman.com

